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The Profile of Professor Robert Trappl expli-
cates his manifold international activity, serv-
ing the world community of cybernetics and sys-
tems research in the best possible manner. This
fact can be easily recognized by looking into vol-
umes of Cybernetics and Systems '94, published
by World Scientific, Singapore, on 1912 pages.
These volumes include interdisciplinary contribu-
tions from various authors of the globe. The
Twelfth European Meeting on Cybernetics and
Systems Research-1994 (April 5-8) was a genuine
Vienna happening in the superlative sense of the
word where papers have been presented in lecture
rooms of the Catholic Theological Faculty in the
old university building.

To understand the various activity of Profes-
sor Robert Trappl, the scientific, cultural and the
civilian atmosphere of Vienna and the benevo-
lence of its citizens has to be experienced. The
realm of Cybernetics and Systems Research be-
longs to the European philosophical and scien-
tific tradition. For instance, the Vienna Circle
(Wiener Kreis) was the group of logical posi-
tivists (which included at various times, e.g. R.
Carnap and K. Godel—logisticism, A. Heyting—
intuitionism, J. von Neuman—formalism) cen-
tered on Vienna University in the 1920s and
1930s. They have added the technical equip-
ment and logical rigour of modern mathematical
logic to the empirical tradition. They published
its own manifesto, Erkenntis, and series of pub-
lications. Its considerable influence on English-
language philpsophy persisted long after the Cir-
cle itself.

Cybernetics and Systems Research is also a
continuation of the European philosophy (e.g., E.
Husserl, M. Heidegger, etc.) in understanding the
global science, humanism and modern technology.
It searches new ways of thinking and design, new
cpnceptualism and methodology, new possibilities
for humanity and survival. It unites various pro-
files of researchers, e.g. philosophers, mathemati-
cians, humanists, engineers, economists in a cir-
cle of good will and globally flowing information.
Professor Robert Trappl is a significant mentor
in this world embracing community—constituting
the cybernetic paradigm of human, natural and
artificial systems.

Robert Trappl

Robert Trappl is professor and head of the Depart-
ment of Medical Cybernetics and Artificial Intel-
ligence, University of Vienna, Austria.

He holds a Ph.D. in psychology (minor: astron-
omy), a diploma in sociology, and is an engineer
for electrical engineering.

Robert Trappl has been a director of the Aus-
trian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence
since its foundation in 1984, in which he had
a leading part. The Institute's current staff
amounts to more than 20 scientists (employed or
with project contracts), plus some 10 graduate
students.

He has held lectures at the University of Vienna
as well as the Technical University of Vienna, and
on many occasions at universities abroad. He
has enjoyed lecturing from pure mathematics to
"Theories of Consciousness" or "The Revolution
of Cybernetics: From feedback control and sys-
tems models to cyberspace and virtual reality"
(both held in this academic year). Among his
favorite topics is a seminar entitled "Art/ificial
Intelligence: The Relationship between Art and
AI", which he organizes jointly with a Professor
of Music and with a Professor of New Media.

He served as a coordinator of the "Artificial In-
telligence" branch of the Coiiiputer Science stud-
ies offered jointly by these two Universities, and
he has been one of the five professors who are
members of the studies committee for computer
science at the Vienna Technical University. He
has also served as the chairman of numerous ha-
bilitation committees as well as committees for
the appointment of professors. He has acted as
a Chairman of the University of Vienna Concilia-
tion Committee since its foundation in 1976, and
he has been reelected in this capacity biennially.

He has published more than 100 articles, he is
co-author, editor or co-editor of 20 books, the
most recent being "Povver, Autonomy, Utopia:
New Approaches toward Complex Systems",
Plenum, New York, "Advanced Topics in Artifi-
cial Intelligence", Springer, Heidelberg, and "Cy-
bernetics and Systems '94", World Scientific, Sin-
gapore.

He has received several avvards, among them
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the Award of the Theodor Koerner Foundation,
the Award of the Municipality of Vienna, the
Innitzer Award for Medical Studies, and the
Hoechst Avvard of the Medical School of the Uni-
versity of Vienna.

Robert Trappl was the first president of the
Austrian Society for Cybernetic Studies in 1969
and he ha§ been reelected annually in this capac-
ity. He has acted since 1972 as conference chair-
man of the biennial European Meetings on Cy-
bernetics and Systems Research, which have de-
veloped into the leading international conferencc
in the field, worldwide.

He served as vice president of the International
Federation for Systems Research from 1980-1984
and as its President from 1984 to 1988. He has
been a member of the Board of Trustees of the
Bavarian Research Center for Knowledge-Bascd
Systems (Erlangen-Nuremberg, Munich, Passau),
appointed by the Bavarian Minister of Science,
since 1989. He has acted as a member of the per-
manent Committee for the German Conference on
Artificial Intelligence since 1993.

He founded the journal "Applied Artificial In-
telligence: An International Journal" in 1986
and has acted as its Editor-in-Chief since. He
has been Editor-in-Chief of the "Journal of Cy-
bernetics" (since 1980: "Cybernetics and Sys-
tems: An International Journal") since 1980.
Both journals are published by Taylor & Fran-
cis, VVashington, DC. In addition, he is serving
as Associate Editor or on the Editorial (Advi-
sory) Board of numerous journals - besides "In-
formatica" - including the "International Jour-
nal of General Systems Research", "Systems Re-
search", "Cybernetics and Systems in Manage-
ment", "Medical Expert Systems", "Artificial In-
telligence in Medicine", "Revue Internationale de
Systemique", "International Journal of Pattern
Recognition and Artificial Intelligence", "Journal
of Theoretical and Experimental Artificial Intelli-
gence", "Machine Intelligence Series", "Journalof
Information Science and Technology", "AI Com-
munications", "AI & Society".

Moreover, he has served on the Program Com-
mittees of numerous international conferences,
e.g. ECAI'92.

He has held contracts as a consultant for the
OECD, the UNIDO, and the WH0.

He himself has led numerous projects, but he

has also acted as a reviewer of project applica-
tions handed in at the Austrian Federal Ministry
of Science and Research, the Austrian Fund for
the Promotion of Scientific Research, the Aus-
trian National Bank, the Volksvvagenstiftung in
Germany, the Swiss National Science Foundation,
and others.

His interest in the relation between Arts and
AI has led him into the area of applications of
AI methods in cyberspaces of different kinds. He
is therefore currently starting a project on intel-
ligent autonomous software agents, which either
act in international datanets for the retrieval of
information, or can simulatc personalities as back-
ground of synthetic actors, c.g. in interactive dra-
mas. He has established contacts for cooperation
with several research groups abroad, and a fruitful
information exchange has already begun.

Artificial Intelligence from its beginning was
always supported heavily by "defense ministries
or agencies". The main intention was and is to
improvc warfare. Since the mid-eighties, Robert
Trappl proposed ways to use Artificial Intelligence
to help in the avoidance of wars, first, by propos-
ing means to decreasc the likelihood of interna-
tional conflicts, e.g. through the improvement of
mutual understanding by jointly developing real-
world knowledge databases, or by narrowing the
North-South gap, e.g. by making medical ex-
pert advice available for rural health workers, on
portable computers. A prototype of such an ex-
pert system was developed at the Austrian Re-
search Institute for Artificial Intelligence.

Second, many crises have led to war, but luckily
not all of them. The increased memory capacity,
speed of computation, and, most important, the
advent of new Artificial Intelligence techniques,
could enable decision makers in crisis situations
to find out which means have helped to pre-
vent the outbreak of war in comparable histori-
cal situations. Robert Trappl is currently lead-
ing a project, supported by the Austrian Fed-
eral Ministry of Science and Research, with co-
workers from Austria, Germany, Svvitzerland and
the U.S.A., in which already existing war and cri-
sis databases are used to investigate the potential
of case-based reasoning and other AI techniques
in this respect.

Edited by A.P. Železnikar
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CYBERNETICS AND SYSTEMS RESEARCH ON THEIR WAY
TO THE 21st CENTURY
Robert Trappl
Department of Medical Cybernetics and Artificial Intelligence, University of Vienna, and
Austrian Research Institute for Artificial Intelligence of the Austrian Society for Cybernetic Studies

238 papers were presented at the Twelfth Euro-
pean Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems Rc-
search, which took place from April 5-8, 1994 in
the Main Building of the University of Vienna.
The authors of these 238 papers came from 42
countries from all continents except the Antarc-
tica. Altogether more than 400 scientists listened
to and discussed the presentations in the 17 sym-
posia. To give an idea about the topics and the
distribution of the papers among these topics, see
the symposium list below. In addition to these
symposia, three plenary lectures were given by
outstanding scientists: Prof. Margaret Boden
of the University of Sussex talked about "Arti-
ficial Intelligence and Creativity", Prof. Stephen
Grossberg, Boston University, about "Neural Net-
works for Learning, Recognition, and Prediction",
and Prof. Stuart Umpleby, George VVashington
University, about "Twenty Vears of Second Or-
der Cybernetics".

How come that a conference with this strange
title attracts such an international audience and
has become "the" leading conference in cybernet-
ics and systems research?

It was in 1971, when we, a group of Austrian
scientists and practitioners who had just recently
founded the "Osterreichische Studiengesellschaft
fiir Kybernetik (Austrian Society for Cybernetic
Studies)", decided to invite colleagues from Aus-
tria and other countries to a conference for a first
exchange of ideas. Since we did not know vvhether
really more than 20 scientists would participate,
we named it "Meeting". And though we were not
sure if anyone outside of Austria would come, we
dared to call it "European"; "international" or
"world" seemed too pretentious.

To our surprise, 82 scientists, many of them
from abroad, even from the US.A and the USSR,
jpined us, 75 papers were presented. Encouraged
by this success, we decided to continue with the
meeting every second year.

Looking through the stack of proceedings piled
up in the 22 years since then, a rise in the number

of papers until 1980, and then a decline can be
seen, reaching bottom (119) in 1986. But then
the number of papers has again increased, leading
to the 238 papers (selected from 295, draft papers
submitted) in 1994.

Table 1: Markers, topics and number of papers
of symposia at the Tvvelfth European Meeting on
Cybernetics and Systems Research, which took
place from April 5-8, 1994 in the Main Building
of the University of Vienna.

A
B

C

D

E

F

G
H

I

J

K
L
M
N

O

P

Q

Symposmm
Genetal Systems Methodology
Advances in Mathematical Systems
Theory
Fuzzy Systetns, Approximate
Reasoning and KBS
Designing and Systems, and Theit
Education
Humanitv, Architectute and
Conccptualization
Biocybernetics and Mathematical
Biology
Systems and Ecology
Cybernetics and Informatics in
Medicine
Cybernetics of Socio-Economic
Systems
Systems, Management and
Organization
Cybernetics of Country Development
Communication and Computers
Intelligent Autonomous Systems
Cybernetic Principles of Knovvledge
Development
Cybernetics, Systems, and
Psychothetapy
Artificial Neural Netvvorks and
Adaptive Systems
Artificial Intelligence and Cognitive
Science

Papers
8

21

17

23

23

24

6
9

7

20

10
8

18
9

6

14

15

238

Why has cybernetics and systems research be-
come "fashionable" again? Many causes may
have contributed to this change. A prominent
one is the fact that the iron curtain, which had
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been dividing Europe for more than 40 years, was
torn down, democratic governments were estab-
lished in most of the former socialist countries,
also leading to the necessity of a shift from social-
ist economies to more or less moderate capitalist
ones. Cybernetics and systems research are seen
as methods and models to help understand the
change, to assist in the design of new political and
economic systems and to support a smooth tran-
sition from here to there, as expressed in many
of the papers presented in symposium I, J and
K. This is also expressed by the fact that, when
ranking the countries by the number of authors,
Poland and the Czech Republic are on ranks 4
and 5; USA, Austria and Italy being on rank 1 to
3.

In the VVestern world, the controllability of
many systems, especially social and ecological
ones, seemed to decrease. While the share of the-
oretical papers has in general slightly decreased, a
shift to topics as the ones above is manifest (sym-
posia D, E, F, G, 0 ) . Often, it even turned out
to be necessary to model the vagueness of many
variables (symposium C).

Already envisioned by the pioneers of cybernet-
ics, artificial intelligence and its recent ofFsprings,
intelligent autonomous systems and neural net-
works (already a hot topic in the late 40ies), have
gained increasing attention (symposia M, P, Q).

"Cybernetics", as a term rarely used, and even
sometimes avoided, in the early 80ies, has also
become a buzzword again, especially as "cy-
berspace": While conventional cybernetics was
mainly applied to analyse, model, and sometimes
even shape the "real" world, the principles of cy-
bernetics can also be used for the synthesis of vir-
tual worlds or cyberspaces. At the 1992 confer-
ence, one plenary lecture was devoted especially
to this topic ("Cyberpunk and Cyberspace: The
Threatening of the Old and the Creation of a New
Reality through Cybernetics"), the 1994 confer-
ence saw already a demonstration of World-Wide
Web servers, for the "Principia Cybernetica"
project of the Free University of Brussels (URL:
http://pespmc1.vub.ac.be/Default.html)
and for
the Austrian Research Institute for Artificial In-
telligence of the Austrian Society for Cybernetic
Studies (URL: http://www.ai.univie.ac.at/).
It is not risky to forecast that this topic will also

play a crucial role in the forthcoming conferences.
Moreover, the European Meetings on Cyber-

netics and Systems Research have quite uninten-
tionally come to serve also another purpose: They
became a prominent place to find partners for
joint research projects; many scientists even found
new career opportunities.

If this short article has whetted your appetite,
contact e-mail sec@ai.univie.ac.at or fax +43-1-
5320652, and information about the Thirteenth
European Meeting on Cybernetics and Systems
Research (EMCSR), April 9-12, 1996, Vienna, is
gladly provided.

For those who are planning ahead, please note:
14th EMCSR: April 14 - 17, 1998; 15th EMCSR:
April 25-28, 2000.
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Parallel Algorithms for the Complete and Restricted Transitive
Closure of a Database Relation

Anestis A. Toptsis
Dept. of Computer Science and Mathematics
York University, Atkinson College, Toronto, Ontario, M3J 1P3, Canada
Phone: (416) 736-5232; Fax: (416) 736-5773; Email: anestis@cs.yorku.ca

Keywords: Transitive closure, parallel processing, relational database, load balancing, scalability.
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Integration ofdata and knowledge bases presents a major challenge ofefHcient processing
linear recursive queries on very large data volumes. A notable example is the compu-
tation of the transitive closure. Although a plethora of sequential transitive closure
algorithms have been developed, parallel transitive closure algorithms are rather scarce.
In this paper we present, analyze, and compare six paraHel algorithms for the computa-
tion ofthe transitive closure of a database relation. Three ofthe algorithms compute the
complete closure, while the other three are modifications tailored for the computation
of the restricted closure. The algorithms make no assumptions about data organization
and do not require any preset indices or preprocessed data. A share-nothing parallel
architecture is assumed for all algorithms. The analysis and performance evaluation
shows that the restricted closure algorithms outperfortn the complete closure ones by a
significant factor. Moreover, four of the six presented algonthms possess load balancing
and scal&bility properties that make them far superior to the conventional transitive
closure parallel methods.

1 Introdučtion though by far out numbered by their sequential
counterparts, several parallel transitive closure al-

.. • gorithms have beeh proposed ([1], [5], [15],[17],
Transitive closure IS one of the most lmportant M o n »T f ., , , ., . >

^ [18]). None of them addresses the lssue of com-
operations in deductive database svstems. This . . . r ., . . , , , T' .i,-

F J putation of the restncted closure. In this pa-
stemsfromthefactthatanylinearrecursivequer y p e f w e p r e s e n t a n d a n a l y z e s j x ^ t r a n

(i.e. one that has exactly one repetition of its left s i t i y e ^ ^ a l g o r i t h m S ) p T C ; A p T C ? G p T C )

hand side m its nght hand s.de, such as the dause R p T C ) R A p T C ) a n d R G P T C T h e first t h r e e

ancestor(X,Y) : - ancestor(X,Z),parent(Z,Y)) a l g o r i t h m s ( p T C | A p T C ) G p T C ) c o m p u t e t h e

can be answered by computing a transitive clo- c o m p ] e t e t r a n s i t i v e d o s u r e o f a d a t a b a s e r e l a t i o n .
sure [9]. Transitive closure can be classified in T h e o t h e r t h m ; ( R P T C , RAPTC, and RGPTC)
complete and restricted. If none of the variables a r e m o d i f i c a t i o n s o f t h e c o m p l e t e c l o s u r e

X and Y are fixed in the left hand side of the

r i t h m s a n d ^ d e s i g n e d t Q w o r k b e g t ^ r e

above clause, then we have the case where the s t r i c t e d c l o s u r e q u e r i e s M a l g o r i t h m s c o m p u t e

computation of the complete transitive closure is t h e d o s u r e J n l o g a r i t h m i c n u m b e r o f i t e r a t i o n s

required. If one of the variables X and Y is in- w U h r e s p e c t t Q t h e d e p t h rf t h e d o s u r e .^ t h e

stantiated and the other is not (suppose vanable a l g o r i t h m s m a k e n o a s s u m p t i o n s a b o u t d a t a o r g a .
X is instantiated to a), then the clause becomes n i z a t i o n a n d d o n o t r e q u i r e a n y p r e g e t ^ Q r

ancestor(a,Y) : - ancestor(a,Z),Parent(Z,Y) p r e p r o c e s s e d d a t a . T h e o n l y r e q u 5 r e m e n t is that
and we have the case where the computatjon of ^ . g g t o r e d ^ a r e l a t i o n a l d a t a b a s e .
the restricted transitive closure is required. Al-
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A share-nothing parallel architecture is as-
sumed for all algorithms. This is the model typ-
ically used in most parallel database operations,
including transitive closure.

As shown in Figure 1, the share-nothing model
is a typical distributed metnory machine with the
additional restriction that no two nodes can share
a common disk. The organization of the rest of
the paper is as follows.

In Section 2, some background and notation are
discussed. In Section 3, the parallel cornplete clo-
sure algorithms PTC, APTC, and GPTC are pre-
sented. In Section 4, the parallel restricted closurc
algorithms RPTC, RAPTC, and RGPTC are pre-
sented. In Section 5, wc analyze thc performancc
of all algorithms. Section 6 presents an analyti-
cal performance evaluation and comparison of all
presented algorithms. Scction 7 summarizes our
findings and discusses future research directions.

2 Background

Given a graph G — (V, E), the complete transitive
closure of G is a graph G+ — (V+, E+), such that
V+ = V, and (x,y) is an edge in G+ if and only
if there is a path from x to y m the original graph
G. An example of G and its complete transitive
closure are shown iiT Figure 2.
The restricted transitive closure of G with respect
to a vertex n, is a graph G% = (V+,E+), such
that Vn

+ = V, and (z, y) € E+ if and only if there
is a path from n to y in the original graph G. The
restricted closures Ga

+ and Gb+ of G are shown
in Figure 3.

In the context of relational database, a two-
attribute relation R(A,B) can be perceived as a
directed graph whose vertices are labeled with the
domain values o( R and vvhich has an edge from a
vertex x to a vertex y if and only if (x, y) is a tuple
of relation R. Then, the complete transitive clo-
sure of a relation R\s R+ = R + R2 + R3 + .. . + Rd,
where d is the depth of the closure, and /ž-7 =
R'~l * R. We use "+" to denote the relational
database union operation and "*" to denote the
relational database composition operation. In
general, relation R can have any number of at-
tributes, however, only two attributes are of inter-
est for the transitive closure. Therefore, we will
assume that relation R has only two attributes,
i.e. it is binary. Given two binary relations S and

T with attributes A, D and C, D respectively, the
composition S * T is a relation containing tuples
(a, d) such that (a, k) is a tuple of S, (m,d) is a
tuple of T, and k = m. The composition S*T can
be expressed via thc basic relational database op-
erations of Cartesian product, selection, and pro-
jection, as S*T = XA,D<TB=C{SXT), where x, a,
and n respectively denote the Cartesian product,
selection, and projection operations. Typically,
the relational join operation is used in place of the
subexpression <TB=C{S X T). Since the join (and
more, the cartesian product) is reportedly proba-
bly the most expensivc relational database opera-
tion, the cornposition operation is, subsequently,
very expensive. Sincc the cost of the composition
operation is vastly dominated by the cost of the
join, hereaftcr wc will treat the terms join and
composition as synonyms, and use them inter-
changeably. When the computation of the transi-
tive closurc of a relation R with respect to a start-
ing point V is requested, one can first compute
the complete closure R+ = R + R2 + R3 + . . . + Rd

and then perform a selcction on the result, i.e.
R+ = 0A="a"(R+)- Such an approach incurs
the overhead of computing the entirc R+ first.
It is desirable if selection operations could be
"pushed" in the right hand sidc of the above ex-
pression, since thc sclections would reduce the size
of the intermediatc rcsult relations R', thus reduc-
ing the cost of the corresponding join operations.
This is basically the approach adopted by most al-
gorithms that are designed with the computation
of the restricted closuro in mind (e.g. [14]).

3 Complete Closure Algorithms

In this section we present three parallel algo-
rithms, PTC, APTC, GPTC, that compute the
complete transitive closure of a binary database
relation R. Algorithm PTC is a parallelization of
the sequential algorithm SMART [8], [19], [13],
which is also given as a reference. Algorithm
SMART is considered an important representa-
tive of logarithmic transitive closure algorithms,
and it has influenced many subsequent algorithms
of this kind.

3.1 Algorithm SMART

Algorithm SMART is the follovving:
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Figurc 1: Share-nothing parallel cornputing model

for m = 1 to \log2{D + 1)] do

l.R?m := R?m~' * R2™-1;

2. T:= {R + R2 + ... + R2'"-1)*R2m;

3.E := R2m+T + E
endfor.

In the above algorithm, R,T, and E are binary
database relations. R is the input relation whosc
transitive closure is requested. T is an interme-
diate result relation. Relation E accumulates the
transitive closure of R. Algorithm SMART per-
forms [log^^D + 1)] iterations, where D denotes
the depth of thc complete closure. a

3.2 Algorithm PTC

There is:

for m = 1 to \log2(D + 1)]

forall P,,l < i < 2"1"1

end for all

endfor.

The "for all P," statement in algorithm PTC
raeans that processors P\, P2,---, Pi, perform the

Iter.
1

2

3

SMART
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)
(a)
(b)

R*
R*
R1

(R
R4

(R

R
R2

*R2

+ iž2 +
*R4

+ ...+

R3)*

R7)*

R4

R*

PTC
R*

R*
R2

R*
R2

R4

R

R2

*R2

R4

*R4

*R4

P

1

2

4

Table 1: Algorithms SMART and PTC at work

joins R{*R2m~\ i = l,2,...,2m-'1 concurrently.
That is, when m = 1, processor P\ performs R*R;
when m = 2 processors P\ and Pjvvork concur-
rently. Processor P\ performs R* R2 and proces-
sor P2 performs R2 * R2; etc. The table belovv
shows the joins performed in the first three itera-
tions in algorithms SMART and PTC.

From Table 1, we can infer that during the
m-th iteration, algorithm PTC computes exactly
what algorithm SMART computes in step (b) of
the (m — l)-th iteration together with step (a) of
the m-th iteration. For example, algorithm PTC
computes R * R2 and R2 * R2 during iteration 2
and algorithm SMART computes R * R2 during
step (b) of iteration 1 and R2 * R2 during step
(a) of iteration 2. Hereafter, when we refer to the
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Figure 2: Graph G and its complete transitive closure graph G+

Figure 3: Graph G and its restricted transitive closure graphs G+ and

m-th iteration of the algorithms, we mean for al-
gorithm PTC the m-th iteration of this algorithm
as shovvn in Table 1 and for algorithm SMART
step (b) of its (m - l)-th iteration together with
step (a) of its m-th iteration. This setting of the
meaning of the m-th iteration is fair, because this
way both algorithms manipulate the same data
volume and also generate the same tuples vvithin
the same iteration. Clearly, the load of each pro-
cessor in PTC is much less than the load of the
single processor used in algorithm SMART. On
the other hand, as a result of the parallelism, al-
gorithm PTC sufFers the following limitations:

1. (Partial parallelism) During the entire course
of execution of algorithm PTC, at least 50 %
of the available processors are idle most of
the time. Note, assuming that algorithm
PTC terminates after k iterations, it uses
2f'oP2(£>+i)l processors at the fc-th iteration.

Therefore, a machine with at least 2m * pro-
cessors is required. Hovvever, the algorithm
uses only half of these processors in the (k -
l)-th iteration, and even fewer processors in
the earlier iterations. Therefore, while algo-
rithm PTC runs on a ^r^^+^i^-processor
machine, it only uses a rather small fraction
of these processors during most of its execu-
tion.

2. (Non-scalability) Algorithm PTC ignores the
availability of additional computing power.
In case that 2^°32(D+1^~l + z processors are
available in the system, then z processors
are useless as long as algorithm PTC is con-
cerned.

Algorithm APTC, presented next, is an at-
tempt to remedy the above limitations.
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3.3 Algorithm APTC

We assume that r > 2r'°
available.

proCessors are

Algorithm APTC (All processors PTC):

form = 1 to \log2(D + l)]do

in.parallel do

R * R?m~ using _ t processors;

R2 * R?m~ using _ t processors;

i l fT l—1 r-k O f* """"• 1K * R using _ processors;

end in_parallel

endfor.

Algorithm APTC is a refinement of PTC and per-
forms the same joins as algorithm PTC but in a
different way. This different way of performing
the joins is an attempt to eliminate the above two
weaknesses of algorithm PTC Algorithm APTC
has the follovving characteristics:

1. Algorithm APTC uses all 2^32(0+1)1-1 p r o .
cessors in the system and it does so in ev-
ery one on its iterations. This eliminates
weaknesses 1 (partial parallelism) mentiohed
above. Moreover:

2. If more processors are (or become) avail-
able, algorithm APTC is able to utilize all of
them, by simply dividing the total number of
available processors into as many groups as
the number of joins that must be performed
during any iteration. Therefore, algorithm
APTC does not suffer the scalability problefn
of algorithm PTC. In order to perform the
joins R*R2m-\R2*R2m-\..., R2^^2^
in the m-th iteration of APTC, the available
processors are partitioned into 2 m - 1 groups.

T

Each group consists of _ processors and
these processors are assigned the task of per-
forming the join R* * R2™ .

Limitations of algorithm APTC. Although
algorithm APTC is able to use all available pro-
cessors during any of its iterations, the proces-
sor load balancing is a major concern. As dif-

ferent groups of processors are assigned to per-
form different join operations, nothing guarantees
that each join requires the same amount of effort.
There may be only few joining tuples for the join
in a group A of processors, while there may be
thousands of joining tuples for the join in another
group B. Also, the size of the joining relations
G,may widely difFer from group to group.

Algorithm GPTC, presented next, is an at-
tempt to remedy this load balancing deficiency.

3.4 Algorithm GPTC

Algorithm GPTC is a refinement of APTC and
performs the same joins as algorithm PTC but us-
ing a different processor allocation scheme. Like
algorithm APTC, algorithm GPTC uses all pro-
cessors in any of its iterations, and, also, it is able
to utilize more processors as they become avail-
able. Unlike algorithm APTC, algorithm GPTC
allocates the available processors in groups of dif-
ferent sizes. The size of each group of processors
depends on the predicted efFort required to carry
out the join assigned to that group. Specifically,
in order to perform the joins R*R2m~ ,R2*R2m~ ,
..., iž2""1 * R2""1 in the m-th iteration of GPTC,
the available processors are partitioned into 2 m - 1

groups Gi, G2, •.., G2m-i. Each group Gi con-
sists of r, processors and these r; processors of
group Gi are assigned the task of perforrning the
join R' * R2"1 . The number r, of processors of
group G{ is decided after taking in consideration
the amount of data D{ = \R*\ + |iž2m | which is
to be handled by group G{. The bigger the Z), the
more processors are allocated to group G{. Specif-
ically, for any two groups G{ and Gj, are such that
D v
—- — —. For example, if D{'— 2Dj and if group
Dj Tj

d consists of r{ processors, then group Gj con-

sists of Tj = — processors. Upon completion of
the formation of the groups G\, G2, ••-, G2m-i,
each group G, performs the join Rl * R2 using
a parallel join algorithm. Different groups may
use difFerent join algorithms in order to perform
the joins faster. The basic idea behind the deci-
sion to have a group of processors rather than a
single processor to perform a join and at the same
time to allocate more processors to perform joins
which involve larger amounts of data, is to achieve
equal distribution of vvork among all the proces-
sors available in the system. This will eliminate
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the load balancing weakness of algorithm APTC,
while maintain its full parallelism and scalability
properties. We show later that if a hash-based
parallel join algorithm is used by all groups, then
in the best case all processors of the system pro-
cess the same amount of data, while in the worst
case algorithm GPTC coincides with algorithm
APTC.

and

processors are

Algorithm GPTC:

We assume that r > 2
available. Thus,

for m = 1 to k do

Phase I /* Grouping phase */

1. Split the r available processors of thc
system into groups G\, G2, ..., G2m-i
such that

a. Group G{ consists of r, processors, and

bJ

Tk =

»"1

^ k-1'
, K — 1,.

r j , *: =

T2 r2m-l

. , 2 ™ " ' =>

, . . . , 2 m - ' =• [by(lc)]

It is easy to see that

iž2"

k =

, and,

and

l ^ , . . . ^ " 1 " 1 . Recall, Djt =
thereforc, all quantities at the right hand side of
the abovc cxpression are known prior to the start
of iteration m. Thereforc, the computation of rk,
k = 1,2,.. . , 2 m ~ ' can be easily carried out and
thus the size of each group of processors be avail-
ablo before thc m-th iteration begins.

4 Restricted Closure
Algorithms

2. Designate group G, to perform the join 4.1 Algori thm R P T C

R' * R2™ . (This includes sending the re-
qired data to the processors of group (?,-.)

Phase I I /* Join phase */

All groups Gi, 1 < i < 2171"1, perform

Rf * R?m~ concurrently. Each group may
use a join algorithm of its choice.

endfor.

The calculation of the size of each group in algo-
rithm GPTC,is easily performed through solution
of a simple systqm of equations. Note, prior to
beginning iteration m, the relation sizes \R\, \R2\,
..., |iž2m | are all known, since the corresponding
relations have been generated in previous itera-
tions. Note, we would like to have groups G\, G2,
..., G^m-^i such that the conditions (lb) and (lc)
in Phase I of algorithm GPTC are satisfied. Let,
D{ = liž'1 + liž2"'"1 . Then,

Algorithm RPTC (Restricted Parallel Transitive
Closurc) computcs the restricted closure of a
database relation, using multiple processors. The
algorithm is inspired by the parallel algorithm
PTC [15], which computes the complete transi-
tivc closure.

Algorithm RPTC

for m = 1 to \log2{D + 1)] do
for all Pi,l< i<2m-1

for PQ do

endfor.

In algorithm RPTC processors P\,
Pi, perform the joins R1 * R2™~ ,
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1,2,.. . , 2m 1concurrently. For example, during
the second iteration of algorithm RPTC (m = 2),
three processors work concurrently. One of them
performs the composition "KB<*A (R)*R2, the other
one performs ITB^A (R2) * R2i ai*d the last one
performs R2 * R2. Note, in the right hand side
of the statement in the "for all" loop of algo-
rithm RPTC, the size of relation R% is reduced by
the selection a\ and the projection XB prior to
performing the composition with relation R2™' .
This reduction in size is not possible if the com-
plete closure were to be computed. Nevertheless,
algorithm RPTC sufFers the sarne dravvbacks as
algorithm PTC, namely, partial parallelism and
non-scalability.

Algorithm RAPTC, presented next, is an at-
tempt to remedy these deficiencies.

4.2 Algorithm RAPTC

Algorithm RAPTC (Restricted APTC)

for m = 1 to \log2(D + 1)] do
In.parallel do

using
2m-i

> m - l

using
2m-i + i

processors;

proccssors;

R 2 rn-l

using m - l

processors;

processors

end In.parallel
endfor.

Algorithm RAPTC is the restricted closure ver-
sion of algorithm APTC. It uses all available pro-
cessors in every iteration. Also, as in algorithm
APTC, the processor load balancing is not taken
in account. Moreover, in algorithm RAPTC, the
issue of load balancing is more important since
one of the joins performed in parallel is much
more costly than the others. Specifically, in the
join R2m~ * R?m~ the size of the joining relations
is not reduced as in the join itB<*A (Rl) * R2

Therefore, the group of processors that perform
R2"1' * R}m~ becomes clearly a bottleneck in the
execution time of RAPTC. Algorithm RGPTC,
presented next, is an attempt to resolve this load
balancing deficiency.

4.3 Algorithm RGPTC

Algorithm RGPTC

Wc assume that r >
available. Then,

processors are

for m = 1 to k do

Phase I /* Grouping phase */

1. Split the r available processors of the system

into groups G\,G2,• • .,G2m-i+i such that

a. Group G, consists of r, processors;

b.

tf2"1-1

2 m - l

r

iž2"1"1

--om— 1

• +

iž2"1"1

r 2 m - i

c-

2. Designate group Gi, i = 1 ,2 , . . . , 2 m - 1 to

perform the join TTB<^A(R') * R2™ »

and group G2m-i+1 to perform the join

iž2"*" * R2<n~ . (This includes sending the
required data to the processors of group G,.)

Phasel l /* Join phase */

All groups Gi, l<i< 2m~l + 1,
perform their joins concurrently. Each
group may use a join algorithm of its choice.

endfor.

Algorithm RGPTC (Restricted Group Parallel
Transitive Closure) uses all the available proces-
sors in the system and it does so in every one
on its iterations. In order to perform the joins
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TTBCTA (Ri)*R2m ' , 1 < i < 2™-1, in the m-th it-
eration of RGPTC, the available processors are
partitioned into 2m~l groups G\, Gz, ..., G2™-\.
Each group č», consists of r, processors and these
r, processors of group G{ are assigned the task
of performing the join KB&A (R')*R2m . The
number r± of processors of group G, is decided
after taking in consideration the amount of data
Di = \KB°A (R^l + lR2"1'11 which is to be handled1
by group G,. The bigger the D, the more proces-
sors are allocated to group (?,. This is expressed
by step (l.b) of PHASE I in the above algorithm.
Upon completion of the formation of the groups
G\, G2, ..., č?2">-i, each group G, performs the
join itBaA (R%)*R2m using a parallel join algo-
rithm. DifFerent groups may use different join al-
gorithms in order to perform the joins faster. The
basic idea behind the decision to have a group of
processors rather than a single processor to per-
form a join and at the same time to allocate more
processors to perform joins which involve larger
amounts of data, is to achieve equal distribution
of work among all the processors available in the
systern. Note, in algorithm RPTC there is only
one processor for each join and, also, not all avail-
able processors are utilized in every iteration.

cost of these joins is

Cjm)(SMART) =

R2"

...+
(1)

+
During the m-th iteration of algorithm PTC the
joins R * R2m-\ R2 * R2m-\ ..., R2^1 * ST~\
are performed in parallel. The cost of these joins
is

R2" + max {\R\,\R2 1) (2)

The size \R'\ of the relations R' in expressions
(1) and (2) above, depends on two parameters.
One is the join selectivity (JS) and the other is
\R\. The join selectivity of two relations 5 and

*.^.- Therefore,T is expressed as JS(5,T) = L ^
\S * T\ = JS(S, T) • \S\ • \T\. Assuming that JS
is constant, we can derive |iž'| = JS%~1 • \R\*, for
any i > 1. Equivalently,

5 Analysis

In this section we analyze the algorithrns PTC,
APTC, GPTC, RPTC, RAPTC, and RGPTC.
The main issues taken in account in our analy-
sis are the costs incurred by the join operations
and the communication. For comparison pur-
poses, the analysis of algorithm SMART is also
provided. The joins can be performed as nested
loops join, merge-sort join, or hash-based join.
Among these three methods, hash-based join has
been reported to perform the best (e.g. [3], [4]).
Therefore, for the join operations in our algo-
rithms, a hash based join is assumed. We denote
the size of a relation S in number of tuples, by
\S\. Using a hash join method, two relations S
and T can be joined in 0 ( | 5 | + \T\) time (|5| de-
notes the number of tuples in relation 5). (Note,
for nested loops and merge-sort, 0 ( | 5 | • \T\), and
0 (\S\ • log 2 \S\ + \T\ • log 2 \T\) units of time are
required respectively.) During the m-th iteration

R{ = A*-1 • \R\ (3)

of algorithm SMART the joins R2 *R2m and
{R + R2 + ... + iž2"1-1) *R2mare performed. The

for any i > 1, where A = JS • \R\. In expression
(3), if A = 1 then \R'\ = \R\. That is, the size of
any relation resulting from a join is the same as
the size of the initial relation R. If A > 1, then
the joins generate relations of bigger and bigger
size. If A < 1, then the joins generate relations of
smaller and smaller size. By looking at formula
(2) (join cost for m-th iteration of algorithm PTC)
we observe the following. When A = 1, all pro-
cessors which participate in the execution of the
m-th iteration have to handle the same amount
of data. That is, the work is equally distributed
among all the active processors. This is a desir-
able property for any parallel algorithm, includ-
ing algorithm PTC. When A > 1, formula (2)
becomes c j m ) (PTC) = 2 • liž2""11. That is, pro-
cessor P2m-\ has to handle more data than what
each of the processors P,, P2, ..., P2m-i_j has.
This is not a desirable property since the work
is not equally distributed among all processors.
Similar situation arises when A < 1. Below, we
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present formulae for the join and communication
cost of all discussed algorithms. The derivation of
all presented expressions are based on the above
discussion. A brief discussion is provided in cases
that a derivation is somewhat cornplicated.

5.1 Join cost

SMART: Join cost of m-th iteration:

>1 = 1 : Ci m ) (SMART) = 2 • \R\ + 2m~x • \R\

= 2m-\R\;

A^l: Cljm) ( S M A R T ) = \R\-(l + A + A2+

SMART: Join cost over k = \log2(D + 1)]
iterations:

A = l: totaLCj (SMART) =

: totaLCj (SMART) =

PTC: Join cost of m-th iteration:

A = 1 : C j m ) ( P T C ) = 2-\R\;

A<1: Cf] (PTC) = \R\ • (l +

PTC: Join cost over k = \log2{D + 1)] itera-
tions:

A = l: total.Cj (PTC) =

2-*-|*h

A > 1 : totaLCj (PTC) =

A<\: totaLCj (PTC) =

APTC: Join cost of m-th iteration. [Same as
GPTC (see below).]

APTC: Join cost over k - \log2(D + l)} iter-
ations. [Same as GPTC (see belovv).]

GPTC: Join cost of m-th iteration:

We mentioned in the description of algorithm
GPTC that each group is free to choose its own
join strategy. However, again, in order to simplify
our analysis we assume that all groups choose to
perform their joins using the same hash-based join
algorithm. In this algorithm, in order to join two
relations 5 and T, hashing is used to distribute S
and T into buckets 5, and T,. Then each proces-
sor is assigned to join one or more pair {Si,Ti) of
buckets. An irnportant issue which we must con-
sider when S and T are split into buckets is the
data sketv [12]. In partitioning 5 and T into buck-
ets, the hashing may not result to buckets of equal
size. This happens when the joining attributes
of S and T ,carry non distinct values and/or a
perfect hashing function cannot be found. Such
da,ta is referred to as skevved data [12]. A zero
data skew means that all buckets will have ap-
proximately the same size (best case) whereas a
non zero data skew means that one bucket will be
bigger than each of the remaining buckets. Thus,
when the buckets are distributed among the pro-
cessors, the processor which receives the largest
bucket becomes the bottleneck in the computa-
tion since it will generally take.more time to per-
form its corresponding join. The worst case oc-
curs when both relations S and T each hashes into
a single bucket. In such a case, the two buckets
are sent to the same processor P and P performs
S *T while the remaining processors within the
processor-group of P are idle. In such a case we
say that the skew of S is equal to 1 and also the
skew of T is equal to 1. A data skew of one is
quite uncommon, as is a data skew of zero (al-
though zero is more common than one). Typical
cases are those with a skew between 3% and 10%
[12]. Although there is a fairly rich literature on
join operations which take in account the issue
of data skew (e.g. [6], [7], [10], [11], [16]), the
problem of joining skewed relations has not been
satisfactorily solved to date. Also, to the best of
our knowledge, the issue of data skew has never
been accounted in transitive closure algorithms,
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and a zero data skevv is typically assumed when
the issue arises [e.g. [1]). Unfortunately, our at-
tempts to incorporate data skew in the presented
cost expressions were also fruitless, except for the
case where data skew = 1. Therefore, we also
assume that the data skew is zero in our analysis.

Let max _DS (GJm ) be the maximum data size
handled by a processor within group G{ in the m-
th iteration.
Then, cjm)(GPTC) = max{max_DS (GJm))} ,
i = l,2,Z,...,2m~x. When data skew =
0, all buckets are of equal sizc. Therefore,

max.DS
r,

Therefore,

if A=l, cim>(GPTC) =
i

2 • \R\ • m a x [ - | , l < i < 2m~l. Also, when

A=l , \R\ = |.ftJ'|, for any j , that is, all relations
participating in the joins in algorithm GPTC,
are of equal size. Therefore, all groups of pro-
cessors are of equal size and r, = ——, where

r is the total number of processors. Therefore,
/ \ 2m • Iffl
{m) = 2.\R\ = \?±. In summary,

A = 1 : C{jm) (GPTC) =

(RPTC) =

GPTC: Join cost over k = \log2(D + 1)1 it-
erations, when data skew = 0

A = 1 : total.Cj (GPTC) =

\R\ • (2fc+1 - 2)

A £ 1 : totaLC./ (GPTC) =

- 1

m = l

RPTC: Join cost of m-th iteration:

From the description of algorithm RPTC,

c(jn)

(4)

i = 1 2 2 m - 1

Wc can write,

= PIF • SS R' (5)

wherc PIF denotes the projection improvement
factor, that is, the amount of decrease in the size
of a relation T if a projection is imposed on T,
and SS denotes thc selection selectivity, that is,
the number of tuples of relation Rl that go into
relation o& (Rl). PIF and SS are introduced since
the size of relation T^B^A (Rl) is clearly less than
the size of rclation R\ and this should be taken
in account in our analysis. Using expressions (4)
and (5), it is easy to derive that:

/1 = 1 : c i m ) ( R P T C ) = 2-\R\
since always must do a R' * Rl

join at one processor.

A>\:

Note, the cost at each iteration is
dominated by R{ * R'; and R' < R
if i < j .

: cJm)(RPTC) =

|iž|- (PIF-SS +

RPTC: Join cost over k = \log2(D + 1)] iter-
ations:

/1 = 1 : to ta l .Cj (RPTC) = 2-k-\R\;

A>1: total.C./ (RPTC) =

A < 1 : total.Cj(RPTC) =

m = l A - 1
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RAPTC: Join cost of m-th iteration:

From the description of algorithm RAPTC,

C(rn) ( R p T C ) _

Using the methodology for the analysis of algo-
rithms GPTC and RPTC, RAPTC, and assuming
a data skew of zero, we can derive the follovving:

max < max

A > 1 : C*im) (RGPTC) =

flr"'

2 m - l

+ \R2"

(6)

r
2m-i + j

,' _ 1 o om-l

Using ITTB^ (.ff)I = PIF • SS • |/ž'| (5), as above,
we derive:

: C{jm) (RGPTC) =

(2™-1 + 1) • (PIF • SS + 1)

RGPTC: Join cost over k = \log2{D + 1)] it-
erations

, 1 = 1 : C<">(ItAPTC)=2

> 1 : Cim) (RAPTC) =

/1 = 1: total.Cj (RGPTC) =

A > 1 : total.Cj (RGPTC) =

2-1*1

\R\

m=\
A<1: tot&LCj (RGPTC) =

1 : Cim) (RAPTC) =

(2—i + i) . (PIF • SS + A2""1-1) • \R\

RAPTC: Join cost over k = \log2(D + 1)]
iterations:

2 • (k + 2k) • \R\
A = l: total.Cj (RAPTC) = — i '- ;

A > 1 : total.Cj (RAPTC) =

5.2 Communication cost
PTC: Communication cost of m-th itera-
tion

The first few iterations of the communication ac-
tivity in algorithm PTC are shown in Table 2. In
this table, "P, :T to Pj" means that processor P{
sends relation T to processor Pj.

m = l

A < 1 : totaLCj (RAPTC) =

\R\
(PIF • SS • (2fc + k+

Iter.

1
2
3

4

Communication activity

No communicaiotn

A
Pi
A
Pi

P3

P4

7̂ J to P2

R6 to P3

ii4 toPi ,P 3 ,P 4

Rb to P5

ii6 to P6

/ž7 to P7

« 8 toP!, . . . ,P8

1

m=l

RGPTC: Join cost of m-th iteration

Table 2: Communication activity in algorithm
PTC

From Table 2 we can infer that the amount of
data transferred prior to beginning of the m-th
iteration (m > 2) is
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C(
c
m)(PTC)=

Therefore, it is derived that:

A=l: C c
m ) (PTC) = \R\ • (2m - 2 m ~ 2

APTC and GPTC: Communication cost
over k = \log2(D +1)] iterations:

The total number of tuples involved over k itera-
tions is

totaLČc (GPTC) = \R\ + total_Cc (PTC)

(PTC) =

\R\
A- 1

PTC: Communication cost over k
\log2(D + 1)] iterations:

/1 = 1: total.Cc (PTC) =
\R\ • (2 f c+1 - 2*"1 - k - l) ;

A # 1 : total.Cc (PTČ) =

ira-J

\R\
A- 1

Note, when m = 1, there is no communication in
algorithm PTC.

APTC and GPTC: Communication cost of
m-th iteration:

The number of tuples involved during the commu-
nication or grouping phase of algorithm APTC is
the same as in algorithm GPTC Moreover, this
cost is the same as the one incurred by algorithm
PTC, since algorithm PTC transfers the same
data over the network. Therefore, for all values
of A, during the m-th iteration, where m > 2,

RPTC: Communication cost of m-th itera-
tion

The first few iterations of the communication ac-
tivity in algorithm RPTC are shovvn in Table 3,
where "P t :T to Pj" means that processor P, sends
relation T to processor Pj.

Iter.
1
2

3

4

Communication
PQ

Px
Po
Pi

P2

Po
Pl
P2
P3
P4

Po

R to Px

ng(TA(R2

R2 toA,

*BVA{R4

R4 to P,,
TTB(TA(R5

TTB(T A(R7

R8 to Px,

) to

P2
) to
) to

P2,
) to
) to
) to
) to

P2,

activity

P2

P3
PA

P^PA

P5

Pe
Pi
P8

...,P8

Table 3: Communication activity in algorithm
RPTC.

Therefore,

/1 = 1: C c
m ) (RPTC) =

\R\- (2 m + 1 + PIF-SS-2 m ~ 2 );

A jL 1 : 4 m ) (RPTC) = \R\ • A2""1'1 • 2m~l +

PIF - SS - ližl - — A-l

4 m ) (GPTC) = 4 m ) (APTC) = 4 m ) (PTC)

When m = 1, GPTC distributes R to r proces-
sors, while PTC does not incur any communica-
tion cost.

RPTC: Communication cost over k =
\log2(D + 1)1 iterations

Total number of tuples involved in communication
over k iterations:
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/ 1 = 1 : totaLCc(RPTC) =

\R\ • (2* - l)

+ |#| • (2*"1 - l) PIF-SS;

A?l: totaLCc (RPTC) =

RAPTC and RGPTC: Communication cost
of m-th iteration

From the discussion of the costs of the completc
closure versions of these algorithms it follows that

total.Cc (GPTC) = total.Cc (APTC) =
total.Cc (PTC)

RAPTC and RGPTC: Communication cost
over k = \log2(D + 1)] iterations:

Similar to the above,

total.Cc (GPTC) = \R\ + totaLCc (PTC)

6 Performance Evaluation

We follow the model and formulae set by [13] for
evaluating our algorithms. This model is chosen
since it is well accepted in the literature, and also
provides a single figure for the performance of
each algorithm, namely its cost in amount of time.
The formulae used in our evaluation as well as
their default values, are shown in the APPENDIX
at the end of the paper. The algorithms are eval-
uated in terms of

- size of the initial relation R (whose closure is
to be found),

- depth of the transitive closure,

- number of available processors,

- join selectivity,

- selection selectivity, and

- memory capacity per processor.

The results are shown in Figures 4-10. These fig-.
ures do not show thc performance of algorithms
APTC and RAPTC because it is not necessary.
According to our analysis in the previous section,
algorithtn APTC has the same join and commu-
nication costs as algorithm GPTC. This happens
bocause of our assumption that the data skew is
zero. For thc restricted closure versions, RAPTC
has the same communication cost as algorithm
RGPTC. For join costs, when A > 1 the join cost
of RAPTC is the same as the one of RGPTC;
when A < 1 thc join cost of RAPTC is greater
than the one of UGPTC. Hovvever, the difFerence
only depends on the value of A, and since A < 1
and also A is raised to some power, the differ-
cnce is insignificant. Therefore, the performance
of algorithms APTC and RAPTC can be consid-
ercd identical to thc one of GPTC and RGPTC
respectively (when data skew = 0), and in order
to avoid clattering the Figures, algorithms APTC
and RAPTC are not plotted.

In Figure 4, algorithm GPTC clearly outper-
forms algorithm PTC due to its load balancing
features. For relatively small relations (100K tu-
ples) GPTC is about 10 tirnes faster than PTC,
and as thc relation size increases the performance
diflerential also increases.

Figure 5 shows that RGPTC outperforms algo-
rithm RPTC for all tested sizes of the initial rela-
tion R. For smaller R sizes, i.e. up to one million
tuples, algorithm RGPTC outperforms RPTC 3.7
times on the average. For larger R sizes, two
to ten million tuples, algorithm RGPTC outper-
forms RPTC 9 times on the average. Additional
results, not presented here, have shown that when
the size of the original relation R becomes more
than 10 million tuples, the performance difFeren-
tial of the two algorithms becomes very severe,
and algorithm RGPTC outperforms RPTC 240
times on the average. Overall, the load balancing
ability and the scalability of algorithm RGPTC is
vividly demonstrated.

Figure 6.(a) demonstrates that as the depth of
the closure increases, the performance of PTC de-
teriorates, both in absolute numbers and in com-
parison to the performance of algorithm GPTC.
This is due to the poor utilization of the available
processors by algorithm PTC. On the other hand,
the performance of algorithm GPTC is immune to
depth increases. This is because of the excellent
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Figure 5: Varying the initial relation size - RESTRICTED closure case.

load balancing ability of GPTC. The way to look
at the performance of algorithm GPTC is by look-
ing at its performance first for depth = 1000 and
then for depth = 10. Notably, the algorithm is ef-
ficient enough at depth = 1000, that it cannot get
any better as the depth of the closure decreases
to depth = 10.

In Figure 6.(b), algorithm RGPTC uniformly
outperforms algorithm RPTC, 4.3 times on the
average. The performance differential of the two
algorithms is constant due to the fact that we
maintain constant join and selection selectivities.

In Figure 7.(a), we observe two things. First,
the utilization of all processors by algorithm
GPTC makes thjs algorithm more than 6 times
faster than its counterpart algorithm PTC (which
utilizes only a portion of the available proces-
sors). Second, and more interestingly, we ob-
serve that the performance of algorithm GPTC
does not improve as more processors are added
to the system. At first sight, this is in contradic-
tion with the general claim of high scalability that

we have made before during the design of algo-
rithin GPTC. However, the non-scalability phe-
nomenon observed in Figure 7.(a) is due to the
fact that algorithm GPTC attains its peak effi-
ciency for a certain number of processors. If more
processors become available, and the size of the
initial relation R stays fixed, the gains of GPTC
due to larger number of processors are out bal-
anced by the communication cost for transferring
intermediate result relations. Moreover, note, as
the number of processors increases, each proces-
sor is assigned smaller amount of work. Figure
7.(a) suggests that the number of processors can
become so large that the amount of work assigned
per processor is the minimum possible, and thus,
addition of more processors does not cause any
additional speedup. In this case, the cost of algo-
rithm GPTC is mainly determined by the initial-
ization of processors with the required data.

Figure 7.(b) shovvs almost the same perfor-
mance difFerential as Figure 6.(b). Again, the in-
teresting observation in Figure 7.(b) is that algo-
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rithm RGPTC does not improve its performance
as more processors are added to the system. Thc
reasons for this are the same as the ones outlined
in the discussion of Figure 7.(a).

Figures 8.(a) and 8.(b) show the effect of join
selectivity. In Figure 8.(b), algorithm RGPTC
outperforms RPTC about 10 times on the aver-
age. Similar observation applies for the complete
closure cases. We observe that the worst behav-
ior of algorithm RPTC is for larger values of join
selectivity, i.e. when the size of the intermedi-
ate result relations is larger. For a join selectivity
value of 10~5 (not shown here in order to avoid
clattering the visibility of the rest of the results),
algorithm RGPTC has been found to outperform
algorithm RPTC by a factor of 25. In these cases,
the same number of processors that must perform
joins for smaller relations (i.e. for selectivities
10~7 to 10~10), is used to join larger relations.
The bottleneck is obviously in the amount of time
required for the joins in RPTC. As expected, this
is not the case in algorithm RGPTC, where, due

to its load balancing and scalability features, large
intermediate result relations cause negligible de-
terioration in its performance.

Figure 9.(a) shows the effect of selection selec-
tivity for the complete closure algorithms. GPTC
outperforms PTC about 13 times. The algo-
rithms' performance remains the same for all val-
ues of selection selectivity. Note, both GPTC and
PTC are complete closure algorithms and, thus,
the intermediate result relations are not reduced
by any selection operations. Therefore, difFerent
values of selection selectivity have no impact on
these algorithms.

Figure 9.(b) shows the effect of selection selec-
tivity for the restricted closure case. This param-
eter also somevvhat captures the effect of data
skew. Clearly, higher skewed data values imply
larger selection selectivities (this is especially true
when the skewed value is selected), and, there-
fore, larger intermediate result relations. Since
algorithm RPTC has a preset number of proces-
sors available to perform the subsequent joins, its
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performance deterioratcs as the amount of data
to be joined increases. This is not the casc for al-
gorithm RGPTC, since the number of processors
allocated for each join in RGPTC is adjusted dy-
namically according to the estimatcd cost o( that
join.

In Figure 10.(b), algorithm RGPTC outpcr^
forms RPTC, 5 times on the avcragc. In thc
complete closure case (Figure 10.(a)), thc per-
formance differential is even steeper. Wc ob-
serve that the performance of algorithm RPTC
improves as the memory capacity pcr proccssor
increases. This is due to the fact that larger mern-
ory facilitates more efficient cxecution of the hash
based joins which are performed at the individ-
ual nodes. On the other hand, larger memory
sizes are indifferent for algorithm RGPTC (a phe-
nomenon that occurred many times in the above
figures). This is due to the usage of all processors,
algorithm RGPTC assigns small enough data por-
tions at every processor, so that, apparently, all
hash based joins can be performed in memory,
even vvith memory sizes of only one megabyte.

In this casc, additional mcmory does not makc
any diflerencc t.o algorithm RGPTC. Similar com-
mcnts apply for thc performancc of algorithrn
GPTC in Figurc 10.(a).

From all tlio abovc figurcs, \vc draw Uic follow-
ing conclusions:

- Algorithms GPTC and RGPTC dernonstratc
that load balancing and scalability can bc
achicvcd in transitive closurc opcrations.
The pcrformanco of thcse algorithms cspc-
cially sho\vs that thc considcrod vcry expen-
sivc complctc closurc opcration is practically
fcasiblc for fairly largc rclations (10 million
tuplcs).

- Load balancing and scalability are impor-
tant issues in parallel transitive closure al-
gorithms. This is clcarly demonstrated by
thc fact that algorithms GPTC and RG-
PTC vastly outperform algorithms PTC and
RPTC in all Figures.

- Communication cost can become the major
bottleneck, regardless of load balancing and
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scalability ability. This is vividly dernon-
strated in several occasions where thc per-
formarice of algorithms GPTC and RGPTC
does not improvc regardless of the nurnber
of allocated processors. This rcsult may, in
cffcct, suggest that thc shared-nothing ar-
chitecture so far typically considered as the
dc-facto standard for parallcl databases, may
not be adequate.

Main memory distribution is an importanl is-
suc. For exarnplc, for a systcm with 1 GB of
main memory, algorithm RPTC will pcrform
bcttcr if thc system is configured with 128
proccssors and 8 M.B pcr proccssor, ratlier
than \vith 102̂ 1 protcssors and 1 MI3 per pro-
cessor.

7 Conclusion

We presented six parallcl algorithms that com-
putc the completc and rcstricted transitivc do-
sure of a databasc relation. Algorithrns GPTC
and RGPTC cxhibit load balancing and scalabil-
ity properties. An analysis witli rcspccl to corn-
putation and comrnunication cost was presented
for all algorithms, followcd by an analvtical pcr-
formance evaluation. The results demonstratcd
that thc scalablc and load balancing algorithms
consistently outpcrform the other ones vvith an
average rate of at least 10 times, whereas in some
cases the outperfomancc fold is in the order of
hundreds.

Several issues that are uncovered by the per-
formance evaluation deservc further investigation.
The most difficult problenr is tlie reduction of

tho communication cost which becomes the rna-
jor bottleneck in algorithtns GPTC and RGPTC
when thc computation cost becornes negligible.
We have also seen that Ihc rnemory distribu-
tion is an important factor in algorithms PTC
and RPTC. Wc spcculatc that in order for these
problems to bc rcsolvcd, thc traditional share-
nothing parallel computcr model need either be
augmcnted with additional features, or a difFer-
ent model must bc adopted.

In pcrforming the joins, thc hash based join
mcthod was assumed. A possible enhanccment
of the algorithms is to make thern more "intel-
ligent" in this respect, that is, to choose a join
method dynamically dcpending of the data that
is required to be joined at each itcration. Such
an cnhancement .is worth investigation since, al-
though thc hash based join is considered the best
gcnoral join method, it has been reported that
non-hasli based join mcthods may attain better
pcrformancc for special data formats and distri-
bution.

In our modcl wc assurncd a gencric distributed
niernory cornputer. In practicc, distributed mem-
ory machincs cornc in well-defined and specific
netvvork topologies. Finc tuning of the presented
algorithms on specific topologies such as the hy-
pcrcube will potenlially improvc the algorithms'
pcrformance duc to rcductions in communication
costs that will result by shorter routing distances.

Finally, wc consider the full implementation
(or simulation) of thc algorithms as a very use-
ful project. Such an implementation will allow
to carrv out experiments for relations \vith difTer-
ent data distributions and, thus, reveal the efFect
of skewed data, which resisted our attempts for
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incorporation in our analysis.
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Appendix

Join cost (according to [13]) is the follovving:
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Communication cost:

For PTC and RPTC each processor must read
the tuples from thc intermediate result relation T
(unary relation), and send them over the network.
There is,

RPTC.Communication.cost(T) =
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For GPTC and RGPTC, there is an additional
hash cost. Therefore,

RGPTC-Communication.cost(T) =

T-TS , T-TS
" ^ g - • «read + B L 0 C K ' ̂ end + 1 • ĥash

In the above, 5 is the number of tuples from in-
termediate binary relations, and T is the number

of tuples from intermediate unary relations. The
meaning of the remaining parameters and their
dcfault values are shown below.

- \R\: number of tuples in original relation R
(default value: 1 million);

- BLOCK: communication block size (default
valuc: 4 KB);

- D: depth of the transitive closure (default
value: 100);

- JS: join selectivity (default value: 10~7);

- m: available memory per processor (default
value: 4 MB);

- PIF: projection improvement factor (default
value: 0.5);

- PS: disk page size (for I/O purposes) (default
value: 4 KB);

- r: number of processors (default value: 128);

- SS: Selection selectivity (default value:

~ tcomp: time to compare two domain values
(default value: 3 • 10~6 sec);

- thash- tinie to hash a domain value (default
value: 9 • 10"6 sec);

- tmove- time to move a two-value tuple in
memory (default value: 2 • 10~5 sec);

- tTead'- time to read a page from disk (default
value: 0.015 sec);

- TS: tuple size for binary relation (default
value: 16 bytes);

'- timc to transmit one block of data (de-
fault value: 0.02 sec); and

- tUTite'- time to write a page to disk (default
value: 0.02 sec).
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Detection and diagnosis of faults (FDD) in technkal systems represent an important
segment of intelligent and fault-tolerant systems. In the article we present the qual-
itative FDD approach proposed by Larsson and based on Multilevel Flow Modelling
representation of the process. The contribution of this acticle regards evaluation of this
method on a simulated water-level process controlled by feedback. The MFM diagnostic
expert system, together with the continuous simulation of the process, is implemented
in a real-time expert system tool G2. Based on results perspectives for further work will
also be given.

1 Introdliction can be recognized [8]: the shallow-knowledge
(heuristic) and the deep knowledge (model based)

Since many industrial processes become more and techniaues.
more complex fault diagnosis plays an important i n t he shallow reasoning approach, diagnos-
role in maintenance and on-line monitoring for tic knovvledge is represented mainly in terms of
the purpose of fail-safe plant operation [7]. The heuristic rules which perform mapping between
techniques of fault detection and diagnosis can be Symptoms and system malfunctions (faults). The
classified to two general categories [4]: r u l e s typically reflect empirical associations de-

,, ,, . . . j i j rived from experience, rather than a theory of
- the mathematical model and , , . , ,• • ,, ,

how the device under diagnosis actually works.
- the knowledge based approaches. The shallow diagnostic expert systems have ad-

vantages in cases where the expert knowledge in
The former make use of the process model, usu- a s m a l l fieW o f e x p e r t i s e i s available. In this way,

aUy ih the form of difFerential equations. The w e c a n m a k e t h i s knowledge available to the user.
related techniques are based on the concepts of B u t p r o b i e m s a p p e a r i n t h e development of more
dynamical redundancy and make use of state fil- COmplex systems i.e.:
tering and parameter estimation.

Since it may often be difficult and time con- - difficult knowledge acquisition,
suming to develop a good mathematical model _ u n s t r u c t u r e d k n o w i e d g e requirements,
knowledge based methods make use of heuristical
knowledge derived from human experience and — knowledge base is highly specialized to the
qualitative models. Hereof, two main directions individual process,
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- excessive number of rules: difficult to
overvievv in building and updating,

- diagnosability or knovvledge - base complete-
ness is not guaranteed: the expert system can
diagnose only faults considered in the dcsign
of the rulc base.

To overcomc thesc disadvantages of the shal-
low approach thc deep knowledgc techniqucs can
be used. Rather than assume the existencc of an
expert experienccd in diagnosing the device, \vc
assume the existence of a system description (in
qualitative terms): a complete and consistcnt thc-
ory of the correct behaviour of the devicc [5].

Once the model has been created, it could bc
used in either of two ways. Onc way would be to
introduce every possible fault, run the model and
observe the effects. These observations could be
used to create rulos linking symptorns to faults.
Clearly, this procedure will be feasible in systems
with small complexity since thc number of pos-
sible faults can quickly grow, cspccially if therc
is more than one present at thc samc tirne. Tho
other way to use a model is to describc how thc
process is intended to work and failurcs in the pro-
cess can be found by noting difTeronces betwecn
the intended model and the actual statc.

In both cases, thc process description (model)
and the algorithms for fault detection and diag-
nosis arc separated. It can be said that reasoning
about faults is performcd on thc modcl. Thc ap-
parent advantagcs of such a systcm arc:

- givcn the device description, the program dc-
signer is able to shorten the process of clicit-
ing empirical associations frorn a hurnan ex-
pert,

- the diagnostic roasoning rncthod ernployed is
dcvice indepcndent and

- thc ability to rcason about unforosecn faults
and faults which liave nevcr occurrod in thc
process beforc.

There are several approaches to thc qualitativc
modelling and qualitativc reasoning available [3].
In this article we focus our attention on a qualita-
tive FDD approach dcveloped by Larsson [6] and
based on the so-called Multilevel Flow Modelling
representation (MFM) proposed by Lind (1991).
The major part of this article rcgards evahiation

of this method on a simulated water-level pro-
ccss controlled by fccdback. Properties of the
approach, drawbacks and potentials will be pre-
sented and perspectives for further work will be
given.

We also try to point out the design cycle of
the related MFM diagnostic expert system which
consists of thc following steps:

- understanding thc principles of the process,

- the diagnostic analysis,

- an implementation of the diagnostic expert
system using MFM Toolbox,

- testing and validation of the system on the
simulated proccss.

2 Test object: a controlled
water column

In thc lowcr part of tho setup, thcrc is a large
container (sec Fig. 1), out of vvhich water is
pumped via pipes and valves into thc water col-
urnn. Thrcc valvcs influence the water flows [1]:

V
Figurc 1: The water-levcl process

valvc S3 is a control valve controlling the wa-
tor input to thc coliunn. Thc valve is con-
nocted via an elect.ropneuma.tic transducer to
tlie control coinputor,
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- valve S2 (by-pass valve) is necessary for the
pump to prevent an over prcssurc when S3 is
closed,

- valve Sl detcrmines the water outflow from
the column.

The water level in the column is measiired using
a pressure sensor at tho bottom of thc water col-
umn.

3 Review of MFM modelling
and diagnostic reasoning

In Multilevel Flow Modelling, a system is mod-
eled as an artifact, i.e. a man-made system con-
structed with somc specific purposes in mind [6].

Thc three basic types of objects in MFM are:

- goals,

- functions and

- physical components.

The physical componcnts are elements from
which a process is constructed (pipes, valvcs,
pumps, e tc) . Every component can provide somo
functions like transport of mass, information or
energy, storage of something. A set of intercon-
nected functions serve to realizc some goal. Goals
in MFM represent what the process should do
e.g.: keep the water at the certain level.

Goals, functions and components can be con-
nected with achieve (achicvc - by - control), con-
dition and realize relations. An achicve (achievc-
by - control) relation can be used to rclate a set of
flow functions to the corresponding goal. For ex-
ample, a network of flow functions which describes
the water flow through the process (see Fig. 2)
is connected to the main goal by an achieve-to-
control relation. It means, that the main goal can
be achieved by controlling the water flow. Some
physical component can provide functions only if
some goals are fulfilled first, e.g. the water can
be pumped from the container only if the pump
works properly. A condition relation is used to
connect those conditioned goals to a function. On
the lowest level in the MFM graph physical com-
ponents are in the realize relation with their cor-
responding functions, e.g. the pump can perform
the function of transporting water and it is con-
nected with a realize relation \vith it.

Thc MFM model describes how the process is
intcnded to work by using mass or energy bal-
ance equations. Every deviation from the bal-
ancc cquation can bc a sign that the flow func-
tion has crror and corresponding alarm states are
set-up for it. For describing the mass, energy or.
information flows of the proccss, several function
types are available. Ncarly all flow functions are
charactcrizcd by onc (or morc) flow valuc, vvhich
corrcspond to the rcal flow of mass or energy.

Based on the MFM graphs, three types of di-
agnostic methods havo bccn proposcd [6]:

- thc measurement validation rncthod,

- the alarm analysis mcthod and

- the diagnosis method.

The main aim of the measurement validation al-
gorithm is to find out whether there arc inconsis-
tcncies among (low values (measurements) in the
MFM modcl, Using available redundancy on the
set of measured flow values the MFM model can
bc divided into internally consistcnt subgroups.
If a flow function with one inconsistcnt value is
discovcred, it vvill bc marked and corrected. In
casc of several conflicting values, the consistent
subgroups of measuremcnts will be marked but
thc flow values will not be corrected. The analy-
sis of an alarm situation can bc performed using
the alarm analysis algorithm. Every flow func-
tion can be performed correctly or not. Its fail-
urc statc can be defined with one of thc follovving
alarrns: high flovv, low flow, high volume, low vol-
umc, leak, ctc. Thc algorithm provides a decision
about vvhich of the alarms arc directly connected
to the faults (primary alarms) and which ones are
sct up only as a consequence of the primary ones
(secondary alarrns).

In the tcrminology of MFM, whcn one of the
goals from the model fails, the fault in the pro-
cess occurs. The fault diagnosis algorithm pro-
vides an cxplanation for malfunctioning. It is im-
plemcnted as a scarch in thc MFM graph from
tho failed goal to the conncctcd networks of func-
tions. VVhcn it reaches a singlc flow function, it
uscs qucstions answcred by the operator, results
of tests performed on measuremcnts or fault prop-
agation rulcs to find out its failure state. Based on
inforinatioii about statcs ofthe flo\v functions the
explaiiation about a failure situation and reme-
dies are given.
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The proposed methods based on MFM are not
aimed for diagnosing sensor faults.

4 MFM model of the
water-level process

The MFM model of a process is shown in Fig. 2.

Information flow

Achieve by
control

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 PF7

Figure 2: The MFM model of the process

The main goal (Gl) is: "Keep the level of the
water in the water column at the determined po-
sition."

The topmost goal can be achieved by a network
of mass flow functions (a water flow). This flow
is controlled by a manager function (Ml), in this
case a PI controller (PF12) acting on the control.
valve.

The primary flow circuit starts at the source
PFl (water container), continues through the
transport function PF2 (pressure source), a bal-
ance function PF3, a transport function PF4
(control valve) into the storage PF5 (water col-
umn) and through the transport function PF6

(manual valve) back to the sink PF7 (water con-
tainer).

The water can be pumped from the container if
the pressure source works properly. In the MFM
model, the transport function PF2 (pump the wa-
ter) is conditioned (Cl) by the subgoal G2: "Keep
the pump running." If the subgoal is fulfilled then
the transport function is available. An electrical
energy needed for the pump running is described
as an energy flow from a source PF8 (power sup-
ply), via transport PF9, power switch, and to the
sink PF10, motor of the pump.

The implementation of the control task (Ml)
is described as an information flow circuit. Mea-
surements of the water level in the column are
provided using an observer function PFl l (sen-
sor). The decision about control action is made
by PI control algorithm (PF12) and control out-
put is proceeded to the control valve through the
actor function (PF13). The controller works, if
the electrical energy is provided for it. Therefore,
the subgoal for the controller is: "Keep the con-
troller running." (G3). It is also achieved by a
netvvork of flow functions describing energy flow
from the source PF14 (power supply), via trans-
port PF15, power svvitch, and to the sink PF16,
the controller.

Some functions are directly connected to the
physical components which provide the functions
working: PFl to the water container, PF2 to the
pressure source, PF4 to the control valve, PF5 to
the water column, PF6 to the manual valve and
PF7 to the water container, etc. In the vvater flow
circuit there is also additional balance function
(PF3). It is not connected to any of the physical
components, but it has to be present because of
the syntax reasons.

The MFM model is simplified representation of
the real process. The simplification depends on
the purpose of the model. We have to be aware
that a diagnostic system using a simplified model
can not recognize faults in the unmodeled parts
of the system.

5 Realization of the diagnostic
expert system in G2

G2 is a real-time expert system tool developed at
Gensym Corporation. It can be seen as a general
programming environment that combines three
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paradigms:

— rule - base inference,

— object - oriented programming and

— procedural programming.

It also has a very strong graphical orientation.
It consists of several main parts: a knowledge
database, a real-time inference engine, a proce-
dure language interpreter, a simulator, a develop-
ment environment, an operator interface and op-
tional interfaces to external on-line data service
[10].

As a support for developing an expert-system
for diagnosis based on the MFM methodology, an
MFM Toolbox has been developed in G2 [6]. It
has two parts:

— a module for developing an MFM model of
a process (definition of data structures and
graphic elements for building MFM graph),

— a module with a rule base that perform di-
agnostic reasoning task. Several groups of
rules and procedures were implemented: a
rule base for syntax control of an MFM mod-
els, measurement validation, alarm analysis,
consequence propagation and fault diagnosis.

The Toolbox has ben developed by Larsson as
part of his thesis work and made available to the
Control Laboratory at Delft as part of a mutual
research exchange between the Lund and Delft
Control Laboratories.

By using the MFM Toolbox it is possible to
develop an expert system, which performs diag-
nostic reasoning for the specific process, in our
case for the water-level process. It is assurned
that the algorithms for diagnosis are independent
of the process description. Therefore, the devel-
oper of the expert system needs only to construct
an MFM model for his process using the Toolbox.

The MFM graph structure is defined graphi-
cally using graphical objects for MFM functions
and connections among them. The graphical rep-
resentation of the MFM model for the water level
process is based on the MFM model descrip-
tion (Fig. 2). The construction of the MFM
model uses G2's possibilities of graphical creation,
cloning and editing of those predefined objects.

In order to enable a diagnostic reasoning, also
the values for attributes of flow functions have to
be prescribed:

- with a set of rules that transfer the values
from a simulated process to the correspond-
ing flow function (on - line) or,

- the user defines the values for each flow func-
tion from the model directly using editing of
graphical objects (off-line).

As soon as thc MFM graph structure is de-
fined, together with the corresponding values for
flow function attributes, diagnostic questions and
remedies, the diagnostic algorithms are ready to
be used.

6 Continuous process
simulation

When we talk about purposes of the simulation
model, we have to mention the definition of a
simulation environment. We must take into ac-
count that the main aim of our simulation model
is diagnostic system testing. It should be pos-
sible to simulate different failure behaviours and
to provide data from observable variables. The
simulation environment (Fig.3) consists of three
difierent and independent modules inside G2:

- a simulated process module,

- an alarm definition module and

- a fault module.

SIMULATED ENVIRONMENT

Simulated process

Object
definition

Process
simulation

Color
rtiles

Alaim definttlon uiodule

Fault module

Figure 3: The process simulation environment

The "Simulated process" module represents the
behaviour of the water-level process under normal
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working conditions in a closed control loop. A
physical-structural model, which includes thc im-
portant physical structure of the system, is used.
The process is described in terms of their compo-
nents and relations that exist betvveen thern.

Each component of the system is modelled sep-
arately as an object insidc G2 with its own bc-
haviour and attributes. Thc way in vvhich a com-
ponent behaves, is described by physical cqua-
tions. Using thc components behaviour descrip-
tion, thc operation of the whole system is gencr-
atcd by analysing how thc cornponcnts arc con-
nccted and hovv they interact within thc svstem.

Mcasuremcnts of process variables constitutc
tho basic information for diagnosis. Thc diagnos-
tic methods developed on the MFM modcls nccd
as an input a set of measured flovv signals. But
measurements do not always rclatc directly to tlie
level of process representation (the flow values of
the MFM functions), therefore also other typos of
information must be used. They can be obtaincd
with one of the follovving methods: sensors, esti-
mation using data transformation (parameter or
state estimation methods, statistical methods) or
evaluation based on human observations.

Independently from a simulated process mod-
ule, the alarm definition module has been devel-
oped. A procedure for each modelled component
have been defined, which prescribes the way for
obtaining the data from its observable variables.
From the reason, that on thc rcal process only onc
sensor is available, it is possiblc to introducc new
sensors in the simulation. We refer thosc scnsors
as "simulated sensors".

The alarm definition modulc perforrns also a
detection function. Rules with "crisp alarm lirn-
its" - a fixed value where cach alarrn condition is
activated for cvery modellcd physical componcnt
- have been used.

The simulated process has becn used to tcst
how efficiently the diagnostic system can rccog-
nize the possible causes for its rnalfunctioning.
From this point of view it is possible to simulatc
different failure behaviours of the process.

All possible faults on the physical components
are known from the diagnostic analysis of the pro-
cess. The prescription of boundaries on observ-
able variables, vvhen the components arc treated
as faulty, derived from experimentation with a
process, process simulation and students experi-

cnces vvorking with it. For every possible fault
a procedurc, vvhich introduces this fault into
thc corrcsponding physical component, is implc-
mented in thc "Fault modulc". For some faults, it
is also possible to dcfinc hovv big a fault is. With
activating thc proccdure thc corresponding fault
is injected in thc simulated process.

7 Experimental results

In ordcr to cvaluatc thc diagnostic system based
on MFM for the vvater-level process (Fig.4), a se-
rics of experiments is pcrformed using the simu-
latcd proccss running in parallel with the MFM
diagnostic cxpert system inside G2 [9].

SIMULATED PROCESS

Yref

controller

U(t)
C1

C4

-

-

C2

C5

C3

DIACNOSTIC SVSTEM

MFM diagnostic expert system

Y(t)

process
Information

Measurement validation

Alarm analysis

Fault diagnosii

UfUmaM

DIAGNOSE

Figurc 4: Evaluation of the MFM diagnostic
systom

Thc folknving assurnptions have bcen made:

- all possible faults on thc components are
known and modelled,

- every physical component may or may not be
connected to the real or simulated sensor,

- sensors arc fuiictioning correctly and
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- process operatcs in thc steady statc.

Every experimcnt consists of thc following
steps:

1. A set of modeled physical components whith
are connectcd with thc sirnulatcd sensors
must bc defined beforc tho simulation starts,

2. The process simulation is started with defin-
ing the reference value for thc vvater levcl in
the column. Wait until the proccss is in a
steady - state.

3. One single fault or a combination of faults is
introduced in the simulated water-lcvel pro-
cess,

4. MFM diagnostic expert system, which nins
in parallel with the simulated process, is uscd
to diagnose the malfunctioning behaviour of
the simulated process.

5. The analysis of the diagnostic results is made
by comparison of the diagnostic explanation
of the diagnostic system and our assumption
about possible causes for malfunctioning.

In order to illustrate how the diagnostic expert
system responds to the situation in the process
let us take the case where a fault is injected into
the water container (leak). Thc measurable (ob-
servable) quantities are thc water quantity in the
container, thc flow through tlic control valvc and
the water lcvel in thc column.

When thc main goal \vas violatcd (watcr lcvcl is
not at the refcrence value), the diagnostic system
starts scarching for faults in thc connected watcr
flow circuit. Tho simulatcd process produces the
following symptoms: not cnough water in the wa-
ter containcr, thc flow through thc control valvc
is too low and thc watcr levcl in the colurnn is
below the desired referencc valuo.

Information about the symptoms is transferred
to the MFM model as a set of alarms (Fig. 5):
the LOCAP on the source function PFl , the low
flow (LOFLOW) on the transfer function PF4 and
the low volume (LOVOL) on the storage func-
tion. The alarm propagation algorithm guesses
the alarm states low flow (LOFLOVV) for tlie
transport functions PF2 and PF6.

LOCAP LOFLOVV LOFLOVV LOVOL LOFLOVV

PF1 PF2 PF3 PF4 PF5 PF6 PF7

Figure 5: An alarrn simulation in the MFM
rnodel

Explanation symbols:
arro\vs shovv detccted/measured symptoms

Based on the describcd alarm situation, the di-
agnostic algorithm concludcs that only onc pri-
mary failcd function cxists (PFl) and that all the
otliers arc onlv conscqucnccs of it. Thc causc for
thc malfunctioning can be assumption that the
fault is prcscnt on thc water container and the
diagnosis is: "Thc water container is lcaking."

In this casc the alarm on the transport func-
tion PF2 is onlv conscquence of thc fault on the
sourcc PFl . If \vc assurnc, tliat thc opcrator no-
tices, that thc pump is not running becausc there
is no powcr supply for it, the alarm LOFLOW
is set up for thc transport. function PF9. Based
on this additional informalion, thc alarm propa-
gation algorithm can gucss, that also the trans-
port function has an alarm LOFLOVV, \vhich is
thcn prirnary-failed. Thc diagnostic systcm can
find two diflerent faults in the procoss: "The wa-
ter containor is leaking." and "Thc fault on the
po\vor supply for thc pump".

Thc overvicw of cxpcrirncntal rcsults is givcn in
a tablc (Tablc 1).

8 Discussion

Tlie MFM diagnostic expcrt systcm results in
only onc possiblc cxplanation for the process
malfunctioning. It does not provide suggestions
aboul all possiblc faults in thc system. Diagnos-
lic prccision \vith which a fault can bc identified
depcnds on thc number of measurcments avail-
able from thc physical components. If there ex-
ists onlv onc sensor in the process, the diagnose is
correct only in the case when the physical compo-
nont attachcd to this sensor failed. If the number
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of measured flow functions in the MFM model in-
creases then the diagnostic accuracy increases as
well. Multiple faults can be diagnosed when the
alarm situation can not be explained with only
one fault.

Another problem encountered in our experi-
ments is referred to the balance function. Even
though, theoretically, the fault can propagate
through it, the corresponding rules are not in-
cluded in the MFM Toolbox. Also the balance
functions with more than one input or output can
not be used.

The treatment of the alarms on the flow func-
tion depends on the time interval in which they
are transferred to the MFM model. As soon as
the symptom in the simulated process is recog-
nised, the corresponding alarrn is transferred to
the MFM model. The alarm on the flow function
should be assigned as a primary failed. Later on
another new alarm is discovered in the model. In
this case, the fault propagation algorithm guesses
also the failure state of the first one only as a con-
sequence of this new alarm. Because the primary
failed flow function is covered with a secondary
failed as a result of propagation rules, some infor-
mation about the faults can be lost. The problem
is referred as a "loss of diagnostic discrimination".
When this problem appears, the diagnosis of mal-
functioning is correct but it is not complete.

Furthermore, the concept of goals in the MFM
syntax is questionable in case of feedback systems,
e.g. if leak on the column is not big, the goal Gl
will be maintained by feedback (the controller will
force the pump to provide more water). Malfunc-
tioning can be recognized from the control voltage
changes, but the diagnostic system does not use
this additional information. It will react too late.
The MFM diagnostic expert system can be used
as an independent system. If a human operator
recognizes a process malfunctioning he starts the
diagnostic system with defining the goal, which is
failed. As an independent module it can be in-
tegrated in a supervisory system which performs
monitoring of the process. In this case the diag-
nose is started automatically as a request from the
supervisory system without human intervention.
Concerning that a system which performs process
diagnosis as a combination of automatic tests on
measurements and human judgements about the
observable states (where measuring is difficult or

expensive) might be a solution. It can be a valu-
able support for the human operator for decision
making in managing with fault diagnosis. We can
add the diagnostic questions for every flow func-
tion. The operator has to concentrate on every
physical component systematically and give an
ansvver using observations and experience.

9 Proposed improvements

Based on the results of MFM diagnostic expert
system evaluation, the following proposals how to
enhance the MFM approach (and also Toolbox)
are given:

1. Make the goals of the MFM model
active

In the implemented MFM Toolbox, goals of the
MFM model do not have immediate use, except
as starting points for the diagnostic search and
as a connection point between the different layers
of functions netvvorks. From this point of view
they can be seen as "passive objects". We pro-
pose to make goals "active" by defining the list of
goal constraints. The constraints can be given as
an analytical equations, qualitative equations or
heuristical rules.

2. Add "time attribute" to the flow func-
tions

The "loss of diagnostic resolution" problem
may be reduced by including the time interval,
when the alarms were transferred in the MFM
model in the reasoning about faults.

3. Dynamic fault diagnosis
To overcome the disadvantage of being able to

diagnose only static problems, a dynamic fault di-
agnosis by analysing subsequent snapshots is pro-
posed. The process behaviour can be extracted
using a pattern recognition approach on the mea-
surement vector. The following process features
can be observed using qualitative values: the out-
put response time delay, the curve peaks and time
interval between peaks. From those features, mid-
dle facts like damping, overshoot, oscillation can
be inferred. Various decision rules can be applied
to the feature vector to classify the process be-
haviour into different classes.

4. MFM supervisory layer
Managing with a developed MFM diagnostic

system is a human task. It can be started as a
request of human operator by indicating a failed
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goal. To provide a system rnore independent, a
supervisory system can be developed on the top
of the existing MFM diagnostic system. The main
tasks of supervisory layer are concerned with:

- analysis of process behaviour,

- testing of goals requirements,

- fault detection in dynamic states and

- activating the diagnose process.

In addition, it can perform communication with
the user in form of reports about the process be-
haviour or demands for additional inforrriation
frora the operator.

10 Conclusions
The diagnostic reasoning based on the Multilevel
Flow Modelš (MFM) is an example of a deep rea-
soning apprbach. MFM provides a way of quali-
tative description of goals, functions and physical
components of the process. Because managing
with faults concerns also a lot of reasoning about
goals, functions and components, the MFM rep-
resentation of the process can be very suitable for
solving diagnostic problems.

The major contribution of the paper regards
evaluation of the MFM diagnostic system im-
plemented using MFM Toolbox for a water-level
process. For the testing purposes the simulated
environment has been developed inside G2 with
three independent modules: the simulated pro-
cess in the closed-loop under nprmal conditions,
the alarm definition module and the fault mod-
ule which can simulate different types of faults
in the process. The proposed diagnostic methods
are not aimed for diagnosing sensor faults. The
diagnostic experiments have been performed with
running a simulated process in parallel with the
MFM diagnostic system, which provided diagnos-
tic explanation. The system can diagnose faults in
the system correctly if there is enough measured
information (sensors) available.

Some diagnostic mistakes are caused because
of the balance function, vvhich is not included in
the fault propagation rules. In case of multiple
faults, problems occur concerning the "loss of the
diagnostic resolution".

Furthermore, concept of goals in the MFM syn-
tax is questionable in case of feedback systems.

A small fault can bc compensated with the con-
troller and rcaction of thc diagnostic system will
bc too late.

In order to provide.a diagnosis in time a portion
of quantitative kriovvledge should be included in
the FDD system, \vhich is a subject for further
research.
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The problem of adaptive data al/ocation in distributed information systems to minimize
the overall communication and storage costs is discussed. A key problem of economical
estimation o( future /z/e utilization pattern is described and an algorithm based on the
Gabor-Kolmogorov learning process is presented to estimate the future access and the
npdate patterns. An adaptive algothhm to reallocate data in a computer network is
proposed. The reallocation algorithm chooses the optimal allocation using two objective
functions and the best fit strategy. Also, a distributed candidate selection algorithm
is presented to reduce the number of fdes and nodes in the reallocation process. The
simulation results are presented to demonstrate the accuracy and the efficiency of the
proposed algorithms.

1 Introauction copies with the changes in file utilization pattern,
is a desirable activity in the distributed databases.

In a distributed database system, files are ac- Dynamic FAP was addressed for the first time
cessed either for update or for retrieval activi- b y S e g a l l [2] i n w h i c h reallocations of a single copy
ties by geographically dispersed users and applica- o f a f l le w e r e anOWed at any point in time. Em-
tions. An important issue in the design of the dis- p iOyin g the dynamic programming techniques, he
tributed database systems is determining the file modelled the static as well as the stochastic prob-
replication level and the allocation of replicated l e m a s c o n t i n u O us and discrete time Markov de-
file copies to the participating nodes to achieve c i s i o n m o d e l s . L e v i n a n d Morgan [3] extended
satisfactory system performance. This problem is t h e s t a t i c o n e . p e r iod file reallocation model of
usually known as File Allocation Problem (FAP) S e g a l l a n d Sandell [4] to a multi-period model for
and has been proven to be NP-complete [1]. file reaiiOCation that takes place at the beginning

The optimal allocation of files in a computer of each time period. An adaptive file allocation
network is determined on the basis of the antici- model for star network was presented by Yu et
pated access and update frequencies at each node, al. [5]. Two algorithms to dynamically reconfig-
the system's limitations, and the designer's re- ure the distributed database were proposed by Du
quirements. As the file utilization pattern is not and Maryanski [6]. The performance of their al-
static, the resources at the participating nodes gorithms depends on the order in which the files
and network topology may change, so even a are allocated in a compiiter network with limited
well designed system may become obsolete and resources. Ames [7] proposed dedicated sensors
suboptimal. Therefore, adaptive data allocation, to monitor the file utilization pattern and the re-
which involves repeatedly_adjusting the file alloca- allocation is considered only if the overhead of
tion through possible addition and deletion of file moving the files is less than the benefit expected.
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Pocar [8] proposed a different strategy to deal
with single file copy migration problem. Hc used
the Semi-Markov decision model to obtain single-
copy migration polices. Hač [9] presented a dis-
tributed algorithm to improve the system perfor-
mance through replication and migration of files
and processes. Some of the other work on adap-
tive file allocation includes [10, 11, 12, 13] and
detailed surveys on FAP can be found in [11, 14].

In this paper, an adaptive algorithm to rcal-
locate data in a distributed information system
is presented. We are particularly interested in
one-period look ahead incremental allocation, i.e.
redistributing data in the existing distributed sys-
tem for the next time period.

The rest of the paper is organized as follovvs. In
section 2, the distributed database monitoring is
discussed and an algorithm to predict the future
access and update frequencies is given. A dis-
tributed algorithm to reduce the solution space is
presented in section 3. The adaptive filc alloca-
tion model and the file reallocation algorithm are
presented in section 4. The simulation results arc
given is section 5 and the paper is concluded in
section 6.

2 Estimation of Access and
Update Pattern

In most of the cases, the file utilization pattern
over the network is not predictable for a long pe-
riod of time and, therefore, we have to monitor
the system behaviour dynamically to determine
whether the current file allocation is still optimal.
The monitoring of the relevant components and
events can be accomplished either through hard-
ware, software or through a combination of both
[15, 16, 17, 18].

In the adaptive file allocation activity, the file
usage pattern should be monitored to collect the
access and update frequencies at each node. In
the proposed distributed monitoring system, each
node collects two types of statistics: 1) local ac-
cess and update frequencies for remote files; 2)
alien access and update frequencies for local files.
The monitoring system also gathers inforraation
about the changes in the computer and the net-
work resources.

The statistics collected by the monitoring sys-
tem can be used to estimate the future access and

updatc frcquencies. A good estimation module
should be able to predict the future access/update
pattern not purely on the basis of current file us-
age pattern but also on the past history of the ac-
cess/update pattern. Moreover, it should not bc
vulnerable to chance fluctuations in usage [19].

The proposed estimation method is based
on the Gabor-Kolmogorov Learning Process
(GKLP). The GKLP can be described by a
stochastic operator upon a function of time [20,
21].

,-l...,-n*.-l...*,-» (1)

Whcre tho first term is a generalized linear
predicting filter. The valves of the coefficients
a,,6,j . . . can be adjusted by minimizing the mean
square error betvveen the predicted and the actual
values at time t = 0, t = l, t = 2 and so on. If
xt and yt arc the actual and the corresponding
predicted access/update frequencies at time / re-
spcctively, then thc error E can be defined as:

where
t=(-i

yt =

(2)

(3)
i = 0

The optimal values of coefficients c,<s are calcu-
lated one by one by GKLP, equating them to -1,
0, and +1 and the respective mean square error to
E^i,Eo and E+\. The coefficient c, is described

as:

_i - E.+i
2E0)

(4)

where

t=«-i

• + *.•
1=0

i=t-l

EQ =
i = 0

(5)

(6)

(7)
i = 0

e,- is the partial error at ith iteration and is
defined as:
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e,- = xt - yt) (8)

After adjusting the values of the coefficients,
the access and the update frequcncies for each
node-file combination can bc predicted for thc
time period t + 1. The coefRcients need not bc
recalculated each time the access and update fre-
quencies are to be estimated. Rather, they should
only be recalculated if the error in the predicted
and the actual values for the last time period is
out of some acceptable error range.

Thus, the information to be stored and trans-
ferred from time period t to t + 1 is the traces of
the past history and the values of thc coefficients
for each node-file combination. As thc traces can
be collected and processed at each node, thc mon-
itoring module should reside on cach node. Thc
advantages of such an approach arc two fold: thc
cstimation algorithm can be executed in parallel
and the volumc of data to be transmitted is re-
duced. Only thc rcviscd estimates of the access
and update frequencies havc to be transmitted to
the central node.

3 Candidate Selection

The exponcntial grovvth of the computation time
with the incrcasc in number of nodes and filc
rneans that the problem becomcs intractable cvcn
for a moderate size network. Thereforc, heuristics
to reduce the solution space by eliminating certain
sites and files from the reallocation process play
an important role in the development of fast data
allocation algorithms [22]

Based on thc theorems given in [13], the follovv-
ing algorithm can be used to find the files \vhich
should be considercd for rcallocation. The nota-
tions used in the follovving sections are given at
the end of the paper.

Algorithm Candidate Selection
Step 1:

At each node n DO
Initialize Dfn and Afn

FOR each file i <£ In DO
IF (aniVni m\nkeKi Ckn >

(copy of i is allovved at n) THEN
Afn - Afn + {i}

FOR each i € In DO

IF ({LtSn -
Ylk aAi(min;6K, C\k -
minfcg^,^} Clk)Vki)) AND
(Deletion of i from n is allowed) THEN

Dfn - Dfn + {i}
Step 2:

Send Afn's and / } / n ' 5 to a central node
Step 3:

At the selected central node DO
FOR n= 1 to N DO
FOR i= 1 to F DO

IF i e Afn THEN Ai «- yl,- + {n}
1F t e Dfn TIIEN A «- Di + {n}

FOR i= 1 to F DO
I F Ai ž 4> T H E N A f ^ A f + {i}
IF /:>, ^ 0 THEN J5> «-£>/ + {i}

In thc abovc algorithrn, step 1 is executed in
fully distributed fashion. It states that that if the
cost of having a local copy of file i is less than the
cost of accessing it from thc remote site with the
minimum cost, thcn it is beneficial to have a local
copy. Also, if thc maximum expected benefit of
kecping a copy of i at a site n is less than the extra
storage and updatc costs then it is not optimal to
havc a filc copy at n.

Thc step 1 also uses the fact that certain con-
straints such as data security, hardvvare and soft-
ware compatability etc. can be applied at the ear-
lier stage of data rcallocation. These constraints
can bc cxpressed logically by a set of allocation
matrices, where each entry shows whether a file
can be allocated at a node [24]. The constraints
specified in the allocation matrices reduce the
nurnber of candidatc sites for reallocation of a file.

In step 2, all Afnis and Dfn>s are sent to a cen-
tral node where thc reallocation algorithm to be
executcd. This node can be selected arbitrarily.
In step 3, all the candidate nodes and files are
determined at thc selected central node.

4 Assumptions and Objective
Functions

We assume that the distributed system consists
of Â  nodes and Ffiles. The network is fully con-
nected and each node has its own database man-
agement system capable of processing its local as
\vell as remote transactions. Each node main-
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tains the accounting information as discussed be-
fore, and the reallocation is initiated at fixed time
intervals. At the end of each time interval, fu-
ture access and update frequencies for each node-
file combination are predicted and the algorithm
Candidate Selection is executed.

Moreover, instead of generating a sequence of
allocation for the entire database lifetime, the new
assignment is generated only for the next time
period, assuming that the optimal allocation for
each time period vvill result in an optimal alloca-
tion for the multiple periods. It is also assumed
that the files are accessed independently.

4.1 The Objective Functions

Let R'i be the set of nodes with a copy of file
i. Consider adding a copy of file i at node n.
The cost of querying the file t will reduce by the
amount

Where

R(Ki) -

N

- £<
m = l

N

- 52i
m = l

= K{ +

R(K\)

imiVmi min Ckm

imiVmi min Ckm

keK{

{n}

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)K\ =

In other words, allocating file i at node n will
achieve a maximum gain given by (9). On the
other hand, allocating i at n will incur extra up-
date cost (Cf/,), storage cost (CSi), and the cost
to transfer a copy of file i from a node with min-
imum cost (T,) given by (13), (14) and (15) re-
spectively.

CUi = 52ukiUkiCkn

Ti = Li min Ckn

(13)

(14)

(15)

i 4- CSi + Ti is defined as the loss of allocat-
ing file i at site n. The objective is to maximize
the benefit, i.e. the difference between the gain
and the loss of allocating file i at n. Therefore,
the objective to add a copy is to maximize (16)

i- CSi - Ti (16)

subject to thc storage (17), the channel (duplex)
(18) & (19) and the processing (20) constraints.

Za
ni = R(J{) -

Subject to

V *

V k^n + Unjxjkunj)
i

< Kk

V k

iuu < pk

(17)

(18)

(19)

(20)

On the other hand, deletion of a copy of file i
from node n will increase the query cost by an
amount given by

where
N

k=i

K" = Ki-{n}

(21)

(22)

(23)

Similar to the copy addition, the objective of
copy deletion is to maximize

Zd
ni = CSi + IJd + R(Ji) - R(J-) (24)

Subject to

V k ^ n

V k

Vki + UnjXjkunj)

Ukjxnjukj)

PklaiauYkii +

52 J2 Pkiuiun < Pk
fc xik=l

(25)

(26)

(27)

(28)
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Note that the storage constraint for copy dele-
tion is no longer valid as deletion frees the storage
space but minimum replication constraint (25)
has to be introduced. The benefits associated
with an already allocated copy at a node n are
given by:

R(K") - R(Ki) + CUi + CSi (29)

Addition and deletion of a file copy is only bene-
ficial if the respectivc objectivc function evaluates
to a value greater than zero. Moreover, a bene-
ficial copy can only be added or deleted if such
addition or deletion does not violate any of the
constraints.

4.2 The Data Reallocation Algorithm

Before executing the reallocation algorithm, the
algorithm Candidate Selectionis executed and the
relevant information is transferred to an arbitrar-
ily selected node at which the data reallocation
algorithm is executed.

The proposed data reallocation algorithm iter-
atively improves thc allocation. During cach it-
eration, one filc copy is considered for addition
and deletion. A copy with thc maximum positivc
value of the objectivc function is addcd/deleted
provided all thc constraint are satisfied. If only
one copy of a file is present in thc nctwork, the
benefit of such copy is calculated by considering
another feasible node with minimum cost, as if it
has a copy of the file. If a beneficial addition is
not possible due to constraints, the less beneficial
files at that node are deleted to accommodate the
most beneficial file.

The proposed algorithm not only generates the
new (near) optimal allocation but also generates
a serial schedule (a sequences of steps) to trans-
form the present allocation into the new optimal
allocation such that no constraint is violated at
any time.The algorithm can be described as:

Algorithm Data Reallocation
REPEAT

i <— file to consider for addition and deletion
{during each iteration, next candidate file is

considered}
IF i € Dj THEN

REPEAT {To delete beneficial copies of i)
FOR all n 6 Di Calculate Z<
Select m £ D{ such that

IF Z^ > 0 THEN
Delete i from m. Modify allocation of i
Di «- Di - {m}

ELSE No more beneficial deletion of i
UNTIL(No more beneficial deletion of i

O R Di = 4>) •

IF i G Aj THEN
REPEAT {To add beneficial copies of i)

For all n£ A/ Calculate Z°,
Select m G A{ such that
Za

mi > maxn€Ai_{m)Z^
IF Za

mi < 0 THEN
No more beneficial addition of i

ELSE
IF constraints are not satisfied THEN

Delete the less beneficial files from rn,
until the combined benefits of keeping
the files are greater than Z^ and
deletion does not violate any of
constraints or enough resources are
regained. Modify their allocation and
add all such file in Aj and calculate
their candidate nodes using štep 1
of the reallocation algorithm.

IF constraints for copy addition are
satisfied THEN

Add i at m, modify allocation of i
Ai <- Ai - {m}

ELSE Restore previous allocation at m
UNTIL(no more beneficial addition of i

O R Ai = <f>)
UNTIL(No more beneficial addition or deletion

or deletion OR all Ai>, and Pi>, are empty)

The reallocation algorithm given above has the
follovving properties.

Property 1: The algorithm will add or delete a
file copy during iteration n if the respective ob-
jective function evaluates to a value greater than
zero and all the constraints are satisfied.

proof: The proof can be established by examin-
ing the reallocation algorithm.

Propertij 2: If the file allocation at (n+l)th iter-
ation is different from that of nth iteration, then
the total storage and the communication costs at
the (n+l)th iteration is strictly less than the cost
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at nth iteration.

Proof: Let K and K be the file allocation at
nth and (n+l)th iterations respectively such that
A' ^ K . The objective function will only be eval-
uated to a positive value if the benefits of adding
or deleting a copy are greater than the losses. A
positive value of the objective function guaran-
tees the decrease in the total cost. Therefore, the
property holds true if K ^ K .

Property 3: If the optimal allocation is obtained
at nth iteration then the optimal allocation will
not change at (n+l)th iteration.

Proof: If the optimal allocation is obtained at nth
iteration then, from the property 2, the value of
the objective function cannot be positive. Hence,
no file will be added and deleted at (n+l)th itor-
ation, othervvise allocation at nth iteration is not
optimal which is contradiction to the fact that nth
allocation is optimal.

5 Simulation Results

The proposed algorithms for the prediction of ac-
cess/update frequencies and for the adaptive file
allocation vvere implemented in Pascal on VAX
4000-100.

Most of the data used in the simulation of the
prediction algorithm was taken either from [23] or
from stock market traces. Up to 15 values were
stored in each access and update history trace,
and up to next five values were predicted. The
result of the first prediction for 7 different traces
are shovvn in Table 1. Figure 2 show the accuracy
of the algorithm when next five values of a trace
were predicted without updating the coefRcients.

For the simulation of the reallocation algo-
rithm, a network of 5 nodes was considered. The
number of files were varied from 4 to 8. The file
sizes were set from 2MB to 4MB, vvhereas the
available space at each node was set betvveen 7MB
and 11MB. The simulation was performed by ig-
noring the processing and the channel constraints.

Instead of predicting the file utilization pat-
tern, the access rates were varied either by a fixed
percentage (5-25%) or by a random percentage
for each node-file combination. The update rates
were set randomly betvveen 0% and 30% of the

respective access rates.
The file allocations vvere generated using both

the exhaustivc search and the proposed algo-
rithms for five diflerent problem sets. Table 2
shows the avcrage percentage accuracy of the pro-
posed algorithm which was calculated by compar-
ing the costs with the optimal ones. The average
percentage error varies from 1.42% to 3.96%(see
Fig. 2). Table 3 shows one particular instance
of the simulation from each problem set. The
solutkv.s are within 5% of the optirnal and the
benefit of up to 19.1% justifies the data reallo-
cation. Table 4 shows the cfficicncy of the pro-
posed algorithrn in terms of the number of times
the objective functions were calculated vs. thc
total number of feasible allocations and the num-
ber of files which were added and deleted from
the present allocation. In terms of CPU time, the
proposed algorithm generated the solution in less
tlian onc second for cach test case as compared
to 5.30 seconds to 663.45 seconds taken by the
exhaustive search algorithm. Figurc 3 shows the
effect of changc in thc refercnce rates ori the ac-
curacy of the algorithm.

6 Conclusions

A distributed system requires data reallocation to
the participating nodes when the various param-
eters, such as file utilization pattern, and netvvork
topology, changes. The utilization patterns are
characterized by thc access and updates frequen-
cies at cach nodc. These frequoncies vary over
time, thus an optimal allocation at one period
may be nonoptimal at another period.

In this paper, we presented three algorithms.
The first algorithm estimates the future access
and updates frequencies. As the new information
becomes available, the estimates are revised and
the assignment adapts itself to the new informa-
tion. The second algorithm reduces the solution
space by eliminating those nodes and files which
are most unlikely to change their allocation in the
new optimal allocation. The third algorithm gen-
erates the (near) optimal allocation. Two objec-
tive functions are used to calculate the benefit of
adding or removing a file copy. Transition costs
incurred by file transmission from one node to an-
other are also taken into account.

The decision to reassign files can be triggered
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Data set Actual value Predicted value
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

45
130
135
170
177
105
135

45.10
130.95
118.59
177
165
107.86
120

Table 1: Accuracy of the prediction algorithm

only when the net gains can be realizcd i.e. thc
new allocation generated by the algorithm is dif-
ferent than that of the present allocation. The
simulation results demonstrate the accuracy of
the assignments generated by the proposed algo-
rithm is sufficiently close to the optimal with a
reduced execution time compared to the cxhaus-
tive search algorithm.

Notations

i,j File indices

k,l,rn,n Node indices

/v'i Set of nodes with a copy of i

In Set of files at node k

Xik 1 if file i is assigned at k, 0 otherwise

aki Access frequency of i from fc

Uki Update frequency of i from k

Ckn Unit data transmission cost from k to n

L{ Size of file i

Sk Unit storage cost at node k

Vki Average amount of data of file i accessed by
node k

Uki Average update message size from node k to
file i

Pknai Processing required per access of file i from
node k at node n .

Pknui Processing required per update of file i from
node k at node n

Pk Processing limit at node k

Xki Channel limit betvveen k and /

Aj Set of all candidate files which may be added

A{ Set of all candidate nodes which can have a
copy of i

Dj Set of all candidate files which can be deleted

D{ Sct of all candidate nodes which can relinquish
a copv of i

Mfc Storage limit at node k

ijkmi 1 if node rn acccsses filc i from node k, 0
othcrvvisc
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4
5
6
7
8

5
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Fig. 1. Accuracy of the prediction algorithm for next five predictions
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Thc work dcals with thc reprcsentalion of the coricepts of program package PIDMaster
for on-site signal analysis, systcm modcHrig and controller's sjrnthesis. A user-friendly
interfacc is introduccd which cnables comfortablc work also for less cxperienced users.
Thc rcquired uscr-friendlihess has been achicvcd by thc use of \yindow interface com-
pleted with somc elements of thc object oricnted user interfacc managemeni system.
Central points of thc new intcrfacc arc thc so-called movablc graphical objects. Their
usagc in thc phasc of system parameter cstimation is explaincd thoroughly.

1 IntroductlOIl tuning pragmatically using heuristics and intu-
ition. Unfortunately, from the general point of

Despitc tremcndous development of modern con- view, PID controllcr tuning has remained an art
trol theory, PID controllcrs arc stiil widely uscd in r a t | l c r t } i a n e x a c t s c i c n ( : c [2]. Therefore, people
process control applications. Moreovcr, therc aro j n industry involved in maintcnance need a tool
noindications that thcsituation willchangein the t i , a t WJH h c i p thcm tunc the controllcr vvithout
near future. The reason why PID is so popular rcquiring too dctailed knowledge about the con-
in industrial environment is its ability to master trol thcory. Such a tool is also dcsirable by con-
the process dominant dynamics with (in princi- t r o i p c Ople involvcd in industrial applications and
plc) only three parametcrs, which aro relatively p r o jects. Therefore, we decided to design and re-
easy to understand by process operators [1]. a ] j z e a t o o i that will provide the following:

Roughly speaking, therc arc three categories of «,^ . , , ,
^.^^ . ,, -i . i .. , , f 1 l - manual PID tuning on the process model,
PID controllers available on Ihc markct [lj:

„ .„ ^ „ i- i • i • i i - optimization based PID tuning for difficult
- 1 ID controllers reahzcd m classical analog '

A , . and nonstandard problems,
techniquc,

- digital PID controllers, - P I D t u n i n g ^ m e a n s o f t u n i n S r u l e s '
- knowledge-based PID controllers vvith the " S r a P h i c a l modeling,

abilities for autotuning and adaptation [1]. - intuitive and user friendly interface with ex-
Most of the control equipment in industrial t e n s i v e o n " l i n e context-sensitive and hyper-

plants belongs to the first two categories. Tuning t e x t b a s e d h e l p '
of such a controller is entirely in the domain of - abilitv for easy upgrading without recon-
process operators and maintaincrs who approach struction of the whole program,
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- possibility to work in industrial area (portab-
le, robust, relatively inexpensive).

Two years ago we started the project called
PIDMaster. The final result of this project will
be a tool which will fulfil previously mentioned
goals. Such a tool should provide tuned controller
parameters, process models and various progress
and status reports, all on the basis of input data
files obtained directly by data acquisition equip-
ment, i.e. by measurements of the real process.
Input to such a tool will be various data files ob-
tained by data acquisition equipment through di-
rect sensoring of vital variables of a target process.
The output will be tuned controller parameters,
models of process and various progress and status
reports made by user of PIDMaster. In summary,
the PIDMaster project has been started with the
idea of supporting the above mentioned tasks,
preventing huge human errors, ofFering the possi-
bility of prototyping and thus implicitly learning
by example.

We established a mixed development team from
target domain and computer science experts
which can cover both areas without segregation of
one area. Actualiy, in the earlier project phases,
target domain experts played dominant role and
now, when we are in the implementation phase of
the project, computer science component is more
stressed. As mentioned above, to overcome the
problem with a user interface we decided to use
IBM's Common User Access standard, which is
roughly supported with Microsoft windowing sys-
tem Windows 3.x. Since the project is in the im-
plementation phase we haven't had maintenance
problems, but we hope that we can surmount such
difficulties with thorough project documentation.
The documentation includes several documents:

- system requirements document,

— system analysis document,

2 Project Background

We decided to develop our tool on a PC plat-
form because PC compatible hardvvare is really
widespread and relatively inexpensive. Besides
we already had experience with similar projects.
Let us mention only two of them, the so-called
ANA [3] and SIMCOS [4]. ANA has been made
for system analysis and design of controller syn-
thesis [3] vvhilst SIMCOS [4] has served for simu-
lation of dynamic systems. Both tools were devel-
oped for experienced users and are fairly sophis-
ticated. Major drawbacks of these two povverful
tools, especially ANA, are relatively poor user in-
terface and lack of project documentation, which
caused difficulties with maintenance and upgrad-
ing. With the new project we wanted to dodge
these problems.

The PIDMaster project differs from our previ-
ous projects in the follovving:

— we established a mixed development team,

— the project lifecycle was strictly divided into
phases, and

— IBM's Common User Access (CUA, [5]) stan-
dard was used for design and implementation
of the user interface.

- design of user and tool interface document,

- design of important objects document, and

- database structure document.

3 PIDMaster Overview

The PIDMaster communicates with environment
in three ways (fig. 1, i.e. Signals, Reports, User).
Fundamental data inputs are process signals col-
lected with other tools (i.e. Labtech, G-2). The
raain outputs are various reports that include fig-
ures of signals, descriptions of models and con-
troller šetups. We cannot eliminate user coop-
eration, so that all interactions are supervised by
user. PIDMaster can import and export signals in
various file formats like Matlab binary file format,
Labtech ASCII format, the flat ASCII format etc.
Reports can be vvritten on any Win 3.x supported
printer.
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Figure 1: PIDMaster environment

From the user point of view PIDMaster incor-
porates four major units (fig. 2):

- analysis,

- modeling,

- controller tuning, and

— data import / export unit.

AU units are linked via an internal database
that includes all imported and/or generated sig-
nals, system models and controller setup parame-
ters. All unit input and output formats are com-
patible, so that results obtained in a previously
used unit can be used in the next unit. The most
natural way of work is to start with the import of
signals via analysis and modeling unit and then
to proceed to the controller setup unit. Of course,
the user can enter the process of controller tuning
at any mentioned point (see fig. 2).
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Figure 2: PIDMaster decomposition

The PIDMaster has certain characteristics that
are comrrion for tools of its sort and we will men-
tion them only briefly. The main point of dis-
tinction regards system modeling from measured
data. Sincc it is almpst a way of communication
with the user we shall explain it later in user in-
terface section (see section 4).

3.1 Analysis unit

The analysis unit enables the user to display and
edit signals on a screen in various ways (y=f(t), or
z=f(x(t),y(t))). The topl can calculate standard
integral criteria (e.g., Sx, IAE, ISE, ITAE, ITSE),
compare two signals and calculate standard devi-
ation, correlation, etc.

3.2 Modeling unit

In the modeling unii eight different mathemati-
cal models can be used. The common vvorking
pattern consists of selecting the model and enter-
ing the values of the parameters. These values
can be later improved with a computer supported
optimization or computer supported verification.
The following models can be used in the process
of modeling :

]{e-»Td

Ml:Y(s) = —-—U(s)
sT,

M2:Y(s) =
•sTi)"
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M3:Y(s) =

M4:Y{s) =

M5:Y(s) =

M6:Y(s) =

M7:Y(s) =

M8:Y(s) =

Ke-sT"

Ke2e-aT<*

(l + sT2)

sT0)e-sr<'

s2 + 2£u>s + u2

U{s)

U(s)

4 Engineering Method for
System Parameter

(l) Estimation (EMSysPE)

Targct user group of thc PIDMaster are callow
computcr and control engineers so that we had
to pay morc attention to dcsign of a friendly and
especially forgiving user interfacc, \vhich should
attract ncw users. VVc decidcd to use Microsoft's
windovving systcm aud to follow the CUA stan-
dard if possible. Thc PIDMastcr interface incor-
poratcs two distinct approaches, i.e.:

where s, Y(s), U(s), A\ Td, Tt, £, u, P2(s)/Q3

represent complex variable, Laplacc transform of
system output, Laplace transform of system in-
put, process gain, pure time delay, time con-
stant, damping factor, natural frequency and gen-
eral transfer function, rcspectively parameters for
equations (1) can be entered manually or via the
so-called engineering method, which encompasses
graphical and numerical estimation of parameter
values. We believe that the support of the so-
called engineering method for the parameter es-
timation is an important novelty and the main
point of distinction between our tool and other
available tools of this type. This procedure will
henče be briefly described in the ncxt section.

3.3 Controller tuning unit

The user can enter a controller tuning unit di-
rectly or via the modeling unit. Here he can select
the appropriate controller and tune it's parame-
ters. User can setup parameters directly or with
the help of tuning rules (e.g., Ziegler-Nichols, Op-
pelt, Chien-Crones-Reswick, Rutherford-Aikman,
Kessler [6, 7, 8, 9, 10]). It is possible to select
both continuous and discrete controllers, difFer-
ent structures (e.g. P, PI, PD, PID) including
modified structures (e.g. classical, noninteract-
ing, industrial [10]). Selected parameter values
can be optimized and/or verified with computer
supported optimization and/or verification. The
criterion function can be one of the output error
based functions.

- diagrarns (vvindovvs), and

- dialogues.

Wc use graphical windows for displaying val-
ues of signals in the form of diagrams and dia-
logues for numerical input and output. This is
traditional approach alo uscd in other tools of this
type. The main diflerence of our tool are the so-
called movable graphical objects vvhich combine
both approaches in a new and more efFective way.
Movable graphical objects are part of module for
estimation of system parameter values.

If we want to model an unknovvn system in the
traditional way, we have to excite it with a step
signal on input and observe its response on out-
put. A typical response of a low-pass system is
a sort of sloped step. The shape of the sloped
step determines the type of the model. Both ob-
jects figure out model constants (delay, gain, time
constant). That is almost a general algorithm for
selecting the type of model and finding its con-
stants. That sounds simple, but there are two
problems. First, the algorithm is too general for
computer implementation and can not be easily
automated. Second, it includes relatively com-
plex calculations that have to be executed several
times. We decided to give the user additional sup-
port in areas where computers are generally more
efficient and reliable (i.e., numerical calculations,
memory capacity and reliability, ability of error-
less repetition), and we should leave all freedom
where man's intuition is essential.
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Figure 3: MGO's for model 1

Our concept is based on the so-called moveable
graphical objects (MGO). MGO is a graphical ob-
ject (see fig. 3) composed of markers and lines
connecting them. The user can change dimen-
sions or position of MGO simply by manipulat-
ing MGOs' markers. The visual appearance of
a marker rules its function. The user can han-
dle markers and thus MGO primarily with mouse
click and drag. As a backup option we incorpo-
rate digital entry too. The system carries out two
major MGO groups: simple and complex. The
group of simple MGOs incorporates cursor, verti-
cal and horizontal line, slope and parabola. The
group of complex MGOs includes four different
steps (step (see fig. 3, top), slopped step(šee fig. 3,
bottom), endless slopped step, slopped step with
overshoot). The set of simple MGOs is primarily
used in the phase of signal analysis. The set of
complex MGOs is used in the system parameter
estimation unit. The power of exploiting complex
MGOs lies in the so-called engiheering method for
estimation of system parameters as can be shown
in the following example.

Let's try to estimate system parameters with
EMSysPE. The model is defined with equation
Ml (see (eq. 1)) and we have to find gain, time
delay and time constant (i.e., K, Td and T\). Af-
ter selecting the proper model the program en-
ables two MGOs. The first one is always a step
and the second is one of the sloped steps. The
type of the sloped step depends on the selection
of the model. In our example the PIDMaster
would give us the picture in fig. 3. As we can
see, we have two MGOs, i.e. step and slopped
step. The user's task is to properly relate the
step on input and the ramp on output measured

signal. Hence the user is responsible for correct
positioning and dimensions of available objects.
The position and dimensions of MGO can be set
with the mouse. When the user is sure that
both objects are positioned and scaled correctly
he can start the process of calculation of model
constants. It is the computer that is responsible
for that. In our example the computer calculates
the model constants from marker positions (e.g.,
K = Ay/Au,Td = TD + Tta,Ti = T). As can be
seen, constants can be calculated directly from
positions of markers. Estimated parameters can
be saved in a database for later use in this or con-
troller setup unit.

3 Cursor

HHH x

01 0Y
84.94

52.21 More

Xiace

Figure 4: MGO's control window

Parameters can be verified and/or optimized.
All intermediate steps can be saved in a log file. A
snapshot of actual modeling with the PIDMaster
is depicted in fig. 6, where the most important
windows and controls can be seen.
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^ .

Apply More

Figure 5: MG0's numerical window

The example shown is quite simple because
there is no transitional step between graphical
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Figure 6: Graphical modeling of model 1

phase and calculation. In case of other models
there is always an intermediate step in which one
has to decide which possibility to choose. Anyhow
the procedure is not so demanding since the user
can select a certain value, check the effect and, if
not satisfied, select another one, etc.

We believe that graphical estimation of param-
eters is sufficient for an average user but, nev-
ertheless, we added also an option for numeri-
cal positioning of markers. The nurnerical input
method is useful in case of low resolution graphic
card or mouse, or in case of repetitive operations.
The numerical input is accomplished via two ad-
ditional modeless dialogues (see fig. 4 and fig. 5).
The dialogue in fig. 4 (MGO Control) starts when
the user selects an MGO. Values X and Y repre-
sent absolute coordinates of the active marker on
MGO. New values can be entered directly in edit
fields X and Y or via eight buttons. A click on
button increases/decreases the selected value in
a specified direction. For example, button (=>•)

causes the value of field X to increase for delta,
the opposite button (<=) causes the value of field
X to decrease for the sarne delta. The delta value
is a user-defined value, \vith ability to be changed
during program execution. Dialoguc in fig. 4 en-
ables user to read or change position of the active
marker. On the other hand, dialogue in fig. 5 (the
numerical window) gives the opportunity to read
or change location of all markers in the same time.
This dialogue can be activated with a click on but-
ton (More) on MG0's control window (fig. 5).

5 Status of Project and
Further Improvements

The project is in the implementation phase and
the beta version is in testing phase. We have
succeeded to completely implement EMSysPE
method, while controller setup and tuning is still
pending. The significant delay was caused by se-
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vere problems with compilers and graphical envi-
ronment. In case of good acceptance of PIDMas-
ter, we will upgrade our tool from the target do-
main experts side. The support for real-time sig-
nal acquisition can be added, as well as more sup-
port for various import/export file formats and
support for OLE (object linking and embedding).
A module for direct loading of parameters in a
particular commercially available controller could
also be developed.
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This article presents an cvaluation method of softvvarc quality attributes during soft-
vvare design with a high-level design technique. The attributes considered are rea/ time
functional behaviour, performance (in terms of capacity) and reliability. The method
is based on transformation of the software design documents and simulation models of
hardvvare architecture in terms of processors, communication channels etc. and the en-
vironment in terms of usage of the system. The method provides an opportunity to
concentrate on software, architecture and usagc ofthe systcm onc by one and facilitates
analysis ofthe softvvaresystem long before it is taken into operation, which is particularly
valuable for safety-crhical softvvare and other complex software systems. This implies
that important information concerning both functionality, performance and reliabiHty
can be studied early in the development, so that re-design can be performed instead of
implementing a poor solution. These early insights become morc and more

1 IntrodllCtion into operation.

The quality of the software in the operational
phase is a critical issuc. The cost for softvvarc fail- A method for evaluation of performance, relia-
ures in the operational phase of software systems bility and functional aspects of software systems
today is very high, both in risks and economical a t an early stage is presented. The method sup-
terms. This is in particular the case for safety- p O r t s prediction of important quality attributes
critlcal softvvare and other large softvvarc systems a t the software design phase. The cvaluation and
where the society depends heavily on the software. prediction is based on the actual software design

The software community is not in control of the and simulation models of architecture and user
quality of the software. Cleanroom Software En- behaviour.
gineering [5], [6] and [10] is a promising attempt in
dealing with these.problems, but it is not enough.
Methods are needed for early analysis of function- T h e a r t i d e p r e S ents initially sorne objectives
ality, performance as well as reliability. o f t h e w o r k b e f o r e discussing some related work.

The dependability of software systems is highly The concepts in the method are then described
due to getting things right from the beginning. from a general point of view. The general con-
This is essential since the main principles of a cepts are exemplified with SDL (Specification and
software system are often built into the product Description Language, standardized by ITU, [3]
at an early stage of the software life cycle. The and [4]), i.e. transformation rules are presented
inevitable conclusion from this is that it is neces- and an example is desčribed to shovv the applica-
sary to have methods for modelling and analysing bility of the method. Finally some general con-
the behaviour of the softvvare long before it goes clusions are presented.
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2 Objectives

The main objective of this work is to formulate a
general (independent of software description tech-
nique) method for functional, performance and
reliability evaluation at an early stage of softvvare
development. The long term objective is to for-
mulate a method that can be applied throughout
the software life cycle to evaluate and assess the
quality attributes of software systems. The objec-
tive is that the principles presented can be used
throughout the software life cycle even if the ac-
tual level of detail in the models used may vary
depending on available information.

The aim is to provide a rnethod for evaluation
of functional real time behaviour, performance (in
terms of capacity) and reliability of softvvare de-
sign descriptions. The method is based on that
the software design descriptions are specified with
a well-defined language, for example SDL, which
can be transformed automatically into a simula-
tion model of the software design. A tool proto-
type performing the transformations of SDL de-
scriptions into a simulation model of the software
has been impleraented, [18] and [8]. It must be
stressed that SDL is used as an example assum-
ing that SDL is the normal softvvare development
method at the company applying the proposed
method.

Transformation rules have been formulated for
SDL, hence shovving that it is possible to actu-
ally use the design in the evaluation of quality
attributes instead of formulating a separate sim-
ulation model of the behaviour of the softvvare.
The transformed model is then distributed on a
simulation model of the architecture. The input
to the system (transformed software design dis-
tributed on a simulation model of the architec-
ture) is then modelled in a usage model, which is
a simulation model of the anticipated usage of the
system. The method consists hence of three sep-
arate models: software model, architecture model
and usage model.

The software model is a direct transformation
of the actual design of the software to be used in
the final system. The usage model and the ar-
chitecture model are formulated in the same lan-
guage as used in the software design, but these
two models are supposed to be simulation models
of the actual architecture and of the anticipated
behaviour of the users of the system. The three

models are hence described with the same descrip-
tion technique vvhich is the same technique as the
software is being designed in. The strength of the
method is its opportunity to combine the actual
softvvare design with simulation models.

The usage model is used as a traffic generator
to the system, i.e. it sends signals to the system
in a similar way as expected when the system is
put into operation. The reliability of the soft-
ware can be evaluated since failures occur as they
would in operation, since the usage model oper-
ates with a usage profile vvhich describes the an-
ticipated usage in terms of expected events. The
capacity of the system is determined based on the
inputs coming into the system and measurements
on loads and throughputs. The analysis allovvs
for analysis of bottlenecks in the system as well
as delays. The real timc functional behaviour is
analysed in terms of locating unexpected func-
tional behaviour. In particular, it is possible to
find functional behaviour that is a direct conse-
quence of the delays in the system.

The difFerence betvveen the work presented here
and other approaches is the opportunity to com-
bine the software design with simulation models
described in the sarne description technique as the
software design. The idea in itself is general and
no direct limitations concerning for which design
techniques this approach can be applied have been
identified. The objective has neither been to for-
mulate a tool set nor to advocate the use of SDL.
The major difFerence with existing approaches is
that a special notation has not been used and
hence the method is believed to be general and
the method aims at more than one quality at-
tribute. This implies that it should be possible to
adapt the general idea and formulate transforma-
tion rules etc. for other design techniques as well.
The aim is to provide a framework and a method
supporting early evaluation based on the actual
software design as well as other description levels
in the future.

The advantages with the proposed scheme can
be summarized by:

- the evaluation of quality attributes can be
performed at an early stage, i.e. during the
design (cf. below with for example statistical
usage testing),

- the concepts are general even though trans-
formation rules have to be formulated for
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each specific design language,

- the actual software design is included in the
evaluation method hence allowing for a good
basis for decisions regarding the quality of
the software,

- the method aims at analysing performance,
reliability and real time functional behaviour
hence no separate analysis has to be per-
formed for each quality attribute.

3 Relation to other work

Some approaches resembling the functional and
the performance evaluation can be found, see for
example [1], [7], [14] and [15]. These methods do
neither support reliability evaluation of the soft-
ware nor do they base the analysis on the actual
softvvare design. One of the major differences with
the approach presented in this article is its gener-
ality. The objective has been to clearly separate
method from tools. The approaches presented in
[1], [7], [14] and [15] primarily aims at using a
"home made" notation for the problem and then
building a tool supporting the proposed notation
and method. The method presented here takes
a more general approach by introducing concepts
and ideas, which can be adapted to the design
rnethod and tools used in the ordinary software
development process. The objective is to make
the method independent from any specific de-
scription technique and tool environment.

Statistical certification of softvvare, including
usage modelling, is currently an area evolving
rapidly. Statistical usage testing as a method
for certification was initially proposed within the
Cleanroom method [5], [6] and [10]. A similar
approach is currently used and being developed
at AT & T. It is concluded from the projects at
AT & T, [9], [11] and [12], that the cost for sys-
tem test and the overall project cost are reduced
considerably. In [11], it is stated that the cost re-
duction for system test for a "typical" project is
56%, vvhich is 11.5% of the total project cost. Us-
age modelling from Markov chains are discussed
in [13] and [16]. The opportunity to perform early
software reliability estimation from high-level de-
sign documents using dynamic analysis has been
presented in [19]. The reliability certification is
normally applied during the test phase, \vith ex-
ception of the \vork presented in

4 Overview: Modelling
concepts

Three models are defined to formalise the mod-
elling and evaluation process. The mapping be-
tween reality and models are depicted in figure 1.
The models are denoted:

- Softvvare Model

- Usage Model

- Afchitecture Model

The models, which will be explained below, are in-
dependent in the sense that the Software Model,
the Usage Model and the Architecture Model are
derived independently and they can be combined
into an Evaluation/Simulation Model. The simu-
lation is foremost intended to be used during the
soft\varr dosign.

Users ^

Services:
- Categories
- Functions

System
architectures:
- Communication
- Protocols
- Nodes
Hardware and
software
platforms

< ^

^ — -

Evaluation/Simulatiot
model

^ ^

Usage
model

Input to

Softvvarej
model

Distributed oi

V
Architecture
model

Figuri: 1: Mapping oi' tlu: layers ot' users and sys-
tem on the modelling concepts.

The Softvvare Model and the Architecture
Model are linked to each other through the distri-
bution of the softvvare units in the architecture.
This means that the Software Model is allocated
to the Architecture Model in a way that describes
the actual distribution of the software in the ar-
chitecture. The Usage Model generates the in-
put to the simulated system (Šoftvvare Model allo-
cated on the Architecture Model). Thus the three
models are connected together into the Evalua-
tion/Simulation Model.

5 Model description

The models are derived in the following manner:
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Software Model
The software descriptions (specification or
design) are transformed to include the real
time aspect of the software, which normally is
not included in the softvvare design. As part
of the transformation the user is requested
to add time consumption for executing dif-
ferent concepts of the softvvare design. This
addition of time consumption must be made
based on prior knowledge or knowledge of
the current system. The Software Model de-
scribes the application software, i.e. the ser-
vices that the system provides to the user.

The content of the Software Model is shown
in figure 2.

Software Model:
- Serviccs and functions
- Logical flow
- Relative service times

Figure 2: Content of the Softvvarc Model.

Usage Model
The external usage is not normally described
unless a reliability certification is to be made
or as input to a performance simulation. The
Usage Model must describe the structural us-
age of the analysis object (which refers to the
part of the system being evaluated) and it
shall be complemented with a usage profile to
allow for reliability certification. The struc-
tural usage describes the behaviour of the
user vvithout quantification of the usage. The
latter is added with the usage profile. Usage
modelling with Markov chains is discussed in
[13] and [16]. It is, hovvever, favourable if
the Usage Model is formulated in the same
description technique as used in the software
design. This is clearly possible as shown in
[17] and in the example below.

The content of the usage model is shown in
figure 3.

Usage Model:
- Analysis object
- User categories
- Usage states
- Input probabilities/
intensities
- Service demand

Figure 3: Content of the Usage Model

Architecture Model
The architecturc is described in terms of a
performance simulation model. This type of
model is quite common and it is used exten-
sively when doing performance analysis. The
aspects to find are those governing the perfor-
mance behaviour of the architecture. Theob-
jectivc here is to define a performance model
of the architecture in the same description
technique as has been used in the software
design. This is also further discussed in [17]
and in the example below.
The content of the architecture rnodel is
shown in figtirc 4.

Architecture Model:
- Topology
- Interconnection devices
- Resources and servers
- Operating system features
- Algorithms (e.g. scheduling
aod routing)
- FIow-paths
- Capacity

Figurc 1: Contont ol" tlic ArchiUicture Model.

The concepts of the method have hence been
described and to illustrate the application of the
method SDL is used. First a brief introduction to
SDL is given, secondly the transformation rules
for SDL are described and finally an example us-
ing the method is presented.

6 Brief introduction to SDL

The ITU Specification and Description Language,
[2], [3] and [4], known as SDL, was first defined
in 1976. It has been extended and reorganised
in four study periods since this first definition.
These have resulted in new recommendations for
the language published every fourth year.
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SDL is intended to be well-suited for all sys-
tems whose behaviour can be eflectively modelled
by extended finite-statc-machines and where thc
focus is to be placed especially on interaction as-
pects. SDL is a unique languagc which has two
different forms, both based on the same semantic
model. One is called SDL/GR (graphical reprc-
sentation) and is based on a set of standardized
graphical symbols. The other is called SDL/PR,
(phrase representation) and is based on program-
like statements.

The main concepts in SDL are system, blocks,
channels, processes and signals. These concepts
form the basis for SDL, where system, blocks and
channels describe the static structure vvhile thc
dynamic behaviour is modelled with the processes
and its signals. The processes are described by
several symbols.

System: Each system is composed of a number
of blocks connected by channels. Each block in
the system is independent from every other block.
Each block may contain one or more processes
which describe the behaviour of the block. The
only way of communication betvveen processes in
two difFerent blocks is by sending signals that are
transported by channels. The criteria leading to
a certain division of the system into blocks may
be to define parts of a manageable size, to create
a correspondence with actual software/hardware
division, to follow natural functional subdivisions,
to minimize interactions, and others.

Block: Within a block, processes can commu-
nicate with one another either by signals or shared
values. Thus the block provides not only a conve-
nient mechanism for grouping processes, but also,
a boundary for the visibility of data. For this rea-
son, care should be taken when defining blocks
to ensure that the grouping of processes within
a block is a reasonable functional grouping. In
most cases it is useful to break the system (or
block) into functional units first and then define
the processes that go into the block.

Channel: Channels are the communication
medium betvveen different blocks of the system
or between blocks and the environment.

Signal: Signals can be defined at system level,
block level, or in the internal part of a process def-
inition. Signals defined at system level represent
signals interchanged with the environrhent and
between system blocks. Signals defined at block

level represent signals interchanged between pro-
cesses of the same block. Signals defined within
a process definition can be interchanged between
instances of the same process type or between ser-
vices in the process. Signals are sent along sig-
nal routes between processes and on channels be-
Uveen blocks or when interchanged with the envi-
ronment.

Process: A process is an extended finite-state-
machine which defines the dynamic behaviour of
a system. The extended finite-state-machine han-
dles data within tasks and decisions. Processes
are basically in a state avvaiting signals. When
a signal is received, the process responds by per-
forming the specific actions that are specified for
each type of signal that the process can receive.
Processes contain many difierent states to allow
the process to perform different actions when a
signal is received. These states provide the mem-
ory of the actions that have occurred previously.
After all the actions associated with the receipt of
a particular signal have been performed, the next
state is entered and the process waits for another
signal. The basic concepts within a process are
further described belovv.

Processes can either be created at the time the
system is created or they can be created as a re-
sult of a create request from another process. In
addition, processes can livc forever or they can
stop by performing a stop action. A process def-
inition represents the specification of a type of
process; several instances of the same type may
be created and exists at the same time; they can
execute independently and concurrently.

7 Transformation rules for SDL

7.1 SDL concepts

Each SDL concept or symbol must be associated
with parameters that describe its behaviour in
terms of performance, to create a Software Model
that together with the Architecture Model and
the Usage Model shall be put together to the sim-
ulation model. Initially the method has been fo-
cused on the most common used concepts, de-
noted Basic concepts (process level), which de-
scribes the behaviour within a process.

The parameters that can be associated with the
symbols are:
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— time, i.e. a delay in terms of an execution
time (random or constant),

- probability, i.e. the probability for different
outcomes when passing the symbol during
the execution,

- signal reception or sending (intensities). The
reception of a signal is based on the execu-
tion in another part of the analysis object
or the environment, while a signal sending is
based on the actual execution of the anal-
ysis object. This means that no intensity
has to be directly associated with the sym-
bol, but the symbol must be associated with
a signal reception or sending all the same.
The intensity is a consequence of the execu-
tion. The arrival intensities for signals arriv-
ing from the environment of the analysis ob-
ject is part of the Usage Model, which models
the surrounding of the analysis object.

— dynamic behaviour, i.e. creation or deletion
of a process.

An estimate of one of these parameters can either
be only one estimate or a combination of several
estimates that have been vveighed together. The
basic concepts are associated with the parameters
as follovvs:

Basic concepts (process level):
State- execution times, i.e. the times it takes to

leave and enter a state respectively. Each trans-
action results in one time leaving a state and one
time for entering a state, except when the trans-
action means that the process terminates its exe-
cution.

Input - signal reception and execution time, i.e.
the time it takes to remove the signal from the
queue and start the execution.

Output - execution time and signal sending.
The execution time shall correspond to the time
it takes to send the signal, while the signal send-
ing is a direct consequence of reaching the output
symbol.

Save - no parameters are associated with the
save symbol, since it is assumed that the han-
dling of the queue of a process is carried out by
the processor responsible for that specific software
process. This means that any delays caused by
the queueing discipline shall be modelled by the
Architecture Model. The save symbol has to be
present after transformation as well to be able to
save the right signals in the queue.

Task - execution tirne, i.e. the time it takes to
perform the actions specified in the task.

Decision - execution time and probability. The
execution time must correspond to the time it
takes to evaluate the statement in the decision
symbol and to choose execution path based on the
evaluation. In cases when the criterion within the
decision box can not be evaluated based on the
specification, i.e. the symbol does only contain
informal text, a probability for different paths
is needed. Thc probability or probabilities shall
model the number of times a certain execution
path is chosen, based on the evaluation, compared
to the total number of times the symbol is passed.
The number of probabilities will be one less than
the number of possible paths to leave the deci-
sion symbol, since the sum of the probabilities
are equal to one.

Create request - execution time and dynamic
creation. The execution time models the time it
takes to create a new process and initiate all its
values. The dynamic creation must be a part of
the Softvvare Model, since it is a vital part of the
dynamic behaviour of the analysis object. This
means that the symbol cannot just be translated
to a delay.

Terminate process - execution time and dy-
namic deletion. The explanation is similar to the
one about "create request", with the difference
that a process is terminated instead of created.

Timer - Signal sending. The set and the re-
set command respectively are carried out within
a task, which means that the execution time is as-
sociated with the task concept and not the timer
concept. But the timer also means that a signal is
sent to the process itself, and this signal sending
has to be modelled in the Softvvare Model. The
internal signal sending is performed with the set
concept.

Procedure - Execution time. The procedure
symbols (call and return) themselves are only as-
sociated with execution times, while the result of
the procedure call, i.e. the execution of the pro-
cedure, is modelled symbol by symbol within the
procedure and according to the rules for respec-
tive symbol. This means that the procedure call
symbol cannot be translated merely to a delay.
In other words the procedure call symbol must
remain in the Software Model.

Macro - The macro symbol is substituted with
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the content of the macro before the execution,
which means that it can be disregarded from a
performance point of view.

Join and l&bel - Join and label have two main
functions, either showing that the flow description
continues on another page (in the description) or
describing a "goto" in the program. The latter
means that a jump is made to another part of the
program. Instead of handling these two functions
separately,. it is assumed that the jurnp is done
instantaneously independent if the jump is done
to the next line or to another part of the program.
This means that join and label are assumed to
have no influence on the performance.

Asterisk - The asterisks are only a shorthand
to be used as a wildcard, for example in a save
symbol> where it means that all signals not ex-
plicitly received shall be saved. This shorthand is
raerely a simplification when working with SDL
and it does not influence the behaviour of the ac-
tual implementation.

This discussion, of which performance pararne-
ters that have to be associated with the SDL sym-
bols, leads to that transformation rules for each
symbol can be formulated.

7.2 Example of some transformation
rules

The transformation means that the system design
in SDL is transformed into SDL descriptions de-
scribing the system from a performance perspec-
tive. Based on the parameters identified for each
symbol transformation rules can be found. The
transformation rules below include in some places
symbols that are optional depending on the actual
behaviour of the original description. A major
objective for all concepts is that, if it is possible
to put two or more transformations together it
shall be done. For example, the execution times
for two symbols after each other shall be put to-
gether to one delay. It must also be noted that
the whole delay for a symbol is always assumed to
be done first, before the actual event described by
the symbol occurs. The delay can either be given
a specific value or a random time, with some mean
value, from some distribution. This means that
when the task (set timer) is referred, it shall be
possible to incorporate a random or constant de-
lay if wanted. The assignment of values and the
c

Basic concepts (process level): The ba-
sic concepts describe the dynamic behaviour of
a process and they are translated to basic con-
cepts describing their behaviour from a perfor-
mance perspective. Most of the concepts, as de-
scribed above, mean some sort of execution time
(i.e. delay). The execution time can always be
modelled with a task (set timer) and a state in
which the process stays until the timer signal is
received. Instead of describing this for each con-
cept below a new meta-concept, which will be de-
noted "delay", will be used.
Definition of Dela,y:
Ta.sk (set timer): The timer is set to the time it
takes to execute a particular symbol.
State: The "symbol" remains in this state until
the timer signal is received.

The delay concept will be a shorthand for a task
where a timer is set and a state where the process
is waiting until the timer signal is received. The
delay concept also includes the possibility of gen-
erating a random number corresponding to the ex-
ecution time. The random number is drawn from
a distribution with parameters that model the be-
haviour of the execution of the symbol. Some ex-
amples of how the basic concepts are transformed
are:
State
Dela,y: The state symbol is really two difFerent
events that is leaving and entering a state respec-
tively. The entering event is often referred to as
"nextstate" from the perspective of the state we
are leaving. This means that the delay can be
divided into two parts, i.e. one delay for leaving
the state and one delay for entering a new state
(perhaps the same).
Input
Input: The signal must be received, since it can
influence the forthcoming behaviour of the anal-
ysis object. Delay: The time to take the signal
from the queue and to evaluate what to do has to
be modelled as a delay.
Save
The save symbol will remain unchanged, since it
is needed to be able to handle the queue in an
appropriate way, i.e. to save the right signals de-
pending on the state of the process. It must be
observed that the process is assumed to be in the
last state until it reaches the next state, and the
states referred to are the "real" states of the origi-
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nal process and not the states that are introduced
to cope with the delays. The reason for this is that
the queue and the arriving signals shall be han-
dled in an appropriate way, i.e. thc signals shall
be saved according to the actual system dcscrip-
tion.
Decision
Delay: The time to evaluate the statemont within
the decision symbol is modelled with the delay.
Task: If the decision symbol contains informal
text a task is needed. The task shall be used
to draw a random number from a uniform dis-
tribution to compare with the given probabilities
for the different execution paths, vvhich model thc
behaviour of the decision box in cases when thc
decision can nbt be evaluated from the original
description.
Decision: The decision symbol is either left witli-
out any changes or in cases when the symbol con-
tains informal text complemented with a decision
criterion. The complement means that a random
number is compared with the probabilities for dif-
ferent execution paths and a path is chosen ac-
cording to the evaluation.
Task
Delay: The time to execute the task is rnodelled
as a delay.
Create request
Delay: This delay models the time it takes to cre-
ate a new process.
Create request: The new process is created in the
SDL description describing the performancc as-
pect as well.

Rules have in a similar way been formulatcd
for all other basic concepts in SDL. The objec-
tive is to do the transformation automatically and
in a dialogue with the user. The dialoguc gives
the user possibility to assign values to execution
times, probabilities etc. The transformation rules
and the concepts are evaluated through an exam-
ple subsequently.

8 Example

8.1 Introduction

The objective of the example is to provide an il-
lustration of how the proposed method may work
and give a flavour of the type of analysis that can
be made. This is made by going through some
results from the example. It is impossible to go

through the example in detail, but more informa-
tion can bo found in [17]. The example has been
formulated using SDL (Specification and Descrip-
tion Language), [2], [3] and [4], but any other well-
defined design technique could have been used.
The example will show results concerning func-
tional behaviour, pcrformance and reliability.

The exarnple describes the communication be-
twecn two very simple telephone exchanges, vvhich
only providc the subscriber with the possibility to
call a local call (vvithin the same exchange) or long
distancc call (to the other exchange). The archi-
tccture is modelled with three SDL process types,
onc dcscribing an exchange, one modelling tho
communication channel between thc exchanges
and onc handling thc administration of the archi-
tecturc. Thc serviccs provided by the exchange
arc designed \vith scven SDL process types. The
usagc is modellcd with five SDL process types.
Some of tho process typos are crcated and ter-
minated dynamically, and several instances of the
samc process typc may exist simultaneously. This
means that thc example in total includcs 15 pro-
cess types.

Thc systcm layout of the example including thc
environment is illustrated in figure 5.

The example can be summarised by:

- 5 processes modclling the behaviour of the
subscribers.

- ASubscriber: models the behaviour of a
phoning subscriber.

- BSubscriber. models the behaviour of a
phoned subscriber.

- CalLGenerator. responsible for creating
ASubscribers as a new call shall start.

- Monitor: responsible for creating
BSiibscribers when connecting a call.

- Creator. responsible for crcating Moni-
tor and CalLGenerator.

- 3 processes modelling the architecture.

- Processor. models the behaviour of the
processors executing the software.

- Com.Link: rnodels the communication
link between processors.

- Arch.Creator. responsible for creating
Processors and ComJjinks according to
the layout of the architecture.

- 7 processes designing the services provided
by the softvvare.
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- Statistics: modcls thc times when statis-
tics about thc processors (exchanges)
shall be written on a file.

- A-Handler: handles the phoning sub-
scribers.

- BJI&ndler. handles the phoned sub-
scribers.

- Digit.Handler. responsible for the re-
ception of digits and reserves a code
receiver through communication with
CodeJleceiver.

- Code-Receiver. responsible for holding
code receivers for on-going calls.

- Soft-Monitor: rcsponsible for monitoring
on-going calls at a processor.

- Soft.Creator: responsible for creating the
Soft-Monitors necessary due to the archi-
tecture.

8.2 Software design in SDL

The SDL system description consists, as pointed
out, of 7 processes, but before these are discussed
in some more detail, the system and block level
have to be discussed. The system consists of two
blocks. The first block handles all activities that
concern subscribers and the second one is a block
responsible for collecting the statistics of the tele-

phonc exchange. The layout of the SDL design
is shown in figurc 6 and the processes and their
communication are briefly described below.

The statistics block is simplc, it only consists
of the Statistics process of which one instance is
created at the system start and it exists the whole
life time of the system. The only thing to be noted
with the process is that it calls a procedure regu-
larly, which describes thc times the statistics are
put on a file.

The subscriber block consists of six processes,
\vhere one process is created by the system
(Soft.Crea.tor). This process is responsible for
creating two monitors (one for each processor).
The Soft.Monitor process is the receiver of incom-
ing calls and it creates other processes that han-
dles the subscribers, both A- and B-subscribers.
The BJiandler process is created by the moni-
tor in cases of a long distance call, otherwise the
B-lIandler process is created by the A-Handler
process. The BJIandler process is quite easy
and it handles the communication with the B-
subscriber in the environment. The monitor pro-
cess also creates the two processes controlling
code receiving.

The A-H&ndler process creates a Digit-Handler
process and is responsible for keeping the contact
with the A-subscriber in the environment. The
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Softvvare System
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Figure 6: Softvvare procosses in the dosign.

Digit-Handler process checks if there are any code
receivers free and if there are any it reserves a
code receiver for the incoming call. The call is
blocked if the code receivers all are occupied. The
DigitJIa.ndler is responsible for releasing the code
receiver when it has been used.

The Code-Receiver process is not modelled in
any detail at all. It consists mainly of signal re-
ceiving, signal sending and informal text. This is
an important aspect, i.e. that the processes may
be quite unspecified but still the quality attributes
can be evaluated by applying this concept.

The tool support used allows for syntax and se-
mantic analysis of the SDL system and code gen-
eration (SDL to C). The generated code was then
compiled and linked. The tool allovvs for func-
tional simulation without taking real time into
consideration. A functional simulation was per-
formed but it failed since the SDL system was not
complete, i.e. some of the behaviour was not for-
mally specified, it was only given in informal text.
The problem with the informal text is in partic-
ular decision boxes with informal text since this
means that the actual execution is not formally
described. The decision boxes with informal text
are translated when doing the transformation into
a the Software Model.

8.3 Identify objectives of simulation

The objective of the simulation shall not influence
the translation technique applied, but it may in-
fluence the way the architecture and the usage
are described in the model. The objectives of the
simulation can lead to that a measurement pro-
cess has to be included in the simulation system.

In this case the objectives are:

- Determine the total execution times of each
software process type on the processors. This
provides a possibility to identify the software
bottleneck, since the available execution time
is known through the simulated time. This
must not be mixed up with the execution
time of the simulation program.

- The load on the communication links is mea-
sured.

- Identify any functional problems.

- Detect faults that influence the perceived re-
liability of the software.

These objectives affect the process modelling
the processor, the process modelling the commu-
nication link and the Software Model processes. A
complement is needed in the Softvvare Model pro-
cesses to be able to measure for each process type,
see below. The latter measurement will require a
separate measurement process. These objectives
have to be modelled by the user, when describ-
ing the architecture, the usage and introducing a
measurement process.

8.4 Softvvare Model

The original SDL system is transformed apply-
ing the rules formulated for SDL. The transfor-
mation results in a new system level, where the
original SDL system is a block. This corresponds
to the Software Model discussed above. The new
system level also contains three new blocks, i.e.
one block modelling the architecture, one block
modelling the usage and one general block (used
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to control the simulation and to make measure-
ments). These three blocks are left without con-
tent. These blocks will be complemented with
the Architecture Model and the Usage Model as
well as general processes governing the simulation.
These models have to be formulated by the user,
see below. The Softvvare Model and the generated
empty blocks are illustrated in figure 7.

All block levels in the original system have been
moved one step down in the hierarchical struc-
ture. The processes in the Software Model are
the result of applying the transformation rules.
It must in particular be observed that all symbols
with informal text have been rernoved or replaced,
but they are modelled in terms of delays.

As an example of a transformation \ve will con-
sider the transformation of a task in an SDL pro-
cess, see figure 8. ...

The task remains after the transformation if it
contains a functional behaviour in which case it
influences the outcome of the execution of the pro-
cess. Independently of the content of the task, a
procedure call is added before the execution of the
task. This procedure is denoted the delay proce-
dure and one parameter is passed to the proce-
dure, i.e. the delay for the task. The length of
the delay has to be determined by the user of the
method, as a first approach every symbol of the
same type is assigned thc same delay. The pro-
cedure is also shown in figure 8. The procedure
delays the execution for thc specified delay by use
of the timer concept in SDL. It must be noted that
all signals are saved within the procedure, and the
reason is of course that the transformation may
not alter the original functional behaviour, The
transformation corresponds to the rule discussed
in section 7. In particular the delay concept is
illustrated vvithin the task concept.

8.5 Usage Model, general simulation
block and Architecture Model

The formulation of the complete simulation model
includes modelling the architecture, the usage and
describing the content of the general block. The
usage is modelled with five processes describing
the behaviour of the subscribers, both A- and B-
subscribers, as well as a model of a call generator
and a monitor which is responsible for creating
the B-subscriber when a call is made, see figure 5
and the brief description above.

The processes in the general block are intro-
duced to govern the simulation and to make mea-
surements according to the objectives of the sim-
ulation. The measurements are specified so that
they shall cover some usual measurement situa-
tions.

Finally, the architecture is modelled. This part
is the most difficult in the example, since it in-
cludes a general data structure which handles the
connections between the different models as well
as the routing within the Architecture Model.
The actual content of the structure is generated
by one process and the process modelling the pro-
ccssor then works on the generated structure. The
processor process is formulated so that it can han-
dle the structure independently of the actual gen-
eration. The architecture processes are briefly de-
scribed above. The data structure handling the
connection betvveen the models is based on linked
lists. The structure is shown in figure 9 and it is
briefly described below.

The structure consists of three queue types.
The first queuc (Proc_Queue) is a queue of the
processors, i.e. the Architecture Model processes
exccuting software processes (Software Model
processes). This queue is the most central one.
This queue is created by Arch-Creator and it is
not altered during the execution of the simulation.
For each processor two other queues are created,
where the first onc (Contact J) models the connec-
tion of process instances from the Software Model
and the Usage Model to the Architecture Model
and the second onc (RouteJ) describes the rout-
ing. In the example this means five queues in
total, i.e. one central queue with two objects (the
t\vo processors) and two queues for each of these
objects. The routing queue of each processor is
also static, while the queues containing process in-
stances connected to the processors are dynamic,
i.c. the contents of the queues are changed as new
process instances are created or instances are ter-
minated.

8.6 The simulation system

The modelling results in new SDL graphs describ-
ing the architecture, the usage and the general
utilities. It is also necessary to alter some of the
generated Software Model processes. These are
changed due to the objective of measuring the
load on the processors for each process type. The
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Figurc 7: TransfornuHl svslctn.
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{ Delay_S»Mc j

/ \Detoy_ 1

Procedure

Figurc 8: An example of a transformation.

additions are only minor, i.e. the graphs are com-
plemented with a new variable describing the pro-
cess type, which shall be used to measure the load
on the processors for difFerent process types.

8.7 Simulation results

The simulation system can be executed after
having been analysed, generated, compiled and
linked. It must be noted that the obtained sim-
ulation model cannot only be executed for per-
formance and reliability analysis. It can also be
used as a real time functional simulator. This
means that the methodology provides a way of
doing functional simulations in cases where it in
the normal case is impossible (see above), i.e. for
incomplete system descriptions (that is for exam-

ple descriptions containing informal text in deci-
sion boxes). Thc transformation and generation
facilitates execution of the original not completely
specified SDL system from a functional perspec-
tive in a real time model environment as well.

The input data are not actual measurement
data, but they have, however, been chosen to work
as an input set where the relative size between the
different inputs are reasonable. The main objec-
tive is as pointed out earlier not the actual values,
but to show that the simulation actually can be
performed based on the proposed concept. The
values of the parameters are easily changed since
they are declared as external synonyms in SDL.

Three parameters are of particular interest:

- The time, when the A-subscriber thinks he
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Figure 9: Data structure connecting the modelling concepts.

has waited too long before an answer, is first
assigned the value 10, in which case the first
output result below was obtained. The value
is then changed to be equal to the simulation
time.

- The simulation time is set to 1000. This may
be too short to obtain real confidence in thc
output results, but since the actual figures
are of minor interest it has been chosen short
to obtain the results quickly.

- The mean time between arrival of calls is var-
ied from 10 to 1.5.

The execution of the simulation model of the
example gives three valuable results: 1) functional
simulation results from a real time model, 2) reli-
ability evaluation in terms of fault detection and
3) performance analysis results.

Functional result
A race between two signals is discovered, i.c. the
behaviour of the system becomes different de-
pending on the order of two signals. Due to the
delay in the architecture it may happen that a ter-
minate signal has not reached the receiving pro-
cess instance before it sends a signal to the pro-
cess that has terminated. This leads to a dynamic
failure in the simulation. The original SDL sys-
tem has been specified so that imder some cir-

cumstances this will occur. Specifically the prob-
lem arises for high loads. A re-design is therefore
necessary to cope with this problem, which would
have been difficult to find without this simulation.

The functional fault would, without the
method, probably not have been found until the
load test in the test phase, since timing problems
can not be cvaluated with "normal" functional
simulations. Since the usage profile is input to the
simulation, faults will be found according to their
probability of occurring in operation. Therefore
the method will reveal faults as they are likely to
occur in operation hence allowing for a reliabil-
ity estimate in the same way as can be obtained
through operational profile testing [11] and [12],
and in statistical usage testing [5] and [6]. The
simulation technique proposed advances though
the estimation in the software life cycle to the
software design phase.

Reliability result
The functional fault found is clearly a reliability
problem at high loads. The fault found can hence
be regarded as both a functional problem and as a
reliability problem. Therefore it can be concluded
that the software vvill at high loads be viewed as
not being reliable, while in other cases it will be
regarded as being reliable. No.other faults were
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found in the software during the simulation hencc
it was concluded that after correcting thc func-
tional fault found, the softvvare can bc approved,
i.e. after regression simulation of thc corrected
software design.

Performance results
The results from the performance part of thc sim-
ulation depend on what is specified by thc uscr.
The measurements are specified by the uscr of tlic
system when complementing the gencratcd sirnu-
lation model with the Architecture Model, thc Us-
age Model and the general processes that govern
the simulation (see general block above). Thc lat-
ter has not been discussed in detail, but it is nec-
essary to have some general processes for starting
the simulation and perhaps for making measure-
ment. These type of processes are quite simple to
formulate and they will not be any problem for
the user. In this particular case the load on the
communication links was measured as well as the
contribution to the total load on the processor by
the different software processes. The latter was
measured to identify the software processes con-
tributing the most to the load and hence being
candidates for re-design.

The results are shown in table 1. The table con-
tains information about the mean time between
new calls, the utilization of the two links, the total
load on the most used processor, i.e. processor 1.
The contribution to the load for the two processes
that consume most execution power on processor
1 is also shown in table 1. An example for proces-
sor 1, when the mean arrival time betvveen calls
is 10; the figure 45 stands for the time process
AJJandler executes and the time 176 is the total
execution time used on the processor, i.e. out of
1000, which is the simulation time.

Some comments to the results in table 1 are
worth making, even if the actual figures are of
minor interest. It can be seen that the link from
processor 2 to processor 1 is utilized more than the
other, i.e. link 2. The reason is that the Statistics
process is only located on processor 1. It can also
be seen that process AJIandler is the largest con-
tributor to the load. It is responsible for between
26-29% of the load, which means that a re-design
of the process perhaps ought to be considered.
The Statistics process contributes also very much
and this is probably a problem, since the statis-

tics in an exchangc can be hard to motivate to the
subscribers. A solution \vould be to distributc the
statistics to all processors, and this will also cut
down the utilization of the communication link
betvveen processor 2 and processor 1.

The obtained rcsults sho\v that valuable infor-
mation rclating to softvvarc quality can bc ob-
tained in the design phasc with thc proposed cval-
uation method.

9 Concluding remarks

Well-defined, formal or standardiscd description
techniques provide excellent opportunities for au-
tomatic transformations to other representations.
The other representation can either be a step in
the development life cycle or a special represen-
tation for evaluating one or several quality at-
tributes of the system. The presented method can
be applied to both functional and object oriented
description techniques. The quality attributes of
the systems of today are becoming critical issues
as the systems are getting larger, more complex
and more critical. This means that techniques
and methods for analysis of system quality at-
tributes are needed to stay in control of the soft-
ware system being developed.

This article has considered how software design
descriptions and simulation models can be used
to evaluate the performance and the reliability as
well as the functional behaviour of the system at
an early stage. In particular, the method provides
an evaluation procedure before the coding and the
testing phases.

The method provides a basis for:

- functional simulation in a real time model,

- estimation of software reliability in a simu-
lation environment, when the usage in the
simulation model is generated according to
the operational profile,

- identifying softvvare bottlenecks at an early
stage,

- evaluating different distributions of software
processes in an architecture,

- studying the introduction of new services in
an existing system (netvvork),

- examining different architectures ability to
execute a given softvvare description,
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Mean arrival
time calls
10
7
5
3
2
1.5

Utilization
link 1
0.06
0.10
0.16
0.24
0.35
0.54

Utilization
link 2
0.17
0.24
0.22
0.42
0.59
0.86

Load
Pro. 1
0.18
0.24
0.31
0.51
0.70
0.98

Processor 1
A_Handler
45(176)
64(240)
84(306)
144(509)
197(698)
283(981)

Processor 1
Statistics
51(176)
61(240)
72(306)
106(509)
140(698)
181(981)

Table 1: Performance simulation results

- identifying system bottlenecks.

These issues will become important aspects as
the demands on new services and systems grow
in the same time as the requirements on short
software development times and higher produc-
tivity continue to grow. The above list will be
particularly important for safety-critical software
systems, where a failure may be catastrophic.
Part of the solution to meet the high require-
ments on functionality, performance and reliabil-
ity is most certainly to put more emphasis on the
early phases of the system life cycle through in-
troduction of well-defined description techniques
and methods that support different aspects of the
development process. It is believed that meth-
ods for automatic translations of softvvare descrip-
tions into other representations will be one of
the key issues to cope with the productivity and
quality problems of software systems. The pre-
sented method provides an opportunity to tackle
the problem of early verification of performance,
reliability and functionality, as well as for doing
capacity dimension

This method, or a similar one, is needed to con-
trol the quality attributes before the softvvare sys-
tem has been coded. The quality of the software
must be evaluated and assured during early devel-
opment. The presented method is a step in the
right direction, towards a comprehensive view on
quality control of software products.
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T/ie paper describes objcctives of high-level synthesis. It concentrates on operation
scheduling strategies and thc interaction with the resource allocation. Some transforma-
tional and iterative/constructive scheduling algorithms are described. Moreover, a new
scheduling/alhcation approach is prcsented and compared with other known algorithms.
Finally, some open problems of the high-levcl synthesis are givcn.

1 Introduction

The high-level synthesis task is to takc a specifi-
cation of the bchavior rcquired of a system and
a set of constraints and goals to be satisfied, and
to find a structurc that implements the behav-
ior while satisfying the goals and constraints. In
rccent years therc has been a trcnd tovvard au-
tomating synthesis at higher and higher lcvcls of
the dosign hicrarchy. Therc aro a number reasons
for this: shorter design cycle, fewer errors, thc
ability to scarch the design spacc, documenting
the design process, and availability of IC technol-
ogy to morc people [28].

Thc roots of high-level synthesis can be traced
back to the 1960s [15]. During thc 1970s most of
the efFort went into automating tasks at lower lcv-
els of thc design hicrarchy, such as layout. Grcat
progress was madc in thc dcvclopment of algo-
rithms and techniques [4, 51]. In tho 1980s work
on high-level synthesis started to sprcad from thc
academic community to industry. Iligh-level syn-
thesis systems are now producing manufacturablc
chip designs for applications such as signal pro-
cessing [10], pipelined processors [32], and inter-
faces [7]. However, there are still many unan-
swered questions related to such issues as specifi-
cation, input/output, designer intervention, com-
plex timing constraints, and the relation of syn-
thesis to the overall design and fabrication pro-
cess.

Thc paper starts with the description of high-
level synthcsis structure and then concentrates on
scheduling which seems to bc thc most important
stcp during the synthosis. In particular, some of
thc basic scheduling techniques arc discussed.

2 High-Level Synthesis

Given a sijstem, its slructuml description is a
specification of a sct of components and their in-
terconnections. More rccently, however, behav-
ioral descriptions of systems are used. Such a de-
scription specifies what the system needs to do,
i.c. the way that cach of the systems components
interacts with its cnvironment.

High-level sijnthesis transforms behavioral de-
scription to the structural one. A typical way of
describing behavior is to writc a program in an
ordinary computcr language or in a special hard-
ware description language.

The first step in high-level synthesis is usu-
ally the compilation of the hardware description
languagc into an internal representation. Most
approaches use graph-based representations that
contain both the data flow and the controlflow im-
plied by the specification. Control dependencies
arc dcrived directly from the explicit order given
in the program and from the compiler's choice
of parsing the aritlimetic expressions. Data de-
pendencies show the essential ordering of opera-
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tions. Some important tasks that should be per-
formed by the compiler at this stage include vari-
able disambiguation, taking care of the scope of
variables, converting complex datastructurcs into
simple types, and type checking. Moreover, some
optimizing transformations rnay be done at this
stage, such as expression simplification. These
graphs are given different names in difFercnt syn-
thesis systems (e.g. value trace [47], data depen-
dency graph [2], directed acyclic graph [14], con-
trol and data flow graph [17]) but are simply dif-
ferent adaptations of similar basic concept. In
many systems, the control and data flow graphs
are integrated into one structure. In this paper we
will use the term flow graph. Before proceeding
to the second step it is desirable to do some ini-
tial optimization of the flow graph, such as dead
code elimination, constant propagation, common
subexpresion elimination, and loop unrolling.

The second step of the high-level synthesis,
which is the core of transforming behavior into
structure, includes operation scheduling and hard-
ware allocation. Since these two tasks are essen-
tial in high-level synthesis they have been studied
extensively and a variety of algorithms have been
published. An excellent overwiev of the different
schools of thought has been given in [28]. The
scheduling and allocation are closely interrelated.
In order to have an optimal design, both tasks
should be performed simultaneously [19]. How-
ever, due to the time complexity, many systems
perform them separately [10, 23, 27, 30, 48, 50]
or introduce iteration loops betvveen the two sub-
tasks [17, 33, 35, 45]. Scheduling involves assign-
ing the operation to so-called control steps. A
control step is the fundamental sequencing unit
in synchronous systems; it corresponds to a clock
cycle. (Different methods for scheduling will be
examined in detail in the follovving sections.) Al-
location involves assigning the operations and val-
ues to hardvvare, i.e., providing storage, function
units, and communication paths, and specifying
their usage. To rninimize them together is usually
too complex, so in many high-level synthesis svs-
tems they arc minimized separately. Thercforc,
allocation is usually further divided into tlnce
subtasks - variable binding, operation assignment,
and data transjer hinding. Variable binding refcrs
to the allocation of registers to data, i.e., values
that arc generated in one control step and used in

another must bc assigncd to rcgisters. Sorne sys-
tems have a one-to-one correspondence betvveen
variables and registers [42], vvhile others allow
register sharing for those variables vvhich have
disjoint lifetimes [34, 50]. Operation assignment
binds operations (e.g., addition) to function units
(c.g., an adder or an ALU). Of course, operations
can share functional units only if they are mutu-
ally cxclusive, that is, they are assigned to difFer-
ent control steps. The problem is then to form the
minimum nurnber of groups consisting of mutu-
ally cxclusivc operations since this will minimize
tlic numbcr of function units. Data transfer bind-
ings rcpresent the allocation of connections (e.g.,
busses, multiplexers) between hardware compo-
nents (i.c, registers and function units) to create
thc neccssary inforrnation paths as required by
thc specification and thc schedule. Connections
consist of busses and/or multiplexers. Busses of-
fer the advantagc of requiring lcss vviring, but they
may be slovvcr than multiplexcrs. A combination
of both is oftcn tlic bcst solution.

Once thc schedule and allocation havc been ac-
complished, it is neccssary to synthcsize a con-
troller (hardvvired or microcoded) that \vill drive
allocated resources as required by tho schedule.
Finally, the design has to be convcrted into rcal
hardware. Lower level tools such as logic synthcsis
and larjout synthesis complete thc design.

3 Scheduling Strategies

As noted earlier, a good scheduler is vcry im-
portant to a high-level synthesis system. Therc
are three dimensions along \vhich scheduling al-
gorithms may differ:

1. the objective function and constraints that
algorithms use;

2. the interaction between scheduling and allo-
cation;

3. thc typc of schoduling algorithm used.

3.1 Constraints

Rouglily spcaking, opcration schcduling deter-
rnines the cost-speed tradeofls of thc design. A
timc-constrained schcduling problem can bc de-
fined as follovvs: given the mazimum number of
conlrol. stepa, find a minimal cost schcdule that
salisfies l.hc given set. of construints. Here the
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cost may consist of the costs of function units,
connections, and registers. Some systems that
perform time-constrained scheduling are HAL
[34, 35], MAHA [33], and Sehwa [32]. A resource-
constrained scheduling problem is stated as fol-
lows: given the maximum number of resources,
find the fastest schedule that satisfies the given
set of constraints. Until recently, the resourccs
included only function units. Lately, connections
and registers are also taken into consideration.
Some systems that perform resource-constrained
scheduling arc CMUDA [12, 18, 50], MIMOLA
[27, 51], MAHA [33], and Sehwa [32]. The previ-
ous two formulations can be combined into afeasi-
ble scheduling problem [22]: given a fixed amount
of resources and a specified number of time steps,
decide if therc is a schedule vohich satisfies all
the constraints, and output the solution if it ex-
ists. A system that performs feasible-constarincd
scheduling is BUD [29].

If the design is subject to a time-constraint,
the scheduling algorithm will attempt to par-
allelizc thc operations to meet the timing con-
straint. Conversely, if there is a limit on thc cost
of resources, tlie scheduler will serializc operations
to meet the rcsource-constraint.

3.2 Interaction with AUocation

In order to know whether two operations can
be schcduled in the same control stcp, onc must
know whether they use common hardwarc rc-
sources. Moreover, finding thc rnost cfficicnt
possiblc schedulc for the real hardwarc roquires
knowing tlie delays for tho difTercnl operations,
an those can only bc found after the dctails of
the function units and their intcrconncctions aro
known. On thc other hand, in order to inako a
good allocation, one must know what opcralions
will be done in parallel, vvhich comes form thc
schedule. Therefore, scheduling and allocation
are strongly interdependent tasks.

The most straightfonvard approach to this
problem is to set somc limit (or no limit at all)
on the resource cost and then to schedule, as it
is done in systems CMUDA [12, 18, 50],-Flamel
[48], and V [5]. A more flexible approach is to iter-
ate the whole process changing the resource limits
until a satisfactory design has been found. This
approach is used in MIMOLA [27, 51] and Sehvva
[32]. Another approach is to develop the sched-

ule and allocation simultaneously, as in systems
HAL [34, 35] and MAHA [33]. Some recent ap-
proaches formulate scheduling and allocation to-
gether as an optimization problem to be solved by
general optimization techniques such as simulated
annealing [3, 11,41] or integer programming [22].
Finally, the allocation can be done first, follovved
by schcduling, as it is the case in BUD system

[29]-

3.3 Scheduling Algorithms

The simplest way to pcrform schcduling is to rcl-
ogato the task to thc uscr, \vliidi is the approach
favored by tlic Silc system [6]. Thcrc is, howevcr,
a trend toward automated scheduling. Sucli algo-
rithrns can bc classificd into transformational or
itcrative/constructive algorithms.

A transformational typc of algoritlim starts
with an initial schedule (e.g., rnaximally scrial
or maximally parallel) and applies transforma-
tions to it to obtain other schedulcs. These al-
gorithms differ in how they choosc transforma-
tions (e.g., using exhaustive search [4], branch-
and-bound [19], or somc heuristics [37]).

The other type of algorithms, tlic itora-
tive/constructive ones, build up a schcdulc by
adding operations onc at a time till all the.op-
erations liavc been schedulcd. Thcsc algorithms
diflcr in liow thc ncxt opcration to bc scheduled is
chosen and into which control stop it is put. The
simplest way is to schcdulc operations as soon as
possible (ASAP) as is done in the Facct [50], carly
CMUDA [18], MIMOLA [27, 51], and Flamel [48]
svstems. ASAP assigns cach opcration to carlicst
possiblc control stop such that data and control
dependencies allo\v il to cxecutc. A similar ap-
pioach is to schcdulc opcrations as late as possi-
blc (ALAP). Thc problcm vvith ASAP and ALAP
sclicduling is that when therc are lirnits on re-
sourcc usagc no priority is givcn to operations on
critical paths. Henco, less critical opcrations can
be scheduled first and thus block critical ones [39].
Continuing along the scale of increasing complex-
ity, there are algorithms that use list scheduling.
For cach control step, the operations available to
bc scheduled into that step are kept in a list,
vvliich ordered by some prioritij function. Each
operation on the list is scheduled if the resources
it need are still free in that step; othenvise it is
deferred to the next step. In some cases, this form
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of scheduling works nearly as well as branch-and-
bound. Schedulers differ in the priority function
they use. A priority function may use the length
of the longest path from the opcration to the end
of graph [39, 40, 43]. This is approach taken in
the BUD system [29]. Elf system [17] uses thc ur-
gencijofthc operation, i.c. the length of the short-
est path from the operation to nearest local time
constraint. In Slicer system [30] thc priority func-
tion is based on increasing operation mobilities,
i.e., difFerences between ASAP and ALAP times
of operations. A compositc priority is used in
MAHA system [33] vvhere the operations on crit-
ical paths are scheduled first (and also assigned
to function units). Then the other operations are
scheduled (and assigned) one at a time according
to the least mobility. Thc HAL system [34, 35]
does list scheduling with force as a priority. The
force between an operation and a particular con-
trol step is proportional to the number of oper-
ations of the same typc that could be scheduled
into that step. To conclude, in list scheduling op-
erations that might present more difficult schedul-
ing problerns are taken care of first.

In what follovvs we will briefly describe some
known scheduling algorithms. First we give somc
common definitions. Let G(V, A) bc a flow graph,
where V is the set of operations and A is the sct
of dependencies (arcs), which is to be scheduled
into š control steps. Let n = \V\ and a = \A\.
Each of the operations is labeled as o,, 1 < i < n.
A precedence relation between operations o, and
Oj is denoted by o, —» Oj, where o, is immediate
predecessor of Oj. The earliest possible start timc
and the latest possible start time of o, are 5, and
Li, respectively. There are m types of function
units available. A function unit of type t is de-
noted by Ft. A relation betvveen operation o, and
a function unit Ft is denoted by o, £ Ft, if Ft can
perform ot.

Integer Linear Programming Algorithm
In [22] integer linear programming ILP is used
to formulate the feasible scheduling problem. Let
the cost of a function unit of type t be ct and
Mt be integer variables denoting the number of
function units of type t needed. Finally, let x,>
be 0 — 1 integer variables where x i r = 1 if o, is
scheduled into control step r; othenvise, a.',> = 0.
Assuming a one-cycle propagation delay for each

operation and a nonpipelined execution, the fea-
siblc scheduling problem can finally be stated as
follows:

< Mt, 1 < r < s, 1 < i < m;

xiT = 1, 1 < i < n;

L, Lk

T *
T * XkT - -1' °« ~* °k

T = S, T = Sk

The first constraint statcs that no schedule should
havc a control step containing morc than Mt func-
tion units of type (. It is clear that o, can only bc
scheduled into a step betwcen 6", and //,, which is
reflected in the second constraint. The third con-
straint ensures that precedencc relations of the
flow graph will bc prcserved. Thc objective func-
tion is a cornbination of time-constraint objectivc
function minJ2^.j ct*Mt and rcsource-constraint
objective function m\nCstep, wherc CsteP is total
number of control steps required. This approach
allows the user to control the resource-time tradc-
ofF. More explicit resource-time tuning is the ad-
vantage of the next algorithm to be presented.

Simulated Annealing Based Algorithm
Another type of transformational feasible sched-
uler based on the simulated annealing idea is given
in [3]. The simulated annealing algorithm can
be used for combinatorial optimization problems
specified by a finite set of configurations and a
cost function defined on all the configurations.
Thc algorithm randomly generates a new configu-
ration which is then accepted or rejectcd accord-
ing to a random acceptance rule governed by the
parametcr analogous to temperature in the phys-
ical annealing process [26]. Algorithm starts on
an initial configuration which is the schedule ob-
tained by applying ASAP strategy, i.e. the start
time of o, is 5,, for each o, € V. The function
Cost evaluates how good a configuration is. It
is defined as Cost(X) = aArea{X) + /3Time(X),
where Area(X) is the estimated total area of the
resources used and Time(X) is the total execu-
tion time corresponding to the given configura-
tion X. The tuning of the algorithm is performed
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by taking different valucs for a and /3. For cxam-
ple, if a <C P the algorithm is closcr to resource-
constrained scheduler (since solutions cfficient in
spced become more important) whilc a >> /3
makes the algorithm morc tirne-constrained. Ini-
tially, a high tcmperaturc 7',n,(,a/ is givcn in order
to accept most new configurations cvcn if thev
increase the cost. As tcrnperaturc decrcases, less
configurations are acceptcd unlcss thcy liavc im-
proved cost. Given a configuration A', a nc\v
configuration Y is generatcd either by insertion
or removal of a register, scheduling an operation
to next or previous control step, or by shrink-
ing/expanding a control step. A similar algo-
rithm appears in [11] where it is also reported tliat
the algorithm achievcs excellent results. Hovvevcr,
it performs scheduling and allocation simultane-
ously. This is also the charactcristics of the ap-
proach which is to bc presented ncxt.

Force Directed Algorithm Lct us first dc-
scribe a force-directed scheduling algorithm vvliich
is based on list scheduling with a forcc as a prior-
ity function. The first step consists of detcrmining
the time frames [5,, L,] of cach operation o, G V.
Let piT denotc the probability that o; vvill be
scheduled into control step r € [5,-, Li\. A useful
heuristic is to assume a uniform probability, i.e.

P'T = i+L -S • ^ e n e x * s t e P ' s ^° ^&kc ^xc snm~
mation of the probabilities of cach typc t of opcra-
tion for each control stcp r: P(t, r) = Ylo,el-\ P>>-
The final step is to calculate thc force T asso-
ciated with each operation o, and bounded to a
temporarily reduced time framc [5,-,Z/,-]:

u

T = s ; l + Li bi T=S,
 + ' l

where t is the type of the operation o,. Oncc
all the forces are calculated, thc operation-control
step pair with largest negative force (or least pos-
itive force) is scheduled. Then P and T valucs
are updated. The process is repeated untill all
operations are scheduled. The scheduling pro-
cess described abovc is a part of the HAL system
[34, 35]. In particular the scheduling/allocation is
performed simultaneously by stepwise refinement
in an iterative loop consisting of four phases. The
first phase (default allocation) allocates single-
function processor to each type of operation. Tlie

sccond phase (preliminary schedule) balances the
distribution of similar of operations using force-
dircctcd scheduling. Thc third phase (refined al-
location) allocates single and multi-function pro-
ccssors. Thc last, fourth phase (final schedule)
balanccs the distribution of operations reqiiiring
similar processor types.

4 Global Arc Minimization
Algorithm

In last soction we briefly described three ap-
proaches to the scheduling/allocation problem. In
this section vve present a ncw algorithm named
Global Arc Minimization (GAM). The algorithm
was developed by the author [44, 45, 46] where
both timc and rcsource constrained scheduling al-
gorithms werc described.

In this paper, however, we \vill concentrate only
on thc time constrained scheduling. We consider
situation with m = 1, i.e., all function units are
of the satne type (as it is thc case in preliminary
scheduling in HAL system). Thc first step con-
sists of determining the time framcs [S,-,L,-] of
each operation o, 6 V using ASAP and ALAP
schedules. Next, thc minimum numbcr fmin of
function units needed is evaluated. To do this, a
rnethod based on the eztended critical parallelism
of flovv graph was introduccd in [44]. During the
exccution of the scheduling algorithm the follovv-
ing sets of operatioris are maintained at each con-
trol step T = 1,2,... , s :

Oready(r) '•= {<>i\Si <T< L(},
OUTgent(T):= {Oi\Si = T= Li},
OdeferTable(T) = Oready(T) - Ourgent(T), and

Ofinished(T) := {oi G V\oi has finished at r } .

Lct / ( r ) denote the number of occupied function
units at some control step r. Hence, there are
fmin - f(T) frcc function units at r. Since urgent
operations are always taken carc of first, in case
of / ( r ) < fmin some additional operations can be
started. Note, that these operations are selected
among deferrable ones. Selection was performed
accordirig to three priority functions: random se-
lcction, increasing execution time selection, and
decreasing execution time selection. Since none of
these criteria proved to be superior [45], we used
the random selection strategy. Therefore, the al-
gorithm is of a list-scheduling type and is given
belovv:
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T = 0

/(r) = 0
repeat

if /(r) > 0 then

endif
f(T) = f(r) + \OUTgent(r)\
if /(r) < /m)n then

Let Oadditional(T) C Oje/er ra(,/e(r),
where \Oadditional(T)\ < fmin - / ( r ) .
fiT) = f{r) + |Oaddt(lona/(r)|

endif
T = T+l

until r = s

After scheduling has been completed the allo-
cation is performed, i.e., the index y>(o,), 1 <
ip(oi) < f, f = maxi<T< s / ( r ) of a functipn unit
is computed for each operation o, £ V. Sincc thc
communication betvveen operations allocated to
different function units is a time consuming oper-
ation, the goal is to allocate operations so that the
communication time is minimized. Lct us call an
arc o, —* Oj a global arc if <p(oi) / ¥>(°j)> i-e-> if op-
erations o, and Oj are allocated different function
units. In order to minimize communication timc
an allocation criterion which keeps the number
of global arcs as low as possible was successfully
applied. Namely, the allocation problcm can bc
transformed into the weighted bipartite-matching
problern [21]. The global arc minimization algo-
rithm GAM is described in [46].

As we already mentioned, we have designed
both time and resource constrained scheduling al-
gorithms. Together these algorithms can be used
to solve the feasible scheduling problem. In par-
ticular, the total cost of scheduling/allocation can
be defined as a function Cost(s, / , c) of the nurn-
ber of control steps s, the number of function
units / , and the communication time c. Now,
given some default number of control stepš s (de-
termined by the critical path of the flow graph),
the time constrained scheduling/allocation (as dc-
scribed above) results in / function units and
the total communication time c. Next, wc iter-
ativelly apply the resource constrained schedul-
ing/allocation with / — k, k = 1, 2 , . . . function
units. Finally, we chose the most appropriate k,
i.e. the scheduling with the lowest Cosi. Onc can
also iterativelly repeat the whole process starting
at higher values of s. (Note, tliat the process inav

stop \vhen s cquals the sequential cxecution time
of the flow graph.)

Ilence, our algorithm iterates the schedul-
ing/allocation process changing the resource lim-
its until a satisfactory design has been found. Re-
call, that a similar approach has been taken in
MIMOLA [27, 51] and Sehwa [32].

5 £xperimental results and
comparitions

Thc scheduling/allocation approach GAM has
been implemented and tested [45]. The flovv graph
used in this cxample irnplements a fifth-order
wave digital elliptic filter.

a b

a b f g h i OUT

Figure 1: Elliptic filter.

VVe assume that multipliers require two control
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Tablc 1: Comparision of scheduling results for the elliptic filter.

Adders
Multipliers
Control steps

ASAP
4
4
17

ALAP
4
3
17

ILP
3
3
17

122]
2
1

21

HAL [35]

3
3
17

2
1

21

GAM
2
2
17

2
1

21

steps for execution and the adders only onc. Thc
critical path length is thus 17 control steps long.
Figure 1 shows the results of applying GAM algo-
rithm on the elliptic filter. Note, that in case of
time constraint scheduling only 2 multipliers and
2 adders were used.

Finally, Table 1 shows the scheduling results
for thc elliptic filter using both approaches from
section 3 and our GAM algorithm.

6 Concluding remarks

The problem of translating behavioral description
of a system into structural a one has been divided
into a number of subtasks among which the oper-
ation scheduling and hardware allocation arc the
most important.

The scheduling problem has been researched
quite extensively in the past [1, 9, 13, 16, 20, 24].
However, most of the solutions concentratc on
systems with homogeneous function units. Morc-
over, neither of the eflbrts includes communi-
cation overhead. In order to be more realistic
the communication delay has to be considered
in high-level synthesis. Since allocation involves
assigning the operations to hardware, it also de-
termines the communication overhead. Thus, in
high-level synthesis the scheduling and allocation
are closely interrelated [5, 12, 19, 27, 29, 32, 33,
34, 38, 48, 50, 51]. In order to have an optimal
design, both should be performed simultaneously.
Due to the time complexity, hovvever, many sys-
tems perform them separately, or introduce iter-
ation loops betvveen the two tasks, as it.was the
case in our GAM scheduling/allocation approach.

We may conclude that the key tasks of schedul-
ing and allocation are relatively well understood
since there are a variety of effective techniques
that have been applied to therri. Hovvever, there
are many other areas \vhere high-level synthesis
must continue to develop if it is to become a use-

ful tool for designing computer systems. Such
areas include specification, designer intervention,
input/output, complex timing constraints han-
dling, and the relation of synthesis to the overall
design and fabrication process [28].
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Thc paper describes the implemcntation of thc adaplivc force control of an industrial
robot. The implemented algorithm is a position based hybrid control scheme with ad&p-
tation to thc environment stiffness. Control schemc is sensitive to thc changes in envi-
ronment stiffness. VVe solved this problem by thc adaptivc controller. Implementation
problems on thc robot controller are also discussed. The proposcd control method is
easy to irnplement and can be applied to cxisting industrial robots liltcd with a con-
ventional position controller. The performancc of thc force controlied manipulator with
the proppsed control \a\v vvas tested with the computcr simulation and by using the real
robot.

1 Introduction

Many of robot industrial applications, such as au-
tomated assembly, deburring, teleoperation, e tc ,
require exact control of interaction forccs with the
environment. The problern of controlling intor-
action forces has been invcstigated by many au-
tliors. According to Kazerooni [7], active forcc
control strategy can bc classificd into two major
approaches. The first approach forcc or torquc
is commanded along those directions constrained
by the environment, while position or orientation
is commanded in the direction unconstrained by
the environment. The above approach was for-
malized by Mason [9].. Craig and Raibert [12]
introduccd a hybrid force/position controller by
controlling the actuator torquc. Whitney [14] pro-
posed damping control whcrc sensed forcc error
is transformed into the cornmanded velocity of
the actuator. A similar approach was used by
Paul and Shimano [11]. Some advantages can be
obtained if the dccoupling of the manipulator is
done in the task spa.cc, like in tlie operational
space approach introduced by Kathib [6]. Tlie
second approach is based on establishing a rela-

tionship bctvvecn thc position of the manipulator
and intcraction forccs. Error in position, velocity
and forcc generates joint torque commands. Salis-
bury [13] introduced thc stifFness control appfoach
which acts likc a six-dimensional active spring in
tho tool coordinates. Impedance control which
combines stiffness and damping control was in-
troduced by Hogan [5]. Our approach is modified
hybrid/position force controller \vhere force error
is convertcd to the position offset. This method is
easy to implcment and requires no modification at
the servo level of the robot controller. The stabil-
itv and response of the proposed force controller
depend on the sensor and cnvironment stiffness.
For applications on unknown or changing environ-
mcnt stifFness we propose a simple adaptive con-
troller vvhich adapts the gain of the force control
loop to the environment and sensor stifFness.

2 Force control

Tlie problem of compliant control can be broken
do\vn into pure position and pure force control. In
a direction where the robot task is unconstrained
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by the environment, purc position control can be
used, while in the direction constrained by the
environtnent pure forcc control is used. Tho con-
strains imposed by the cnvironment arc callcd
natural constrains. In order to specify the dc-
sired task, artificial constraints are introduced.
Natural and artificial constraints togethcr form
N-dimensional constrained spacc C, wherc N is
the number of thc Cartesian degrees of freedotn.
The task of thc controller is to map thc C spacc
into the manipulator joint movcment. The hy-
brid force control rnethod controls motor torquc
directly. Here, anothcr approach was used duc to
the hardware limitation of the controller of our
robot. The force control is implcmentcd in thc
outer loop of thc existing position/velocity eontrol
1 and generates new N dimensional input vcctor
yd in tool coordinate systcm

yd = Sx/ + (I - S)xp (1)

where xp is the desircd displaccmcnt vcctor of
the robot (translations and orientations), I is the
identity matrix and S is the compliance selection
matrix [12], and x/ is

x , = Kj(Fd - F) (2)

where K/ is the force controller transfer function
and F and F^ are the measured force and thc
desired force, respectively. Thc compliance se-
lection matrix is dcfined as a binary NxN-tuple
which specifies which degrees of freedom iri C are
under force control and which are under position
control. The first term in thc Eq.l corrcspbnds to
the force control loop where thc last term is thc
position (orientation) command vector. Thc posi-
tion (orientation) command vector is transformed
from the tool coordinate system to the robot base
coordinate system and then to the joint coordi-
nates. Joint coordinates q^ are passed to the posi-
tion/velocity controller. This transformation can
be described by the equation

(3)

where 9~l describes the transformation from the
Cartesian space to thc joint angles and A denotes
the transformation from the tool coordinates to
the robot base coordinates.

A simplc PI controllcr with the discrctc trans-
fcr function Kj-f~=r w a s uscd for thc force con-
trollcr transfer function. In order to irnprove the
stability, first ordcr anti alias filter \vas uscd in
thc forco feedback loop.

2.1 Design of the force controller :
Single-joint case

VVc will firsl design the closed loop system for thc
singlc joint case. Stability analyscs \vill be donc
in thc S dornain by a root locus design. A modcl
of thc one-joint robot system with DC (AC) mo-
tors is prcscntcd on Fig. 1. Thc paramctcrs
of tlic transfer functions were cstimated by using
thc tcst signals and LS cstimation procedurc and
comparcd with the known pararneters of thc sys-
tcm to validatc rcsults. For thc third joint of our
robot thc transfer function parameters arc as fol-
lows:

Kj = 0.06 rad/N
( - 0.997
Kp - 1100 1/s
Ku = 15900
Kv = 1000 Vs/rad
Kw\ = 5000 V/rad
K, = 0.031831 V/rad3

K, = 0.23 Nm/A
Kb = 0.101 Vs/rad
11 = 0.91 il
/J5(f = 0.0003 Nms/rad
llcU = 0.00046 Nmsa/rad
/C,,. = 350 N/rad
n = 1/70
a - 50
7'J = 0.01 s

gain of thc force control
damping of the force control
gain of thc position control
gain of thc velocity comp.
gain of the I* velocity control
gain of the I velocity control
tachomcter gain
torque constant
back EMF constant
motor rcsistance
etfectivc damping
efTective incrtia
sensor/cnvironment stiffncss
gear ratio
anti alias filter polc
sampling time

Thc position controller consists of simplc Kv

gain \vith fecd-forward vclocity compcnsation rc-
alizcd by a digital computer. Since thc sarnpling
timc of thc position control loop is much srnaller
than thc sampling time of thc forcc feedback loop,
it is assumcd that thc position controller is real-
ized with an analog feedback. The force control
loop is realizcd by a digital computer, thercforc
wc will assumc zcro-order sample/hold clement at
thc input of the position controller. We assume
simple model environment, described by the Eq.
4, \vherc qc and q is the cnvironment contact po-
sition and mcasurcd position in joint coordinates
respectevely.

F = KSe(q ~ qc) (4)

From Fig. 1 we can computc thc open loop 2 3

Hhis method is referred to as position bascd force
control

2open loop with respcct to the force loop
3\ve will oinit. the subsystem index i in the ccjuations for

tlie siiigle joint case
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FORCE
CONTROL

POSITION
CONTROL

VELOCITV
CONTROL

ROBOT
ARH

-•o

ANTI-ALIAS
FILTER

FORCE SENSOR -
ENVIRONMENT

Figure 1: Model of one robot joint with velocity and position control

transfer function for the single joint casc in thc
form

q=.Gi(8)qd + G2(s)f . (.5)
where . .

„ , v nKj(Kp + Kus)(Kvi + Kvs)
Gi(s) = — ^ (6)

loop and first order anti alias filter for the sam-
pling time Ts = 0.01 s is thus

<=(*) =
0.02212"' -O.OI8O2-3 - 0 . 0 0 2 9 i " 3 - 0 . 0 0 0 0 7 z ~ 4

1 - 1 . 4 4 8 8 * - ' +0 .4738j~ a - 0 . 0 0 0 S i ~ 3 —.0.00004»-*

G2(s) =
n2Rs
W(s)

(7)

and

W(s) = He}}s
3R+ (8)

{BefjR + K'iKvKt + KiKb)s
2 +

Ki(KviKt + KpKvn)s + K,KpKvin

Discrete PI force control law for the single joint
case is

Kf(e(k) - te(k - 1)) (9)

vvhere e = (fd(k) — f(k)), f and /<* are the mea-
sured and the desired joint forces respectively.
Factor ^ was chosen to meet the desired dynamic
performance of the closed loop system. The over-
all discrete transfer function of the reduced 4 open
loop system with one sample delay in the control

The above model was used to determine suit-
able gain for the force control loop via discrete
root locus analyses. The root locus for the 3rd
joint discretc model of our robot is presented in
Fig.2. The gain K/ vvhere system becomes unsta-
ble is 0.132 rad/N and suitable gain at dominant
damping factor C = 0-5 is 0.06 rad/N.

2.2 Design of the force controller :
Multi-joint case

Robot dynamics is described by using the La-
grangean formulation, with the Eq. 5

q + d(q,q)

4The non-reduced system is of 5th ordet. The system
was reduced by canceling non-dominate poles and non-
dominate zeroes

(10)

where r is the N-dimensional actuator force
(torque) vector, H(q) is the NxN dimensional ma-
nipulator and actuator inertia matrix, d(q, q) is
the N-dimensional vector of Coriolis, centrifugal,
gravity and friction forces, J is the manipulator
Jacobian and F is the compliant force in Carte-
sian coordinates.

f̂ot the sake of simplicity we will omit time dependence
in the equations that follovv
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Fignre 2: Discrclc root locus of thc systom

In a goncral casc Eq.l() describo.s a highly non-
lincar and strongly couplod multivariablc syst.om.
A stability analysi.s \vith thc proposod control law
is vcry difficult, if not iinpossiblo for sudi! a sys-
tcm. Tlio following is assurncd for tlio slabilitv
analysos :

- The gravity is compensated cithcr by rno-
chanical constriiction of thc robot or by on-
line calculation and compcnsation vvitli a
controllcr.

- thc tnanipiilator is operating at low spccd,
ccntrifugal and Coriolis forces ar<: thcrefore
nogligiblc.

- thc deflcctions in thc position around tho dc-
sired force are low, bocauso forco scnsors have
higli stiffncss. This assutnption will allow lin-
carisation of tlio systcm around thcsct point.

Furthermorc ihc majority of cxisting industrial
robots liave a high goar ratio bol\vooii thc drivo
motors and tlic joini. VVilh ilio abovo assump-
tions thc matrix of inortia H(q) can bo approxi-
matcd by a diagonal matrix wH!i consiant tonns
Hj and d(q.q) can bo approximatcd \vit.h ron-
stant daniping Bq.

For a noncornpliant rnotion Eq.l 1 dcscribos a do-
couplcd systcm, wliich is generally not trno in casc
of compliant motion. First wc \vill analvsc thc
open loop transfer fiinction (Eq.o) for miilti joint
casc. Matriccs Gi and G2 aro diagonal inatri-
cos consisting of thc siibsystcni Iransfcr function.s
dcscribcd by l>|.fi aiul Kq.8 rcspcctivclv.

q = G ,q j + G2J7'F = G 2 J r K S e (x - xc)
(12)

wliero x is the position and xc is thc contact posi-
lion in tho Cartosian coordinatos. VVc \vill dcfinc
posilion as position for the dcsircd force plus tho
dofloclion froni that sot. point x = xj + A x . Thcn
Kq.l2 c:an bc rcwrittcn in tho form

q =

(13)

r = ( I I

Matrix J 7 K . , C J is thc joint stiffncss matrix Ksr / .
rFho control law for cartcsian coordinatcs is in the
fortn

A x / = K /K s n (x , / - xf; - x + x c ) = K / K s c A x

( I I )
Nt\\t wc iimhiplv both sidos of Iho E(|. II by
.lacobiaii invorso and assiimo. thal all subsvsUMiis
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are tuned using inncr position and vclocity con-
troller to have cqual close loop dynamic propor-
ties. Thcn, thc rnatrix K/K s e is diagonal matrix
with equal terms and control law (Eq. 14) can bc
rewrittcn into thc forrn

= K/KscAq (15)

Control law for thc inulli-joinl casc is thus idcn-
tical to thc control lavv in singlo-joint casc.

From Eq. 5 and 13, \vc can scc tliat the dy-
namics of thc multi joint časc is thus similar to
thc dynamics of thc singlc-joint caso cxccpt that
the joint compliance K a 7 matrix introduces non-
linearity and cross-coupling bctwcen joints. Joint
stifFness matrix can bc calculatcd and compcn-
satcd on-lihc. This will assurc stability of thc
ovcrall system rcgarding tho assumptions prc-
sented at. the bcginning of this papcr scction. In
our robot with high gear ratio Uic influcncc of thc
last tcrm in the Eq.l3 is almost ncgligiblc and thc
rcsults of the single-joint casc are also valid for tho
multi-joint case.

2.3 Adaptation to the variable sensor
and environment stiffness

Tlic stability of the proposed forcc control loop
is mainly afTccted by the environmcnt; and scnsor
sfcifFness. If the stifFncss is not known in advaticc
or is changing during thc task, thc response of
thc forcc control may be to slowness vvhcn .Ihc cx-
pected stifFncss is lovver than real stifTncss. VVhcn
thc real stifFness is grcater than the cxpccted stifF-
ncss, thc rcsponsc of thc robot can bc vcry oscilla-
tory, bouncing and cvcn unstablc. This problcm
can bc sliglitly rcduccd by diminishing timc dc-
lavs in the forcc control loop (scc thc rcsults of
[1]), but this may bc irnpossiblc with soinc robot
controller architcctures. Tlie abovc problem can
be cfriciontly solvccl by thc adaptivc coutrol loop.
Sensor stiffness can be compulcd from Eq. I. Un-
Fortunatelv, thc contact position xc vcctor is usu-
ally not knovvn in advancc. DifFcrcritiatirig ttio
Eq. 4 poses implcmcntation problcms. Robol |>o-
sition signals arc usually rcad From cncoders and
arc not so afFccted by noisc as forcc signals, whicli
are read as analog values from an A/D convertor.
Differentiating noisv signals gives less useful ro-
sults. In [2] averagiag was proposed to avoid this
problem. Namely, Eq. 4 can be expressed also

as F = K s c x - F o , whcrc Fo is a constant ofFsct
iF contact position rcmaius uiiciiangcd. Hovvcver,
avoraging slovvs tho adaptatiou speed. Wc pro-
posc a stalc variablc filtor to solvc difFcrentiation
probloms. In this casc, Forcc rcadings and posi-
tion vcctors arc lcad to tlic simple, stablc, first
ordor fillcr \vith transfcr function

Gj = (16)

which cati l)o rcalizcd by a computer program or
by a simplc atialog circuil. The realization of the
filtcr is prcscnted on Fig. 3. Filtcred derivatives
F/ and x/ arc llicn uscd Tor thc cstimation of
tlic scnsor and environmcnl stifTness. A

Figure 3: Dcrivativc of an signal obtaincd by fil-
tcring

dircct adaptivc controllcr was used in our con-
trol sclicinc. In ordcr to incrcase thc adapta-
tion spccd and avoid thc computational burden
wc chosc simplc rcfcrencc modcl in the Fortn

F m — (17)

wit.li thc desircd response. Root locus design was
uscd to dctcrminc thc rcquired gain Ko for the
dosircd bchaviour of thc reFerencc model. Note
that scnsor-environmcnt stifFness is included in
K o . Thc aim oF the adaptivc controllcr is to mini-
tnizc tlic outptit error bcUvcen thc rcferencc model
and tlic system with variablo gain K/

= G K f K S P x (18)

II, can casily be verified that thc proposed adap-
tivc control satisfics the critoria for the perfect
linear tnodcl following control [8]. The.gain Kj
(> for thc oach subsystcm is calculatcd using RLS

°wc will omit thc subsvslcni iiulc:x i in the equations
tliat follovv
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Figurc 4: Adaptive control schcmc

estimation procedure in the form

= Kf(k-l) +

P{k -
- l)P(k -

(19)

fmik-l)

(20)

•1) (21)

P(k - 1) = (P(k - 2) - (22)
P(k-2)ip(k- l)il>(k- l)P(k-2)

- l)P(k - 2)i/>k - 1 '

A is the appropriate chosen forgetting factor. Nor-
mally, the forgetting factor is set between A =
0.95 and A = 0.99. Hovvever, a large forgetting
factor slows down the convergence of the estima-
tion, but the algorithm is more resistant to a sud-
den change in the estimated parameters due to
noise . In our case we get the best results with a
forgetting factor of about A = 0.7. In this case thc
behaviour of the RLS estimation will approach
the projection estimation algorithm. With a low
forgetting factor. A, there is a danger of covari-
ance blovvup during the period when the system
is insufficiently excited [3]. In our case we solved
the problem by identifying only during thc period
when filtered derivative of the force was above the
noise limit.

If the contact position remains unchanged dur-
ing the adaptation, the adaptive system is lin-

ear in the unknown parameter and the stabil-
ity of such a system can be easily verified un-
der the assumption of a persistcntly excited sys-
tem [4]. Hovvever, if tho contact position changes
during the adaptation, it is impossiblc to esti-
mate both contact position and stiffness of en-
vironment. Namely, changes in contact position
have thc same efFect as changes in cnvironment
stifTness. To solve this pToblem we propose to
estimate K/ only a few samples after the sen-
sor reaches thc obstacle, i.e. to identify only few
samples after the filtered force derivative changes
from 0 to the e, where e is a suitably chosen con-
stant according to the sensor reading resolution
and noise in the measurement.

The adaptivc control scheme is presented in
Fig.4. Notc that at low speed calculation of the
robot position in the task space can be replaced
by the desired position in the task space. The
closed loop behaviour was simulated by using con-
tinuous time simulation of the DC motor, gears,
velocity controller and sensor, discrete simulation
for the position control and trajectory interpola-
tion at a sampling interval of 0.0016 s and discrete
simulation of the force control loop at a sampling
interval of 0.01 s.

The simulation results for the step response
of the proposed control scheme are presented
in Fig.5 for the non-adaptive and adaptive con-
troller \vith filtered signals respectively. Both, the
adaptive and non-adaptive controller were tuned
for the environment stifiness 1 N/mm, while ac-
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tual environment stifTness was 4 N/mm. From
the simulation results we can see that the non-
adaptive controller starts to bounce when envi-
ronment stifFness increases and goes to a limit cy-
cle. In contrary, the adaptivc controller quickly
adjusts to the new environment stiffness.

The simulation results were comparcd to thc
measurement obtained on thc real robot. Thc
step response of the adaptivc and non adaptive
controller for thc stiff cnvironment arc presentcd
in Fig.6. Thc adaptive controllcr cstimates cor-
rect gain and is stable, but somc oscillation can
be noticed during the impact, which are not ob-
tained in the simulation. This is mainly due to
the nonlinear friction and backlash in the gears,
which were not included in the simulation.

3 Implementation on the robot
controller

The proposed compliancc control schome was im-
plemented on a 6. d.o.f. industrial robot RIKO
106. The architccture of thc control system is
presented in Fig.7. The main CPU of the robot
controller is dedicated to trajectory generation,
kinematic transformation and man-machine intcr-
face. The axis computer is used for the digital
position controller with feed-forward speed com-
pensation and for interfacing with the controller
periphery. Because of hardware limitations, forcc
feedback was realized via thc main CPU. Thc
sampling interval of thc forcc controller, as well
as the sampling interval for thc trajoctory gen-
cration module was set to 0.01 s. The desired
trajectory is passed to the axis CPU by a shared
VME RAM. The axis computcr generates trajec-
tory with sampling timc 0.0016 s by polynornial
interpolation. Due to thc interpolation algorithm
and data exchange betvveen thc main and the axis
CPU a delay of 0.02 s appears in the force feed-
back loop. RRL robot programming language
is implemented on the robot controller [10]. Three
additional commands werc added to RRL for the
compliant motion definition. Natural constrains
are defined with command ForceSELect, FSEL s l
s2 . . s6. Nonzero parameters sl .. s6 corre-
sponds to the pure force control in the direction x
y z roll pitch yaw, vvhile the zero parameter spec-
ifies the pure position control in the tool coordi-
nates. The value of the parameters sl ..s6 selects

the A/D channel where the corresponding force
signal appears. The negativc parameter reverses
the signal input sign. Artificial constraints are
dcfincd with command ForceTRACK, FTRACK cl

c6, wherc cl .. c6 is the desired velocity (an-
gular vclocity) or force (torquc) vector according
to thc artificial constraints definition. The offset
of thc sensor and A/D converter, as well as the
cfFect of gravity on the sensor ahd tool is removed
using command CALIBRATE FS; Of course, during
thc calibration, thc force sensor should not be in
contact with thc environment. Galibration acti-
vates also adaptation procedure.

4 Example

Forcc control was tested ori-the deburring pro-
ccss of an irregulary shaped vvorkpiece. The task
of the robot was to apply constant force 70 N
in thc orthogonal direction of-the free movement
of tho robot and to maintain zero torque at the
tool during movement at constani speed 10 mm/s
along thc X axis of the workpiece. We used a
three-dimensional wrist mountod force sensor, de-
veloped at our institute. The RRL program for
the required task is listed in Fig.8. The response
of the robot is presented in Fig.9 for orthogonal
forco and wrist torques respectively. In the Fig.9
plot between (t=5sec) and (t=9sec) shows the
tracking of thc scnsor when change in the shape
of workpiece occur. We can see that the signals
are rathcr chattering. It was found that this is
caused mainly by poor resolution, cross-coupling
and noise of thc sensor. A higher sampling fre-
quency improves thc transient response, but does
not eliminate chattering from the response.

5 Conclusion

A forcc control algorithm based on a hybrid con-
trol scheme was presented. The main difference
between the original methbd and our approach is
that force is controlled by changing the desired
position. This approach allows implementation
on existing robot controllers with a position and
velocity control loop. The limitations of our ap-
proach are the following:

- position resolution of the robot controller af-
fects the force resolution of the system. In
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Figuro 7: Architccturc of the RIKO 106 robot controllcr

1 * RRL sample program for the deburring process
2 *
3 * define maximal, actual speed and toll center point

4 MAXSP = 1000 40

5 SPEED = 50.0

6 TCP 1 = 0 350 0 0 0 0

7 * approach start point of the deburring and calibrate sensor

8 APPRO TO 1 FOR 0 -10 0

9 CALIBRATE FS

10 * natural constraints

11 FSEL 0 1 0 0 2 3

12 * artificial constraints , start deburring, stop on external signal

13 FTRACK 10.0 70.0 0 0 0 0 UNTIL SIG 0

14 DEPART FOR 0 -10 0

15 HOME

"igure 8: RRL piogram for tho dcburring process
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Figure 9: Maintained force of the tool (in the direction normal to the surfacc) and torques during
deburring (in the direction of the movement and orthogonal to thc direction of th,e movement). Notc
that the shape of the object changes (Fig. 8)

other words, the proposed control scheme
will not work with sensors with high stiffness
and robots with poor position resolution.

- the sampling interval of the force control loop
is the same as the sampling frequency of the
trajectory generation module.

Therefore, the proposed method is suitable for
compliant tasks at low speed. In the proposed
control law the environment stifFness is directly
multiplied by the force control gain. Additionally,
time delays introduced by the interpolation al-
gorithms and communications betvveen main and
axis processor afFect the stability of the control
algorithm. To avoid this problem we proposed
simple direct model reference adaptive controller.
A discrete root locus was used for the force con-
troller design. The results were verified with a
simulation and compared with the response of the
actual robot. The paper shows that the root locus
design is also suitable for a multi-joint case in the
case of the high gear robot and low speed robot
movements.
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The current status of thc EDR electronic dictionary project and its future p/an is re-
ported /n this paper. Tiie electronic dictionary is not a mere elcctronic version of a
book-form dictionary (i.e. machine-readable dictionary, MRD). It is a dictionary for
computer processing of natural languages, c.g. machine translation. It captures lexical
information, such as lemmas, parts o{ speech, and word senses, in a machine-tractable
way, to support various natural langu&ge processing (NLP) approaches on the level of
morphology, syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. A considerable vocabulary size needs
to be covered in a consistent wa.y, and implicit information left to the human reader in
the case of a book-form dictionary, has to bc explicitly stated in a computer-processible
manner. In constructing such a iarge-scaie e/ectronic dictiona.ry, a very large-scale corpus
is needed to extract Hnguistic information, and to verify data described in the electronic
dictionary. The corpus is gaining more importance along with the recent advocation of
example-based machine translation. The EDR electronic dictionary project is one ofthe
earliest efforts of this kind, and has one more year before it ends. EDR is now fn the
process of compiimg and producing the fina/ result of 8 yearsy work. The EDR Elec-
tronic Dictionary, or for short, EDR Dictionary, has reached a level competent enough
to be used for RSčD, provision of it has started as the beta test. There is a concern,
hovvever, about the slow progress in the English section ofthe Dictionary. Various vievvs
and opinions are current/y under discussion on the future plan for the EDR Electronic
Dictionary.

1 Introdliction able vocabulary size needs to be covered in a con-
sistent way, and implicit information left to the
human reader in the case of a book-form dictio-

The current status of the EDR electronic dic- n a r y ) jjas to be explicitly stated in a computer-
tionary project and its future plan is reported processible manner.
in this paper. The electronic dictionary is not
a mere electronic version of a book-form dictio- I n c o n s t r u c t i n g s u c h a large-scale electromc dic-

i ^ ^ i d dnary (i.e. machine-readable dictionary, MRD). It t i o n a r y ' a v e r y ^ » « ^ c o r P u s i s n e e d e d t o e x "
is a dictionary for computer processing of natu- t r a c t l i n S u i s t i c information, and to verify data de-
ral languages, e.g. machine translation. It cap- s c r i b e d i n t h e e l e c t r o n i c dictionary. The corpus
, i . i . t *• v. i * is cainine more importance alone with the rccent
tures lexical lnformation, such as lemmas, parts , , ,

r i j j • u - * * u i advocation of example-based machine translation.
of speech, and word senses, m a machine-tractable r

way, to support various natural language process- The EDR electronic dictionary project is one
ing (NLP) approaches on the level of morphology, of the earliest efForts of this kind, and has one
syntax, semantics, and pragmatics. A consider- more year before it ends. EDR is now in 1.lie pro-
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cess of compiling and producing the final result
of 8 years' work. The EDR Electronic Dictionary,
or for short, EDR Dictionary, has reached a level
competent enough to be used for R&D, provision
of it has started as the beta test. There is a con-
cern, however, about the slow progress in the En-
glish section of the Dictionary. Various views and
opinions are currently under discussion on the fu-
ture plan for the EDR Electronic Dictionary.

2 EDR Electronic Dictionary

2.1 EDR Electronic Dictionary
Project

The EDR electronic dictionary project was
launched in 1986 with the aim of developing a
fully fledged large-scale electronic dictionary. In
April of the same year, with joint funding from the
Japan Key Technology Center and eight private
corporations, the Japan Electronic Dictionary Re-
search Institute, Ltd. (EDR) was established to
promote and oversee the project. A nine-year
plan, now in the end of its eighth year, was drawn
up for the development of dictionaries for use in
NLP, to be collectively called the EDR Electronic
Dictionary.

2.2 Overall Structure of the E D R
Dict ionary and the Role of Each
Sub-dict ionary

The EDR Dictionary has been developed for the
Japanese language, and for English, as a represen-
tative of foreign languages. Its components can
be broadly divided into three layers. The con-
cept dictionary holds deep-layer information; its
purpose is to collect knowledge and enable the
computer to understand the meanings of words.
The Word Dictionary, the Bilingual Dictionary,
and the Cooccurrence Dictionary provide surface-
layer information, and are meant to teach the
computer syntactic and morphological behaviors.
The Word Dictionary also has the role of linking
the surface and deep layers. The EDR Corpus
and the Text Base, which constitute the resource-
layer, are collections of sample text data meant to
serve as materials for the development of the sub-
dictionaries. These sub-dictionaries of the EDR
Dictionary are related to each other.

Thc role and the internal structure of each sub-
dictionary are as follovvs:

- The Word Dictionary gives the correspon-
dence betwcen words and concepts, as \vell
as grammatical attributes which apply vvhen
this correspondence is obtained. The Word
Dictionary is a collection of lexical items,
each of vvhich consists of the headword in-
formation, grammatical information, and se-
mantic information. It contains basic words
in gcneral usc (200,000 words in each of thc
Japancse and English languages), as well as
tcclinical tcrms in thc information processing
field (100,000 words in cach languagc. -

- The Concept Dictionary is a collection of
knowlcdgc the purposc of which is to make
thc computer understand the concepts indi-
cated by the words in the VVord Dictionary.
Concepts are defined by listing their relations
to other conccpts. It is a collection of concept
cntries, each of which consists of two related
concepts, thc relation labels which indicate
thc type of relationship betwcen them, and
tho ccrtainty factor of the relation. Due to
tho basic nature of the relationships, the en-
tries are divided into concept classifications

' and concept descriptions. Conccpt classifi-
cations describe super-sub relations (AKO),
while concept dcscriptions express deep case
relations. Concept unification, which can
be regarded as part of concept classification,
represents the merging of two concepts that
can bc regarded as being in an equivalence re-
lationship when certain values arc the same.

- The Bilingual Dictionary defines the corre-
spondence between Japanese headvvord and
English hcadvvord. It is a collection of trans-
lated items, each of which consists of the en-
try information in the source language and
the entry information in the target language
(together with auxiliary explanations in some
cases), as well as the translation relation-
ships, including the manner of the translation
correspondence.

- The Cooccurrence Dictionary gives informa-
tion relating to language expressions and
describes expressions between words at the
surface-laijer level. It is a collection of cooc-
currence entries, each of which consists of two
headvvords and a cooccurrence relation label
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(giving the type of cooccurrence and thc me-
diation of cooccurrence).

— The Text Base is a database containing a
large amount of machine-readable text with
supplementary information, purchased from
an external agency. It is a collection of sen-
tences, and there is an index of the mor-
phemes contained in each sentencc; it can
provide KWIC search results. It is used in
the extraction of words not yet registered in
the Word Dictionary, and in the accumula-
tion of information on thc frequency of word
occurrence.

- The EDR Corpus is the result of carefully se-
lecting sentences from the text base (500,000
sentences, in both Japanese and English), to
which were appended morphological analysis
information, syntactic analysis information,
and semantic analysis information. It is used
as data in thc development and validation of
the EDR Dictionary.

3 Current Status and Beta Test
of the EDR Electronic
Dictionary

3.1 Current Status

The overall status of the EDR Dictionary is that
compilation of linguistic data originated in the
Japanese language is in progress as planned, while
that from the English language is behind sched-
ule.

The progress of the sub-directories in the
surface-layer largely depends on that of the Word
Dictionary, because they are based on thc same
vocabulary set. For the Word Dictionary, the
Japanese section is at the forefront of improve-
ment of the entire EDR Dictionary, and further
refinement will be continued so as to reach a
higher level. The work for the English section
has been stagnant in idiomatic expressions. The
Bilingual Dictionary is being improved for the
central vocabulary. For the Cooccurrence Dic-
tionary, Japanese cooccurrence data is being ex-
tracted from the EDR Corpus. The English sec-
tion is behind in this phase.

The sub-dictionaries in the deep layer, i.e. the
two parts of the Concept Dictionary, have a sim-
ilar status. For the Concept Classification, the

concepts originating from the Japanese language
have been completely refined, while those from
the English language have just commenced im-
provement. And, for the Concept Description,
improvement based on the actual data from the
EDR Corpus is under way.

For the linguistic data in the resource layer, the
Text Base was completed, and the EDR Corpus
is in the process of improvement by refining an-
alyzed data of the Japanese sentences. Those of
the English sentences are behind schedule in this
task.

For the User Support System, the basic func-
tions have been implemented. Full-scale integra-
tion and improvement of the system will soon be
started.

And, sevcral systems to evaluate the EDR Dic-
tionary have already been put into use.

3.2 Beta Test of the EDR Electronic
Dictionary

EDR has just started providing outside users with
the EDR Dictionary, as a beta test for the purpose
of external cvaluation research. The outline of the
bcta test is explained in this section.

Thc principal compilation of the EDR Elec-
tronic Dictionary was finished in March, 1993,
and now we are facing the stage of feasibility
evaluation. At this stage, full-scale improvement
is planed to be made on the basis of the data
obtained through the external evaluation of the
Dictionary. Prior to this, EDR provided an aval-
uating edition of the Dictionary (first edition) for
universities and other research institutes, in April,
1992, in order to collect such data.

Today, pursuing a higher degree of oerfection,
EDR has decided to expand the scope of the eval-
uation sites, and to provide them with the latest
edition of the EDR Dictionary (second edition)
to promote evaluation research on the Dictionary.
This is the Beta Test, and through this, EDR ex-
pects to attain a considerable amount of the eval-
uation data.

Evaluation research will last from the date of
the contract to the end of December, 1994. Dur-
ing this period, EDR will provide the evaluation
edition and the necessary topls free of charge, and
the evaluating organization feeds back the evalua-
tion data to EDR. In this way, EDR will be able to
attain a higher degree of completion of the Dictio-
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nary, and the evaluating organization will be able
to take advantage uf using the Dictionary for its
own research and for new application plans.

Evaluating organizations will be those who
have a strong wish to use a production edition
of the EDR Electronic Dictionary, and who are
highly reliable on the secrecy matter. For thc first
provision, the eight investors in EDR and their
related companies, major rescarch institutes, and
universities in Japan and ovcrseas, approximately
in total, are planned to bc cvaluators. For the
second provision, other major manufacturers and
software houses, approximately 40 in total arc
planned.

Up tu now, the transactions for the first provi-
sion were finished. However, transactions for the
second provision are still in process, and at thc
end of March, 1994, the sale of the Dictionary
will start to the selected institutions.

4 Puture Plan for the EDR
Electronic Dictionary

The EDR Electronic Dictionary is meant to serve
as source data for R&D, and further efforts have
to be encouraged for the Dictionary to be widely
used. Along this line, the terms and conditions
for the sale of the Dictionary are scheduled to ne
officially announced at the end of March, 1994.
In determining the conditions, the follovving prin-
ciples have been adopted:

(1) The terms and conditions should allow as
many users as possible.

(2) Special Considerations should be applied to
universities and other non-profit organiza-
tions.

(3) There should be no difference in treating thc
users in Japan and abroad.

The creation of a mechanism for the continuous
improvement and expansion of the Dictionary af-
ter the project is also under discussion. There
is a rising demand in Japan for establishing cen-
ters which would be counterparts of the Linguistic
Data Consortium (LCD) and the Consortium for
Lezical Research (CRL) in the U.S. There is a
hope to start building an brganization to collect
and provide various types of lexical data including
the EDR Electronic Dictionary.

A new project is being proposed, which is
to involve activities such as the development of
electronic dictionaries dealing with phrases and
sentences, to research and develop higher-level
knowledge bases, and to utilizc the EDR Elec-
tronic Dictionary. In order to create a worldwide
consensus, an international conference and work-
shop, KB&KS '931, has been held in Tokyo in
December, 1993, with success.

Thc EDR Elcctronic Dictionary project has re-
vealed many problems concerncd with clectronic
dictionaries, which nocd to bc tackled. EDR will
put these issuos in order, including thosc that re-
main unsolvcd, and makc thetn open so that fu-
ture R&D will be able to make use of them. Im-
proving and maitaining the English sections of the
Dictionary has reached the limit of efforts avail-
able within Japan. There is a strong wish that
EDR could somehow cstablish or deepen an ap-
propriate cooperative relationship with relevant
organizations in other areas.

References

[1] EDR Electronic Diclionanj Technical Guide,
TR-042, Japan Electronic Dictionary Re-
search Institute, Ltd., Tokyo, 1993.

'KB&KS is a shortcut for Knovvledge Building and
Knovvledge Sharing. International Conference on Build-
ing and Sharing of Very Large-scale Knowledge Bases was
organized by Japan Information Ptocessing Development
Center, in December 1-2, 1993, in Keio Plaza Hotel, Tokyo.
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Report: IJCAI'93 - a Critical Review

27th August - 3rd September, Chambery, Savoie, France

Matjaž Gams

The purpose of this rcport is to highlight crit-
ical points of the IJCAI'93 cvcnt. It is not
that thc author docs not <leeply appreciate AI or
thinks that IJCA1'93 was not a great event - on
the contrary. Thc main rcason for the "critical-
advocatc approach" is to avoid writing just an-
other favourable rcport regarding IJCAI.

International Joint Confcrcncc on Artificial In-
telligencc (IJCAI) is the major world-wide AI-
related evcnt. Every second timc it is held in
USA and cvery second timc clscwhcro, e.g., in Eu-
rope or Australia. Typically, therc arc a couplc
of thousands of participants. In 1993, there werc
morc than 2000. Conferencc chair was Wolfgang
VVahlster, program chair Ruzcna Bajcsy, and local
arrangements chair Jean-Picrre Laurent. Techni-
cal program started on Tuesday 31st of August
and ended on Friday 3rd of Scptember. There
werc 16 tutorials and 28 workshops, scveral pan-
ols, cxhibitions, invitcd papcrs, awards.

The IJCAI distinguishcd servicc avvard for hon-
ouring senior scientists in Al was given to Daniel
G. Bobrow, editor of Artificial intelligencc. The
IJCAI award for research cxcellencc of consis-
tently high quality was given to Raymond Rc-
iter. The Computers and Thought Avvard for
outstanding young scientists (below 35 years) was
given to Hiroaki Kitano.

Now, to thc critical remarks. First, thcrc werc
two papcrs with thc samc first author. Regard-
less of the fact that thc author of both papers
is one of brilliant scientists and cditors of Infor-
matica, this scems quitc cxtraordinary. Namcly,
the IJCA1'93 acccptancc ratc was around 25%,
and several very good papcrs wcre rejectcd be-
cause of limited quota. It is a common practicc
that conferences and magazines limit thc nurnber
of appearances of the same author. For cxample,
Informatica does not accept scientific papors of
the same (co)author in two neighbouring issues.

Second, therc \vere typing mistakes and incon-
sistencies in the proceedings. For example, in a
superb paper by Hiroaki Kita.no \ve find (page
814, top paragraph) "... to it.[Waltz, 1988] and

...", later (page 814, third paragraph from top)
"... direction[Brooks, 1991] and ...". Most other
references in the text - unlike above - have one
blank before and a delimiter behind. Another ex-
ample - Figurc 11 and Figure 13 both contain the
misspelled word "Accracy". Text in figures is too
small and in some cases practically unreadable,
e.g"., in Figurc 4. One can hardly imagine that
the invited papcr is not carefully read and cor-
rccted.

Talking about one of the best papers and pre-
sentations at IJCAI'93, it seems really strange
that at thc end of the presentation participants
started leaving in great numbers. Probably the
reason for this was the announced dinner event
and prolonged lecture - partially due to technical
troubles and partially duc to extended presenta-
tion. Why not postponc the buses?

Ovcrall, organisation was quite well. The influ-
cncc of Frcnch charm was clearly observable, and
local arrangcments by Jean-Pierre Laurent (one
of best-known AI rcsearchers in Francc and also
an editor of Informatica) were very exciting from
scientific and social point of view.

If thc purposc of this paper is to present crit-
ical points about thc cvent, then the refereeing
process is clearly a mattor of discussion. There
wcrc sevcral mattors of substance the author of
this papcr finds dcbatable. Consider for exam-
ple, thc problem of finding cut-points, i.c. points
\vlierc to cut continuous-valucd attributes into in-
tcrvals to satisfy a sort of minimal-entropy func-
tion. In thc proceedings, p.1023, theorem 1 basi-
cally statcs that it is worth to look for cut points
only in intervals where cxamples change classes
and not betwcen examples of the same class. It
is claimcd that thc proof of theorem 1 is rather
lengthy and thus omitted, while we think that the
proof is rathor trivial..

Two such cases are presented on the next page.
The first row indicates indexes of examples sorted
by an attiibute A. The cxamples are presented in
tlio second row and belong to classes "+" or "-".
In the third row there is a function calculated at
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cut points between examples. The function is cal-
culated as the relative sum of Gini index functions
(l — p\ — pL) for left and right set of examples re-
garding the cut point. Weights represent relative
frequencies of examples. For example, consider
the case with six examples. If we cut between 1
and 2, we obtain 0.40 by calculating

The proof we have discussed in our labora-
tory about 5 years ago is as follows: In the book
by Breiman, Friedman, Olshen and Stone (1984)
Classification and Regression Trees it has been
shown that "reasonable" functions such as Gini
index or informativity are convex functions (Fig-
ure 4.3, 4.4, around p. 100). If functions such as
Gini index are indeed convex then the vveighted
sum of two convex functions is again a convex
function. Therefore, the only possibility for mini-
mal cuts is in the intervals where classes of exam-
ples change.

hard to believe that researchers do not have con-
tacts with dcvclopers. Wc werc one of those quite
happy to report around fifty small-scale applica-
tions in Slovenia, all related to the Bratko's labo-
ratories. In particular, we have presented an ap-
plication of novel integration methods at the ML
and KA workshop organised by George Tecuci
(Gams, Karba, Drobnic, Average-case improve-
ments when integrating ML and KA). The major
AI application in Slovenia was in use for 2 years
at the Acroni Iron and Steel Works Jesenice.

There might be several reasons why most of
the papers were seemingly unrelated to real world.
Since IJCAFs motto is search for excellence, it is
hard to find methods mature enough to be tested
in real-life environments and at the same time so
intellectually new and attractive to pass the ref-
ereeing procedure. The second reason might be
the "Publish or perish" frenzy. It seems that cer-
tain circles in modern sciencc have accepted that
all that counts is the number of publications. In

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15
+ + _ _ _ - _ - - _ • + - _ -

0.31 0.23 0.31 0.35 0.37 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.39 0.37 0.39 0.36 0.37 0.38

1 2 3 4 5 6
• + - - - •

0.40 0.25 0.44 0.50 0.40

Fair to say, although the basic proof for two-
class problems seems trivial and can be extended
to many classes as well, in the discussed paper
there are several extensions and additions. Fur-
thermore, we might have overlooked something.
In that case I will be happy to publish a correc-
tion.

On the other hand, it is hard to believe that
the misses we have observed were all results of
our misunderstandings or "bugs" that inevitable
do happen. The position of a "critical advocate"
allovvs me to raise questions whether the referee-
ing process is really done as good as it could be.

From the point of critical research directions,
two phenomena can be highlighted. First - there
is an unhealthy gap between research and appli-
cations in AI. During several occasions a question
was raised: Can anybody report really success-
ful applications of AI? Typically, majority or par-
ticipants remained silent. Since there are thou-
sands of AI applications all over the world, it is

return, this criterion has forced scientists to de-
vote most of thcir energy to publications, and not
to essential scientific research. Remarks of par-
ticipants vvorking on real-lifc problems often indi-
cated that one of thc key assumptions enabling an
original (although not verified) idea was related to
the absence of real-life circumstances.

Another critical remark: most prominent pre-
sentations, especially the winners of Computers
and Thought Awards in recent years (e.g. Brooks
in 1991, Kitano in 1993) have presented substan-
tially novel approaches whilc many or even most
of the "normal" papers belonged to the "classical"
AI. In that sense and from my personal point of
view Hiroaki Kitano's presentation vvas a truly ex-
cellent way to promote new directions in AI and
thus avoid the possibility of saturation.

Kitano earned his PhD in 1991. At present,
he is a researcher at the Sony Computer Science
Laboratory in Japan and the Center for Machine
Translation at Carnegie Mellon University. Ac-
cording to the reviewers, Kitano won the prize
for novel translation work on a massively paral-
lel computer. Previous approach to translation
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used explicit rules of knowledgo and was guided by
rigid rules. Kitano says that for domains such as
translation between t\vo natural languages it is al-
most impossible to obtain a completc sct of knowl-
edge for a given problem. His approach builds on
mernory as the foundation of intelligence. Each of
computer's 32,000 processors contains a few sen-
tences and determines the best match for.an in-
put sentencc in natural languagc. Translation is
based on extensive use of mernory. Statements arc
parsed into basic parts, translated, and sensibly
combined to the translated language. All reason-
ing is by analogy. The prograrn achieves around
75-percent accuracy by one reports and around
90-percent in others. This puzzle was ansvveared
by prof. Kitano's reply c-mail. He poited our that
the accuracy figure 75etc. But all dcmonstrates
superior performance than traditional rnethods.

His presentation at IJCAI'93 vvas cven better,
more profound, overvievving, observing very im-
portant changes and providing new directions.

One of the major Kitano's rcmark is related
to AI research directions regarding problem do-
mains. He categorises completc, correct and con-
sistent problem domains as toy dornains. Real-
vvorld domains are denoted as incomplete, in-
correct, inconsistent, and are in addition char-
acterised by human bias, tractability and eco-
nomics. Real-world domains are by definition
very difRcult to explain because no simple ideas
work well in such circurnstances.

According to Kitano, a great part of AI research
is devoted to toy problems which are unscalable
not only to real-world problems but also to in-
telligent systems. He proposes designing useful
systems (p. 817) which are from start dcvoted to
real-world problems.

Another major Kitano's suggestion is that AI as
well as computer science and engineering in gen-
eral are much more dependent on the development
of computer hardvvare that generally recognised.
Bare computer power will son beat the best hu-
man chess player. Future computer projects can
be characterised by massive computing, massive
parallelism, massive data. The progress is -still
exponential. In a couple of years, a single-wafer
chip will achieve the performance of best-today
supercomputers.

One of the reasons for my-overwhelming sup-
port for Kitano's approach lies in the fact that

wc havc becn working on similar problems for the
last couplc of years. In 1991, Gams and.Kriz-
man havc published in Informatica a paper "The
Principlc of Multiple Knowledge" describing a cy-
bernetical principlc which leads to a conclusion
that single systems (similar to Kitano's toy prob-
lcrns/systems) can not achieve good performance
in real-lifc domains nor can they achieve intelli-
gcnce on digital computcrs. This seems similar to
Kitano's 'collaborative learning'.

Enthusiastic about Kitano's ideas B. Hribovsek
and I havc implemcnted two versions of an intel-
ligent interfaco for VAX/VMS. One was classical
and thc other based on memory. Both work sim-
ilarly, e.g., solve similar problems similarly, yet
thc memory-bascd program is a couple of times
smaller, and therefore, a couple of times easier
and faster to write. In addition, substantially
morc flexible, transportable and adaptable.

The success of rnemory-based approach is based
on drarnatic changes in memory capacities in re-
cent years. While translation between natural
languages demands special supercomputers, most
of every-day human communication can be solved
in this way on existing computers. Today, most of
"normal" human-computer communication,. e.g.,
communication with an application package or
operating systcrn, can easily be captured in the
primary memory of personal computers with re-
sponse time \vell below one second.

In many computer and Al-related literature one
observes a diagram showing that problems can
be solved using programs (processing) or data
(memory). For cxample, using only memory en-
ables better and better performance with more
and more memory, yet eventually gets unpropor-
tionally more cxpensive. Therefore, optimal solu-
tions consist of proportional amount of data and
proportional amount of program code. Hovvever,
in the last 20 years human programmers produce
basically the same amount or program lines per
hour while the memory capacity of PC grew from
4 KB in 1980 to 8 MB in 1990 and are expected to
approach 100 MB in 2000. This progress has al-
ready substantially rnoved the optimal approach
towards using more memory and less code.

At the end, being critical or not, IJCAI'93
might be one of those rare events that substan-
tially influence the way humans use computers.
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CYBERNETICS, SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND
INTERDIS CIPLINARY RESEARCH

12th European Meeting on
Cybernetics and Systems
Research-1994

April 5-8, 1994
Vienna
Austria

Sponsored by:
Osterreichische Studiengesellschaft fur

Kybernetik,
in cooperation with

University of Vienna
Department of Medical Cybernetics and

Artificial Intelligence, and
International Federation

for Systems Research

The plenary address of the Meeting is:

Margaret Boden, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE

AND CREATIVITY, University of Sussex, Brighton,
U.K.

Another plenary lecture is:

S.A. Umpleby, TWENTY YEARS OF SECOND OR-
DER CYBERNETICS, George VVashington Univer-
sity, Washington, D.C., U.S.A.

The Programme of the Meeting is organized in 17
parallel Symposia:

A GENERAL SYSTEM METHODOLOGY (G.J.

Klir, U.S.A.)

B ADVANCES IN MATHEMATICAL SYSTEMS

THEORY (J. Miro, Spain; M. Peschel, Ger-
many; and F. Pichler, Austria)

C FUZZY SYSTEMS, APPROXIMATE REASON-
ING AND KNOWLEDGE-BASED SYSTEMS (C.
Carlsson, Finland; K.-P. Adlassnig, Austria;
and E.P. Klfiment, Austria)

D DESIGNING AND SYSTEMS, AND THEIR EDU-
CATION (B. Banathy, U.S.A.; W. Gasparski,
Poland; and G. Goldschmidt, Israel)

E HUMANITY, ARCHITECTURE AND CONCEPTU-
ALIZATION (G. Pask, U.K.; and G. de Zeeuw,
The Netherlands)

F BlOCYBERNETICS AND MATHEMATICAL BlOL-
OGY (L.M. Ricciardi, Italy)

G SYSTE.MS AND ECOLOGY (F.J. Radermacher,
Germany; and K. Fedra, Austria)

H CYBERNETICS

AND INFORMATICS IN MEDICINE (G. Gell,
Austria; and G. Porenta, Austria)

I CYBERNETICS OF SOCIO-ECONOMIC SYSTEMS
(K. Balkus, U.S.A.; and 0. Ladanyi, Austria)

J SYSTEMS, MANAGEMENT AND ORGANIZATION
(G. Broekstra, the Netherlands; and R.
Hough, U.S.A.)

K CYBERNETICS OF COUNTRY DEVELOPMENT
(P. Ballonoff, U.S.A.; T. Koizumi, U.S.A.;
and S.A. Umpleby, U.S.A.)

L COMMUNICATION AND CoMPUTERS (A.M.
Tjoa, Austria)

M INTELLIGENT AUTONOMOUS SYSTEMS (J .W.
Rozenblit, U.S.A.; and H. Prahofer, Austria)

N CYBERNETIC PRINCIPLES AND KNOVVLEDGE
DEVELOPMENT (F. Heylighen, Belgium; and
S.A. Urnpleby, U.S.A.)

O CYBERNETICS, SYSTEMS, AND PSYCHOTHER-
APY (M. Okuyama, Japan; and H. Koizumi,
U.S.A.)

P ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETVVORKS AND ADAP-
TIVE SYSTEMS (S. Grossberg, U.S.A.; and G.
DorfFner, Austria)

Q ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE AND COGNITIVE
SCIENCE (V. Marik, Chechia; and R. Born,
Austria)

In the Proceedings of the Meeting, on more than
1900 pages, four tutorials and 241 papers are pub-
lished. A vvorkshop within the Symposium H, en-
titled NEVV DEVELOPMENTS IN MEDICAL INFOR-
MATION SYSTEMS: MEDICAL IMAGE FILE FOR-
MATS AND STANDARDIZATION ISSUES (0. Ratib,
University Hospital of Geneva, Switzerland) is or-
ganized.

Tutorials of the Meeting are the follovving:

1. B. Stilman, A SYNTACTIC APPROACH TO
HEURISTIC NETVVORKS: LINGUISTIC GE-
OMETRY, University of Colorado, U.S.A.
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2. C. Carlsson, FUZZY SETS AND IMPRECISE

BUT RELEVANT DECISIONS, Abo Akademi
University, Abo, Finland.

3. Irina V. Ezhkova, CONTEXTUAL SYSTEMS:

A NEW TECHNOLOGY FOR KNOWLEDGE
BASED SYSTEM DEVELOPMENT, Russian
Academy of Sciences, Moscow, Russia.

4. S.A. Umpleby, T W E N T Y YEARS OF SECOND
ORDER CYBERNETICS, George Washington
University, VVashington, D.C., U.S.A.

Seven papers from Slovenia are published in the
Proceedings:
1. P. Kokol, SOFTVVARE SYSTEM DESIGN WITH

THE METAPARADIGM, D/385-390, UM1.

2. D. Ursič and M. Mulej, FROM A GENERAL

TO AN INDIVIDUAL PERCEPTION OF AN

ORGANIZATION—PROBLEMS ALONG SIM-

PHFICATION, E/715-722, UM.

3. D. Lesjak and S. Bobek, TANGIBLE AND IN-
TANGIBLE STRATEGIC IMPACTS OF INFOR-
MATION TECHNOLOGY USAGE IN SLOVENIA,
J/1221-1228, UM.

4. D. Savin, GOING GLOBAL PARADIGM IN THE

COUNTRIES OF CENTRAL AND E A S T E R N

EUROPE, K/1271-1278, UM.

5. M. Mulej, M. Rebernik, and S. Kajser, TOTAL

QUALITY MANAGEMENT—A MAYBE GOOD
SUPPORT FOR SYSTEMS THINKING AND IN-
FORMATION IN LESS DEVELOPED AREAS,
K/1279-1286, UM.

6. M. Pivka, How MANY METRICS ARE REALLY

NECESSARV, L/1369-1376, UM.

7. A.P. Železnikar, TOWARDS AN INFORMA-
TIONAL UNDERSTANDING OF KNOVVLEDGE,
N/1587-1596, Ljubljana, Slovenia.

On the last day of the Meeting, April 8, 1994, the
Best Paper Awards will be granted.

Authors of papers are coming from 39 countries
of all six continents. The authors' countries are
the follovving:

- Argentina, Australia, Austria;

- Belarus, Belgium, Brazil, Bulgaria;

- Canada, Chechia, China;

- Denmark;

- Finland, France;

- Germany, Greece;

- Hungary;

- India, Iran, Israel, Italy;

- Japan;

- Mexico;

- New Zealand, The Netherlands;

- Poland, Portugal;

- Republics of China (Taiwan), Russia; -

- Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Swe-
den, Svvitzerland;

- Turkey;

- Ukraine, U.K., U.S.A.; and

- Venezuela.

The Meeting in Vienna is becoming one of the
most significant European and world conferences
in the field of systems research and cybernetics.
Its European counterpart is held every three years
in Namur, Belgium (the next one will be orga-
nized in 1995, celebrating the hundredth anniver-
sary of the birth of Norbert Wiener, the fdunder
of modern cybernetics).

A.P. Železnikar

XUM is a shortcut for the University of Maribor,
Slovenia.
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International Conference on
Interdisciplinary Research and
the 2nd Orwellian Symposium

August 8-11, 1994
Karlovy Vary

Chech Republic
Sponspred by:

The International Institute for
Advanced Studies in Systems Research

and Cybernetics and
Society for Applied Systems Research

7th International Conference on
Systems Research, Informatics
and Cybernetics

August 15-21, 1994
Convention Centre, Congresshouse

Baden-Baden, Germany.
Sponsored by:

The International Institute for
Advanced Studies in Systems Research

and Cybernetics and
Society for Applied Systems Research

The Conference will provide a forum for the pre-
sentation and discussion of short reports on the
current interdisciplinary research. Thc 2nfl Or-
wellian Symposium will comparc thc vision of the
totalitarian world described by George Orwcll in
his classic work "1984" to the technological ancl
social advances in modern life. It will also cxam-
ine how far we are from this vision and wliat can
we do to prevent a slide into a totalitarian \vorld
order.

Some of the topics to be covored are: mccha-
nisms of sociopolitical tontrols; thc impact of thc
socioeconomic, ecological, political, scientific and
other developments on our lives and on our futurc;
erosion of individual and national freedom; inva-
sion of privacy; omission of information, decep-
tive nevvscasting and misinformation in inass com-
munication media; social role of television and
the impact of TV—vievving on society; local and
global increase in criminality; growing divcrgencc
betvveen common sense and legal structures; le-
gality versus legitimacy; psychopathology of so-
ciopolitical power; and others.

AU submissions and correspondence should be ad-
dressed to: Prof. George Lasker, President of
the I.I.A.S. and Conference Chairman, School of
Computer Science, University of VVindsor, VVind-
sor, Ontario, N9B 3P4 Canada.

The address after June 10, 1994 is: Prof. George
E. Lasker, Hauptpostlagernd, 70001 Stuttgart,
Germany.

A.P. Železnikar

Thc Confercncc will provide a forurn for the prc-
scntation and discussion of short reports on cur-
rcnt systems research in humanities, sciences and
engineering. A number of specialized symposia
will bc lield vvithin the Conferencc to focus on
rcscarch in computcr scicnce, linguistics, cogni-
tivc sciencc, psychocybcrnctics, synergetics, logic,
philosophy, managemcnt, cducation and other re-
latcd arcas.

Thc aim of thc confcrencc is to cncouragc and fa-
cilitate thc intcrdisciplinary and transdisciplinary
cornmunicatioM and cooperation amongst scicn-
tists, cngincers, and professionals vvorking in dif-
fcrent ficlds, and to idcntify and dcvelop those
arcas of rcscarch that will most bonefit from such
a coopcration. Tliomes at thc Confercncc includc
thc following topics:

1. Natural/artificial intclligcnce; AI tools & tcch-
nologies; knowledgc bascd cxpert systems; intel-
ligent robotics & computer brainware; systems
creativity; knowledgc acquisition and represen-
tation; cognitivc dcvelopment & knowledge uti-
lization; perception; apperception & concept for-
mation; man/machinc vision & image process-
ing; machine learning; reasoning and thought pro-
cesses; memory; cognitivc modelling; cognitive
maps & styles; multisensorial integration in bio-
logical systcms/machines; natural language pro-
cessing; knowledge base management; pattern
analysis.

2. Information Systems: theory/applications;
intelligent MIS; management support systems;
intelligent decision support systems; innovative
liianagement methodologies; systems modelling
and simulation; systems research methodologies;
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computer aided software development; Al-based
diagnostics and forecasting; system complexity;
analysis & rnodelling; application of AI to strate-
gic planning; systems philosophy; current issucs
in GST; human factors; man-rnachinc interaction;
expert approaches to manufacturing; intelligent
robotics & advanced automation; impact of au-
tomation and computerization.

3. Neural information proccssing; neural com-
puters; neural netvvorks; neuromorphic systems;
cerebromimetic modcls; neural learning; self-
programming in neural ncts; artificial ncural sys-
tems; neural syslems research; neuronal mod-
elling; neural controls; self-organizing adaptivc
systems; neural bases of human creativity & in-
telligence.

4. Parallel/distributed processing; parallol algo-
rithms; distributed algorithms, reliability S fault-
tolcrance; parallel computer architecturc; super-
computing; computcr graphics; computcr anima-
tion; imagc synthesis; softwarc enginecring; dc-
sign development; intelligent controls; virtual rc-
ality systcms.

5. Quality of human lifc; aesthctics; cthics, hu-
man values; beliefs; family quality and Social dc-
volopment; philosophy and pcrceptions of con-
temporary man; current philosophical issues; im-
pact of TV/mass communication media on hurnan
lifc; rolc models in conternporary society.

6. Education; corporatc training; creativity
enhancement; instructional dcvclopment; CAI;
intelligent tutoring systcms; innovativc tcach-
ing/lcarning mcthods; accelerated learning; su-
pcrlearning; cxpanding human potcntial; self
improvcment rnethodologies; ccology of human
mind; educational synergetics.

7. Human decision making & problem solv-
ing; coping with information ovcrload; dealing
with distorted information/misinformation; living
with incomplete/insufficicnt information; improv-
ing QOL of the aged; slowing down aging; rejuvc-
nation; burnout, technostress & quality of life; hu-
man ecology; environmental quality management;
health care systems research.

8. Architecture, human habitat & quality of life;
human systems and institutipns; society and cul-
tural development; systems research in arts and

humanities; literary models; semiotics; psycholin-
guistics; human communication; human emo-
tions; literaturc & QOL; finc arts and QOL.

9. Biocybcrnetics; neurocybernctics; brain/mind
rcsearch; mental models; biomedical engineering;
biomimetic engineering; psychocybernetics; psy-
chotronics; psychosynergetics; mind/brain pro-
gramming; neurolinguistic programming; motiva-
tional rcsearch; psychosocial/biosocial resonation;
syncrgetics; ergonomics; somatoinformatics; so-
matocybernetics.

10. Sociocybcrnetics, socioinformatics, socio-
catalysis & social action; social norms & stan-
dards; sociopolitical systems models/processes;
social participation and interaction; uses arid
abuscs of powcr in luinian afTairš; strategies for
social/societal hcaling; sociopolitical conflict res-
olution; enhancing intcrnational cooperation and
devclopmcnt; population explosion & its conse-
quenccs; stratcgics for peace with freedom and
prosperity.

11. Philosophy and methodology of science; logic;
mathematics; statistics; operation rcsearch; fuzzy
sots & systcms; possibilistic analysis; information
thoory; scientific inquiry.

12. Policy dcsign: contemporary perceptions of
thc futurc; cxpcrt systems for planning and fore-
casting; analysis of future options; global trends
aml futuro scenarios; forecasting future develop-
monts; planning for thc futurc; creating better
fiiturc,

All submissions and correspondence should be
addrcssed to: Prof. George E. Lasker, Presi-
dcnt of thc I.I.A.S. and Conferencc Chairman,
School of Computer Sciencc, University of Wind-
sor, \Vindsor, Ontario, N9B 3P4 Canada.

The address after June 10, 1994 is: Prof. George
E. Lasker, Hauptpostlagernd, 70001 Stuttgart,
Gcrmany.

A.P. Železnikar
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THE MINISTRY OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
OF THE REPUBLIC OF SLOVENIA

The Ministry of Science and Technology also in-
cludes the Standards and Metrology Institute of the
Republic of Slovenia, and the Industrial Property Pro-
tection Office of the Republic of Slovenia.

Scientific Research and Development Potential
The statistical data for 1991 shovved that there were

230 research and development institutions, organiza-
tions or organizational units in Slovenia, of vvhich 73
were independent, 32 were at the universities, and
23 at medical institutions. The retnainder were for
the most part departments in industry. Altogether,
they employed 13,000 people, of whom 5500 were re-
searchers and 4900 expert or technical stafF.

In the past 10 years, the number of researchers has
almost doubled: the number of Ph.D. graduates in-
creased from 1100 to 1484, while the numberof M.Sc.'s
rose from 650 to 1121. The Toung Researchers' (i.e.
postgraduate students) programme has greatly helped
tovvards revitalizing research. The average age of re-
searchers has been brought down to 40, with one-fifth
of them being younger than 29.

The table below shows the distribution of re-
searchers according to educational level and fields of
research:

Ph.D. M.Sc.
Natural Sciences 315 217
Engineering-Technology 308 406
Medical Sciences 262 174
Agricultural Sciences 122 69
Social Sciences 278 187
Humanities 199 68
Total 1484 1121

Financing Research and Development
Statistical estimates indicate that US$ 260 million

(1.7% of GNP) was spent on research and develop-
ment in Slovenia in 1991. Half of this comes from
public expenditure, mainly the state budget. In the
last three years, R&D expenditure by business organi-
zations has stagnated, a result of the current economic
crisis. This crisis has led to the financial decline and
increased insolvency of firms and companies. These
cannot be replaced by the growing number of mainly
small businesses. The shortfall was addressed by in-
creased public-sector R&D spending: its share of GNP
doubled from the mid-seventies to 0.86% in 1993.

Overall, public funds available for Research & De-
velopment are distributed in the following proportions:
basic research (35%), applied research (20%), R&D in-
frastructure (facilities) (20%) and education (25%).

Research Planning
The Science and Technology Council of the Repub-

lic of Slovenia, considering initiatives and suggestions

from researchers, research organizations, professional
associations and government organizations, is prepar-
ing the draft of a national research prograrn (NRP).
This includes priority topics for the national research
policy in basic and applied research, education of ex-
pert staff and equipping institutions with research fa-
cilities. The NRP also defines the mechanisms for ac-
celerating scientific, technological and similar develop-
ment in Slovenia. The government will harmonize the
NRP with its general development policy, and submit
it first to the parliamentary Committee for Science,
Technology and Development and after that to parlia-
ment as a vvhole. Parliament approves the NRP each
year, thus setting the basis for deciding the level of
public support for R&D.

The Ministry of Science and Technology provides
organizational support for the NRP, but it is mainly a
government institution responsible for controlling ex-
penditure of the R&D budget, in compliance with the
NRP and the criteria provided by the Law on Re-
search Activities: International quality standards of
groups and projects, relevance to social development,
economic efficiency and rationality of the project. The
Ministry finances research or co-finances development
projects through public bidding and partly finances in-
frastructure research institutions (national institutes),
while it directly finances management and top-level
science.

The focal points of R&D policy in Slovenia are:
- maintaining the high level and quality of research
activities,
- stimulating cooperation between research and indus-
trial institutions,
- (co)financing and tax assistance for companies en-
gaged in technical development and other applied re-
search projects,
- research training and professional development of
leading experts,
- close involvernent in international research and de-
velopment projects,
- establishing and operating facilities for the transfer
of technology and experience.

In evaluating the programs and projects, and in de-
ciding on financing, the Ministry vvorks closely with
expert organizations and Slovene and foreign experts.
In doing this, it takes into consideration mainly the
opinions of the research leaders and of expert councils
consisting of national research coordinators and recog-
nized experts.

The Ministry of Science and Technology of the Re-
public of Slovenia. Address: Slovenska c. 50, 61000
Ljubljana. Tel. +386 61 131 11 07, Fax +38 61 132
4140.
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Jožef Stefan (1835-1893) was one of the most
prominent physicists of the 19th century. Born to
Slovene parents, he obtained his Ph.D. at Vienna
University, ivhere he was later Director of the
Physics Institute, Vice-President of the Vienna
Academy of Sciences and a member of several
scientific insiitutions in Europe. Stefan ezplored
many areas in hydrodynamics, optics, acoustics,
electricity, magnetism and the kinetic theory of
gases. Among other things, he originated the law
that the total radiation from a black body is pro-
portional to the J^th power of its absolute temper-
ature, known as the Stefan-Boltzmann law.

The Jožef Stefan Institute (JSI) is a research
organisation for pure and applied research in the
natural sciences and technology. Both are closely
interconnected in research departments composed
of different task teams. Emphasis in basic re-
search is given to the development and education
of young scientists, while applied research and
development serve for the transfer of advanced
knovvledge, contributing to thc development of
the national economy and society in general.

At present the Institute, with a total of about
800 staff, has 500 researchers, about 250 of whom
are postgraduates, over 200 of whom have doc-
torates (Ph.D.), and around 150 of whom have
permanent professorships or temporary teaching
assignments at the Universities.

In view of its activities and status, the JSI plays
the role of a national institute, complementing
the role of the universities and bridging the gap
between basic science and applications.

Research at the JSI includes the following ma-
jor fields: physics; cheihistry; electronics, infor-
matics and computer sciences; biochemistry; ecol-
ogy; reactor technology; applied mathematics.
Most of the activities are more or less closely con-
nected to information sciences, in particular com-
puter sciences, artificial intelligence, language and
speech technologies, computer-aided design, com-
puter architectures, biocybernetics and robotics,
computer automation and control, professional
electronics, digital communications and networks,
and applied mathematics.

The Institute is located in Ljubljana, the cap-
ital of the independent state of Slovenia (or
S^nia). The capital today is considered a cross-

road between East, West and Mediterranean Eu-
rope, offering excellent productive capabilities
and solid business opportunities, with strong in-
ternational connections. Ljubljana is connected
to important centers such as Prague, Budapest,
Vienna, Zagreb, Milan, Rome, Monaco, Nice,
Bern and Munich, all within a radius of 600 km.

In the last year on the site of the Jožef Stefan
Institute, the Technology park "Ljubljana" has
been proposed as part of the national strategy
for technological development to foster synergies
between research and industry, to promote joint
ventures between university bodies, research in-
stitutes and innovative industry, to act as an in-
cubator for high-tech initiatives and to accelerate
the development cycle of innovative products.

At the present time, part of the Institute is be-
ing reorganized into several high-tech units sup-
ported by and connected within the Technology
park at the "Jožef Stefan" Institute, established
as the beginning of a regional Technology park
"Ljubljana". The project is being developed at a
particularly historical moment, characterized by
the process of state reorganisation, privatisation
and private initiative. The national Technology
Park will take the form of a shareholding com-
pany and will host an independent venture-capital
institution.

The promoters and operational entities of the
project are the Republic of Slovenia, Ministry of
Science and Technology and the Jožef Stefan In-
stitute. The framevvork of the operation also in-
cludes the University of Ljubljana, the National
Institute of Chemistry, the Institute for Electron-
ics and Vacuum Technology and the Institute for
Materials and Construction Research among oth-
ers. In addition, the project is supported by
the Ministry of Economic Relations and Devel-
opment, the National Chamber of Economy and
the City of Ljubljana.

Jožef Stefan Institute
Jamova 39, 61000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
Tel.:+386 61 1259 199, Fax.:+386 61 219 385
Tlx.:31 296 JOSTIN SI
E-mail: matjaz.gams@ijs.si
Contact person for the Park: Iztok Lesjak, M.Sc.
Pviblic relations: Ines Černe
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INFORMATION FOR CONTRIBUTORS

1 Submissions and Refereeing
Please submit three copies of the manuscript with
good copies of the figures and photographs to one of
the editors from the Editorial Board or to the Con-
tact Person. At least two referees outside thc au-
thor's country vvill examine it, and they arc invited
to make as many remarks as possible dircctly on the
manuscript, from typing crrors to global philosophical
disagreements. The chosen editor will send the author
copies vvith remarks. If thc paper is accepted, thc cd-
itor will also send copies to the Contact Person. The
Executive Board vvill inform thc author that thc paper
has been accepted, in vvhich case it will be published
vvithin one year of receipt of the original figures on sep-
arate sheets and the text on an IBM PC DOS floppy
disk or by e-mail - both in ASCII and thc Informat-
ica IM^X format. Style (attached) and cxamples of
papers can be obtained by e-rnail from the Contact
Person.

2 News, letters, opinions
Opinions, nevvs, calls for conferences, calls for papers,
etc. should be sent directly to thc Contact Person.
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INFORMATICA
AN INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF COMPUTING AND INFORMATICS

INVITATION, COOPERATION

Since 1977, Informatica has been a major Slovenian
scientific journal of computing and informatics, includ-
ing telecommunications, automation and other related
areas. In itš 17th year, it is becoming truly interna-
tional, although it still remains connccted to Central
Europe. The basic aim of Informatica is to impose in-
tellectual values (science, engineering) in a distributed
organisation.

Informatica is a journal primarily covering the Euro-
pean computer science and informatics comrnunity -
scientific and educational as well as technical, comrner-
cial and industrial. Its basic aim is to cnhancc commu-
nications betvveen different European structures on thc
basis of equal rights and international rcfereeing. It
publishes scientific papers accepted by at least two ref-
erees outside the author's country. In addition, it con-
tains information about conferences, opinions, critical
examinations of existing publications and news. Fi-
nally, major practical achievements and innovations in
the computer and information industry are presented
through commercial publications as well as through
independent evaluations.

Editing and refereeing are distributed. Each editor
can conduct the refereeing process by appointing Uvo
new referees or referees from the Board of Referccs
or EdHorial Board. Referees should not be from the
author's country. If new referees are appointed, their
names will appear in the Refereeing Board.

Informatica is free of charge for major scientific, edu-
cational and governmental institutions. Others should
subscribe (see the last page of Informatica).

Please, return this questionnaire.

QUESTIONNAIRE

Send Informatica free of charge

Yes, we subscribe

| | We intend to cooperate (describe):

Proposals for improvements (describe):

Informatica is published in one volume (4 issues) per
year.

If possible, send one copy of Informatica to the local
library.

Please, complete the order form and send it to
Dr. Rudi Murn, Informatica, Institut Jožef Stefan,
Jamova 39, 61111 Ljubljana, Slovenia.

ORDER FORM - INFORMATICA

Name: Office Address and Telephone (optional):

Title and Profession (optional):

E-mail Address (optional):

Home Address and Telephone (optional):

Signature and Date:
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Basic Instructions
Informatica publishes scientific papers accepted

by at least two referees outside the author's coun-
try. Each author should submit three copies of the
manuscript with good copies of the figures and
photographs to one of the editors from the Edi-
torial Board or to the Contact Person. Editing
and refereeing are distributed. Each editor can
conduct the refereeing process by appointing two
new referees or referees from the Board of Referees
or Editorial Board. Referees should not be from
the author's country. The names of the referees
should not be revealed to the authors under any
circumstances. The names of referees will appear
in the Refereeing Board. Each paper bears the
name of the editor who appointed the referees.

It is highly recommended that each referee
writes as many remarks as possible directly
on the manuscript, ranging from typing errors
to global philosophical disagreements. The cho-
sen editor will send the author copies with re-
marks, and if accepted also to the Contact Per-
son vvith the accompanying completed Review Re-
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